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e Roles of Interstitial and Surface Defects on Oxidation
and Reduction Reactions on Titania

A

is thesis focuses on understanding the in uence of defect sites in titanium

dioxide that drivemany types of thermal and photochemical reactions. Two of the

most common defects in vacuum are titanium interstitials and oxygen vacancies.

Molecular oxygen lls oxygen vacancies and creates oxygen adatoms. We broadly

investigate reduction and oxidation reactions of oxygenates driven by titanium in-

terstitials andoxygen adatoms. First, we focus on the thermal chemistry of oxygen

adatoms with butyrophenone and nd that it reacts with the adatoms to form a

strongly bound complex. e large difference in mobility between complexed and

uncomplexed butyrophenone, and the corrugated nature of the TiO( ) surface

plane, allows a con ned one-dimensional gas to persist, which is characterized by

scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM).Next, we focus on the reductive coupling of

benzaldehyde to stilbene that is driven by titanium interstitials. e diolate inter-

mediate of the reaction is identi ed by STM and the thermodynamic preference of

molecular oxygen to interact with titanium interstitials is exploited to selectively

reverse the benzaldehyde diolate intermediates. Additionally, we investigate the

photo-oxidative coupling of methanol to methyl formate, the photo-oxidation of

butyrophenone and the photo-stability of benzoate. Finally, we identify a water

splitting mechanism on reduced titania that creates oxygen adatoms. We demon-

strate that the photo-generated oxygen adatoms thermally react with titanium

interstitials to make TiOx islands and drive the photo-oxidation of formaldehyde

and butyrophenone. Methods used include temperature programmed reaction

spectroscopy, STM, and density functional theory.
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1
e Dynamic Roles Of Interstitial And

Surface Defects on Oxidation and
Reduction Reactions on Titania

. A

Defect sites in titania have a substantial effect on many thermal and photochem-

ical reactions. ree common types of defects are titanium interstitials, oxygen

vacancies and oxygen adatoms—all of which can react with organic molecules ad-

sorbed on the surface. We look broadly at thermal reduction and photochemical

oxidation reactions of oxygenates. In particular, we focus on the reductive cou-

pling of benzaldehyde, the photo-oxidation of butyrophenone, the photostability

of benzoic acid, and the photo-oxidative coupling of methanol to methyl formate.

Methods used include temperature programmed reaction spectroscopy, scanning

tunneling microscopy, and density functional theory.



is paper was submitted to Topics in Catalysis in .

. I

In this issue, we honor the late D. Wayne Goodman for his many contributions

to the elds of surface chemistry and catalysis and for his friendship, love of life

and sense of humor. Wayne was one of the pioneers in surface science studies of

metal oxides, stimulating many lively discussions about their behavior. Looking

back on his work, he introduced increasing complexity into the materials he pre-

pared to model surface chemistry—ranging from single-crystal metals, to metal

thin lms and oxide thin lms. Wayne began his foray into the preparation of

models for metal oxides in earnest in the early s, exempli ed by his seminal

and highly cited paper on the preparation of MgO thin lms on Mo( ) [ ], fol-

lowed by reactivity studies on this new material [ ]. In the ensuing two decades,

he studied the growth and reactivity of thin- lm [ , ] and bulk oxides, including

rutile TiO( ), in an effort to understand their roles both as catalysts in their

own right and as catalyst supports [ ]. In honor of Wayne, we focus this article

on the fundamental surface chemistry of titania as a model for metal oxides to

recognize his advancement of this eld.

ere is broad interest in metal oxides for their applications in photochemical

water splitting, solar cells, heterogeneous catalysis, water and air puri cation, and

as a self-cleaning coating. Titanium dioxide speci cally is used in a wide variety

of applications, including dye-sensitized solar cells [ ], heterogeneous catalysis,

sensing [ ], and for photocatalytic degradation of organic compounds [ ] and wa-

ter splitting [ ]. e TiO( ) surface of the rutile phase is the most thermody-

namically stable face and is easily prepared in single crystal form that is amenable

to surface characterization inultra high vacuum, thus, enabling fundamental stud-

ies.

A key issue in understanding the behavior of transitionmetal oxides is to eluci-

date the effect composition; in particular, the roles of reduced Ti centers and the

amount and type of oxygen available at the surface. e composition of the mate-

rial affects the optical properties, the rate of electron-hole (e−-h+) recombination,

and the bonding and reactivity of molecules and atoms on the surface. Titania is

an excellent model system to investigate and understand the roles of defects in



Figure 1.1: Three types of defects created on rutile TiO(110): (A) Bridging oxygen vacancy (circled
in purple), corresponding to removal of a lattice oxygen from a two-fold coordinated oxygen row;
(B) one example of a reduced Ti interstitial (yellow) residing below the surface, that donates electron
density to neighboring surface Ti ions; and, (C) oxygen adatoms (circled in red), created from O

reacting with a bridging oxygen vacancy or dissociating on the Tic rows. In all three models, Ti
atoms are in gray, oxygen atoms are red and Ti interstitials are in yellow.

determining thermal and photochemical reactions over reducible metal oxide ma-

terials because of the facility for shuttling oxygen in and out of the lattice in this

material.

Self-doping is themost commonmodi cation to stoichiometric TiO and is cre-

ated by annealing the crystal. is process creates defects such as oxygen vacan-

cies and titanium interstitials, which occupy lled gap states below the conduction

band edge. is self-doping process changes the TiO crystal from being optically

transparent to light blue because the creation of this Ti( d) state allows near IR

excitation events between the defect and the conduction band. Electron param-

agnetic resonance results [ ] reveals optical transitions between . and . eV

above the valence band for these Ti( d) states. Although the Ti( d) defect state

can in principle drive visible light photochemistry, there have been no published

accounts of this on the rutile TiO( ) crystal. Two-photon photoemission re-

sults demonstrate that this is likely because the occupied gap states facilitate e−-

h+ pair recombination in < fs, while hole transfer to adsorbates occurs on the

picosecond timescale [ ]. On the oxidized surface, electron/hole pairs last long

enough that they can drive photochemical oxidation reactions [ ].

is article focuses on our recent work elucidating the roles of reduced Ti

centers—both bridging oxygen vacancies on the surface and Ti subsurface



interstitials—and oxygen adatoms in determining the thermal- and photo-

chemistry on rutile TiO( ) (Figure . ). Both oxygen vacancies and Ti intersti-

tials contribute to new electronic states in the band gap, as has been discussed in

detail elsewhere [ , ]. e change in electronic structure is evident in ultravio-

let and x-ray photoemission spectra (UPS and XPS) with a the Ti( d) defect state

that develops in the bandgap as the crystal is reduced which correlates to changes

in the optical properties [ , ].

Typical preparation [ ] of the TiO( ) yields a surface with ∼ - oxy-

gen vacancies at the bridging sites (Figure . A), based on scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM) studies. is defect is the most widely investigated on titania,

leading to reactivity with a range of molecules that ll the vacancies, including al-

cohols [ ], carboxylates [ ], carbonmonoxide [ ], NO [ ], water [ ], andO

[ ]. Oxygen vacancies inhibit the photo-oxidative decomposition of trimethyl ac-

etate adsorbed in the vacancy as compared to those adsorbed along the Ti rows in

their thermodynamically preferred orientation [ ]. Excess electrondensity at the

bridging oxygen vacancy [ ] from the Ti( d) defect state likely quenches photo-

generated holes at the vacancy, thus prohibiting the photo-oxidation of trimethyl

acetate. e quenching ability of oxygen vacancies does not apparently extend

to neighboring acetates adsorbed along the Ti rows, which decompose upon UV

illumination [ ]. Titanium interstitials represent a second common defect on ti-

taniumdioxide that is created from thermal reduction (Figure . B). Interstitial Ti

has been shown to affect the binding ofmolecules (e.g., O [ ], benzaldehyde [ ]

and formaldehyde [ ]) on the surface by donating charge to nearby Ti ions in the

surfaces of both the rutile and anatase phases [ , - ]. Above K, the inter-

stitials migrate to the surface, inducing reductive processes leaving behind TiOx

islands that roughen the surface [ ]. ese islands remain on the surface up to

high temperature (> K) and ultimately convert to TiO based on the observa-

tion of a characteristic row structure in STM images [ ]. Examples of reductive

processes induced by Ti interstitials are the reductive coupling of benzaldehyde

to stilbene [ , ], and thermal decomposition of carboxylates [ , ]. To date

there have been no reports of Ti interstitials directly in uencing photochemistry

on TiO( ); however, they most certainly affect the bonding of intermediates

that photoreact.

Oxygen adatoms are another readily accessible ‘defect’ on TiO( ) (Figure



. C) that also alter the electronic and optical properties of the surface. ey are

created by exposure of reduced TiO( ) to O. Surface O vacancies are healed

in a : ratio when the reduced surface is exposed to O; oxygen adatoms are cre-

ated in a stoichiometric amount on the titanium rows [ ]. X-ray photoemission

studies indicate that dosingO eliminates the Ti( d) state by quenching the excess

negative charge from Ti interstitials and oxygen vacancies [ ]. Two-Photon Pho-

toemission ( PPE) studies [ ] reveal that reduced TiO( ) has band gap states

that are removed with O deposition. e degree of re-oxidation that is possible

is dictated by the reduction state of the crystal. Weakly reduced TiO is almost

entirely healed with . L O while heavily reduced TiO has band gap states that

persist after . L O deposition [ ]. e difference in the ability to re-oxidize is

attributed to a surface and subsurface defects that would now likely be recognized

as oxygen vacancies and Ti interstitials. Surface oxygen vacancy defects are readily

lled by O but subsurface Ti interstitials, which are detected with PPE up to

layers deep, require elevated temperature to entirely react with O [ ] and thus

are likely present to some extent at room temperature. Previous work studying

Ti interstitial mediated benzaldehyde coupling reveal that Ti interstitials persist

for + temperature programmed reaction cycles, an indication that Ti intersti-

tials are plentiful in the near surface region on a reduced TiO crystal even after

surface oxidation [ ].

Oxygen adatoms are also reactive toward a variety of organic molecules, includ-

ing ketones [ - ], alcohols [ , ], aldehydes [ ], and water [ ]. Oxygen

adatoms react via at least two established pathways: ( ) promotion of bond break-

ing, for example, O-H dissociation in alcohols; and, ( ) coordination to electron-

de cient carbon centers, e.g. the carbonyl carbon in ketones. Oxygen adatoms in

addition to thermally reacting with organic molecules also promote photochemi-

cal oxidation reactions. After aldehydes [ ] and ketones [ , ] thermally form

a complex with an oxygen adatom, UV light leads to the cleavage of a carbonyl

C-R bond, yielding a carboxylate on the surface. Density functional theory calcu-

lations indicate that oxygen adatoms have a negative charge; [ ] thus, upon UV

illumination photogenerated holes are quenched by the adatom, creating a radical

in the oxygen adatom complex, leading to carbonyl C-R scission.

We rst discuss the thermal reaction between oxygen adatoms and methanol

to create methoxy. Methoxy created from a thermal reaction of oxygen adatoms



andmethanol, is photoactive and upon ultraviolet illumination, creates formalde-

hyde that couples to methoxy to form methyl formate. In contrast, ketones form

a stable ketone-O complex that upon illumination cleave producing a propyl radi-

cal that desorbs and a benzoate that stays on the surface. Once formed, benzoate

is resistant to many hours of UV illumination, which is likely why it is a common

linkage in dyes for titania based dye-sensitized solar cells. Ultimately, the thermal

stability of benzoate is dictated by Ti interstitials, which, at elevated temperatures

drive the decomposition of benzoate to leave TiOx islands on the surface, and we

nish by discussing how this can be utilized for catalysis as in the case of benzalde-

hyde coupling to stilbene. In all of these cases the absence or excess of a surface

atom drives the observed photo- or thermal- reactivity.

. T  P- C  O
A

Oxygen vacancies have beenwell documented to react withO in a : ratio, which

lls the vacancy and creates oxygen adatoms on the ve-fold coordinated Ti rows

(Figure . A) [ ]. e concentration of adatoms increases as the crystal is more

reduced; indicating that vacancies and subsurface Ti interstitials play a role in oxy-

gen dissociation [ , ]. is demonstrates that reduced Ti promotes the disso-

ciation of O by altering the local charge distribution on neighboring Ti centers,

permitting oxygen adatoms to form on the ve fold coordinated Ti rows [ , ].

Upon annealing the surface, Ti interstitials readily migrate to the surface reacting

with oxygen adatoms to form TiOx nanoparticles (Figure . A-B).

ese oxygen adatoms are more reactive than lattice oxygen, most likely be-

cause they aremoreweakly bond to the -fold coordinated titanium ionswhich are

surrounded by other O anions in the lattice below. Furthermore, the quenching of

interstitial reduced Ti, renders the bonding and density of O adatoms dependent

on the extent of bulk reduction of the sample. e higher degree of reactivity and

the bonding of the O adatoms to the Tic sites is important in determining their

reactivity towards organic molecules.



Figure 1.2: STM images (15× 15 nm) of a TiO(110) crystal characterized by a Obr-vacancy den-
sity of∼10.8% MLs, (A) Exposed to 20-L O at 120 K leading to an oxygen adatom density of
∼9.3% MLs and∼1.8% MLs residual Obr-vacancies. (B) Surface in (A) after sub sequential an-
nealing up to 393 K where TiOx islands have been formed (larger bright features). All STM images
were acquired at temperatures between 110 and 130 K. Source: Adapted with permission from
Wendt et al. [15].

. A O  R T

Surface methoxy is created from a reaction of methanol with oxygen adatoms as

was established in previous studies [ , ]. In our work, we used scanning tun-

neling microscopy (STM) to demonstrate that two methoxy species are formed

for each O adatom on the surface. In these previously unpublished data, the as-

prepared TiO( ) surface is saturated with O ( L) at K, creating∼ .

O adatoms per Ti atom on the row (Figure . a). After retracting the tip and

exposing to methanol at K new features are observed (Figure . b) that are

identi ed as methoxy based on correspondence with previous STM studies on re-

duced TiO( ) [ , ] and by establishing that methoxy is formed based on the

characteristic reaction pro le in temperature programmed reaction experiments

that yield formaldehyde and methanol at K [ , ]. Although the exact same

terrace was not found for these experiments, previous stability experiments with

the microscope [ , ] suggest that the new location is less than micron away

and thus the feature densities are directly comparable. Counting both the oxy-

gen adatoms before methanol deposition and the methoxy features after, reveal



Figure 1.3: Methanol reacts with oxygen adatoms on the oxidized TiO(110) surface to create 2
methoxy species for each oxygen adatom. (a) STM image of the as prepared TiO(110) surface
saturated with 300 L O at 300 K. (It = 0.05 nA; U = +1.16 V; 26 nm× 26 nm) and (b) Approximately
the same area of the surface as (a) after retracting the STM tip and dosing∼1 monolayer methanol
at 300 K. Round features are characteristic of methoxy and twice as many are present per unit area
as oxygen adatoms in (a). (It = 0.03nA; U = +1.13 V; 26 nm× 26 nm) (c) Insert of (a) to more clearly
show oxygen adatoms. Blue line indicates the direction of the line scan in (e). (4.6× 4.6 nm) (d)
Insert of (b) to more clearly show methoxy features. Red line indicates the direction of line scan in
(e). (4.6× 4.6 nm) (e) Line scans of an oxygen adatom and a methoxy clearly demonstrating the
difference in apparent height.

that there are twice as many methoxy features as oxygen adatoms. In Figure . a

there are Oa and after methanol is dosed (Figure . b) there are methoxy

features observed in the same unit area ( × nm).

e : relation ofmethoxy to oxygen adatoms demonstrates that themethoxy

adsorbed terminal OH plays an important role in the formation of methoxy.



Scheme 1.1: Mechanism of the oxidation of methanol to methyl formate.

Methoxy is rst created from transfer of the alcoholic hydrogen to an oxygen

adatom, yielding adsorbed terminal hydroxyl (OHt) and methoxy (Scheme . ). A

second methoxy species forms either by direct transfer of the alcoholic hydrogen

to the OHt or to an O adatom formed from disproportionation of two terminal

hydroxyls. Hydroxyl diffusion has been previously demonstrated to occur as low

as K via scanning tunneling microscopy [ , ]. Although the methoxy in

Figure . b appear to form patches, the high density makes it difficult to deter-

mine whether pairing predominates as would be expected frommethanol directly

donating a hydrogen to an OHt.

Once formed, methoxy is stable until ∼ K, at which point it dispropor-

tianates to yield formaldehyde and methanol [ , ]. Previously [ ], the con-

centration of methoxy on the oxidized TiO( ) surface was estimated to be .

ML referenced to the concentration of Tic atoms. ey propose that OH desorbs

as water because the microscopic reverse has been previously demonstrated [ ].

e results Figure . suggest that it is unlikely that the hydroxyl concentration is

higher than the oxygen adatom concentration on the surface (∼ ) because the

adatoms are required for creating the hydroxyls from the acidic hydrogen. Instead,

the hydroxyl concentration likely never exceeds the oxygen adatom concentration

and decreases over time as oxygen adatoms are stoichiometrically converted to



water.

Methoxy is photoactive and upon UV illumination produces formaldehyde and

methyl formate. Temperature programmed reaction data are used to demonstrate

[ ] that upon illumination a bridging oxygen on the TiO( ) surface abstracts

a hydrogen from the methoxy, creating a formaldehyde and a bridging hydroxyl

(Scheme . ). However, earlier work did not identify the pathway to methyl for-

mate production found in our lab [ , ].

We discovered that bridging oxygen also abstracts a hydrogen from formalde-

hyde to create a formyl (HCO) radical [ ]. is second photo-oxidation step is

similar to the rst step in which formaldehyde is formed; however, the rate of

this process is necessarily faster based on the fact that formyl radical couples with

residual methoxy to yield methyl formate. At K, both methyl formate and

formaldehyde desorb upon illumination; however, below K, the methyl for-

mate is trapped on the surface.

Scanning tunnelingmicroscopy results at K show that twomethoxy features

are converted to one new feature that is attributed to methyl formate based on its

similarity in apparent length andheight tomethyl formate in a control STMexper-

iment (Figure . ) [ ]. Production of methyl formate implies that the hydrogen

abstraction step from formaldehyde to formyl occurs more rapidly than the con-

version ofmethoxy to formaldehyde. If formaldehyde were produced signi cantly

faster than formyl, the methoxy would all be converted to formaldehyde before

the second step could take place. Furthermore, the STM results suggest that the

coupling of formaldehyde to methyl formate is highly localized since a methoxy

pair converts to methyl formate on the surface. is, suggests that formaldehyde

photodecomposes before it can desorb or diffuse away, at least at K. ese re-

sults also indicate that proximity of two methoxy species on the surface is im-

portant for this reaction. Since the formation of methoxy depends on the pres-

ence of O adatoms, which in turn depend on Ti interstitials, the photo-oxidation

of methanol will probably depend on the degree of bulk reduction and the avail-

ability of O to create O adatoms, and the surface temperature, which affects the

mobility of Ti interstitials. A higher degree of bulk reduction will lead to a higher

density of O adatoms and, therefore, formation of a denser layer of methoxy. is

point requires further investigation, but suggests that the product distribution



Figure 1.4: Photolysis of methoxy groups on o-TiO (110) at 50 K create new features that match
methyl formate. (a) Methoxy created by depositing 300 L O at 300 K followed by saturation cov-
erage of methanol at 300 K and warming to 340 K to desorb molecularly adsorbed methanol be-
fore cooling to 50 K for imaging. Each circular feature is a methoxy. (One such feature is circled
in green.) Pairs circled with a dotted line couple to form methyl formate after UV illumination. (It =
0.08 nA; Vs = +1.3 V) (b) Same area as (a) after 5 min. UV illumination. Circled features are newly
created from the combination of two methoxy features. (It = 0.08 nA; Vs = +0.74 V) (c) Compar-
ison of the apparent feature heights of a new feature created in (b) (in purple) to methyl formate
deposited in a separate experiment on r-TiO (110) shown in (d) (in green). Both features are es-
sentially identical in both height and length along the Ti rows. (d) Low coverage of methyl formate
deposited on the as prepared TiO (110) surface at 70 K. UV photon illumination was performed
with a Xe lamp with a bandwidth of 200-400 nm (92 mw/cm total flux). The higher imaging temper-
ature and the low coverage slightly degrades the image quality for adsorbed methyl formate.



will depend on the materials properties.

To verify the coupling mechanism, d-formaldehyde and methoxy are co-

adsorbed on the titanium dioxide surface and upon illumination d-methyl for-

mate is produced. is result clearly shows that a single C-D(H) bond is lost from

photolysis of formaldehyde along the pathway to methyl formate production.

Independent studies of the photo-oxidation of formaldehyde on the oxidized

TiO( ) surface further demonstrate that it is the formation of the HCO radi-

cal that couples to methoxy. e as-prepared TiO( ) surface is fully oxidized

with O at K creating oxygen adatoms on the surface. Formaldehyde is dosed

and upon UV illumination, formate is produced. e formation of formate con-

clusively demonstrates that formaldehyde is converted to HCO and that oxygen

adatoms act as a radical trap in much the same way as methoxy does to produce

methyl formate. ese results indicate that the production of HCO fromHC=O is

a general synthetic coupling tool, which provides guidance on how to use a product

of photo-oxidation for synthesis. Further, thismethod of photo-oxidation that in-

duces thermal coupling suggests a general route to ester formation from alcohols.

A key factor in the ability of an aldehyde to couple with an alkoxide is the com-

peting rates of the alkoxide to the aldehyde and the ensuing R(H)C=O-to-R-CO

step. Ethanol photo-oxidation has been previously studied and ethoxy forms on

the oxidized TiO( ) surface, analogous to methoxy formed from methanol

[ ]. Upon UV illumination, ethoxy is converted to acetaldehyde, but the authors

do not rule out the production of ethyl acetate or ethyl formate which would be

produced by cleavage of the CH-CH=O or the CHC(=O)-H bonds, respectively.

Our preliminary work with ethanol on oxidized TiO( ) supports the conclu-

sion that ethoxy is converted solely to acetaldehyde. In our unpublished work,

neither ethyl formate or ethyl acetate were detected during or after photolysis of

ethoxy created via reaction with ethanol and O adatoms. We attribute the lack of

ethyl formate production to the anticipated more rapid α C-H photodissociation

relative methoxy, based on the relative the gas-phase bond dissociation energies

of these ethanol and methanol relative to their aldehyde products. Previous stud-

ies of the photodissociation of ketones on titania showed a correlation between

gas phase bond dissociation energy and photochemical activity [ ]. In the gas

phase, the bond dissociation for α C-H is ∼ kcal/mol higher for methanol than

formaldehyde while the difference in the bond dissociation energy for ethanol



versus acetaldehyde is only∼ kcal/mol (Table . ). e smaller difference in C-H

cleavage between the ethyl- alcohol and aldehyde is due to a smaller barrier to

acetaldehyde compared to formaldehyde formation. is smaller barrier could

explain why acetaldehyde solely forms. Alternatively, acetaldehyde could lose a

methyl group from photolysis, creating HCO which would lead to ethyl formate

(CHOC(H)O); however, it was not detected either. More detailed studies of

these systems are required to fully elucidate the factors controlling ester photo-

synthesis from alcohols. In particular, insight into the excited state dynamics is

necessary.

Table 1.1: Bond Dissociation Energies of α C-H cleavage for aldehydes versus alcohols.

Aldehyde Bond Dissociation Energy Alcohol Bond Dissociation Energy
Molecule kcal/mol Molecule kcal/mol
H-CH=O . [ ] H-CHOH [ ]
CHC(=O)-H . [ ] CHCH(-OH)-H [ ]
CH-CH=O . [ ]

. K O  T

Methanol photo-oxidation demonstrates that photogenerated holes in TiO mi-

grate to bridging oxygen, which induces C-H cleavage of methoxy or formalde-

hyde; we now discuss the case of butyrophenone cleavage where a photogener-

ated hole induces cleavage of a C-C bond. On the oxidized surface, ketones such as

acetone [ , ] or butyrophenone [ , ] form a complex with oxygen adatoms

that are photoactive and reversibly desorbs when heated above K. In contrast

to methanol where the acidic hydrogen is donated to the adatom, ketones have

no available hydrogen atoms to donate. Instead of the oxygen adatom eliminat-

ing as water, the adatom binds directly with the ketone and is present during the

photo-oxidation and acts as a radical trap for the ensuing carbonyl radical. Scan-

ning tunneling microscopy results of butyrophenone on the oxidized surface at

K indicate that the butyrophenone-O complex forms directly over an oxygen

adatom [ ]; however, the exact binding con guration is not established. To date,

the most stable structure identi ed using density functional theory is a peroxy-

like con guration where the oxygen in the ketone interacts directly with oxygen



adatom and the R groups of the ketone orient along the titanium rows. Upon

UV illumination of the butyrophenone-O complex, a propyl radical is selectively

ejected into vacuum as detected with a mass spectrometer, and a new feature is

observed on the surface with scanning tunneling microscopy that is identi ed as

benzoate by temperature programmed reaction studies [ ].

e decomposition of butyrophenone proceeds by a so-called Norrish Type I

photo-decomposition pathway which is known to occur for ketones, such as ace-

tone, in the gas phase [ ]. In a Norrish Type I pathway, a direct excitation of the

transition (π − π∗) leads to a biradical species that recombines to eliminate an

R-Carbonyl bond, producing an R• and an R’CO• radical. Interestingly for larger
ketones in the gas phase, such as butyrophenone, a different reaction pathway

called a Norrish Type II process is dominant [ ]. In a type II process, a , -

hydrogen shift occurs which leads to the formation of a cyclobutanol or an enol

and an alkene product [ ].

Several reasons likely prohibit butyrophenone from undergoing a Norrish Type

II cleavage process. First, the Type II pathway requires an intersystem crossing in

order to transition from an S to a T transition state [ ]. e surface likely alters

the energies of the excited state that could prohibit this transition. In addition,

steric interactions from the surface could also prohibit the ring cyclization. Fi-

nally, the low absorption cross section of butyrophenone compared to the surface

strongly suggests that the photo-fragmentation is a secondary process whereby a

photogenerated hole from the surface drives the reaction. e mechanism likely

persists through a hole disrupting the C=O in the butyrophenone to create a C-O•
radical species that recombines to reform the C=O and cleaves the C-propyl bond

in the process. e photo-oxidation of butyrophenone to benzoate demonstrates

that photogenerated holes may lead to the cleavage of C-C bonds as well as C-H

bonds discussed for methoxy or formaldehyde.

Previous two-photon photoemission studies indicate that the photo generated

hole transfer likely occurs faster for methanol compared to butyrophenone. On

the reduced TiO surface, electron/hole pair lifetimes are strongly suppressed and

they recombine within fs [ ]. On the oxidized surface, however, electron

hole pair recombination is lengthened to the pico- or nano-second timescale. Two

photon photoemission results formethanol oxidation indicate that the hole trans-

fer occurs over ps [ ], which is far slower than the fs recombination that



occurs on the reduced surface and likely plays a role in the importance in surface

pre-oxidation for organic photo-oxidation reactions. Photon stimulated desorp-

tionmeasurements provide ameasure for the rate of a photochemical reaction and

it is observed that formaldehyde evolution frommethanol photo-oxidation occurs

> times faster than butyrophenone photo-oxidation [ , ]. Two photon pho-

toemission studies have not been conducted for butyrophenone, but the rate is

likely slower than methanol and thus would not be expected to occur fast enough

to proceed on the reduced TiO surface, as con rmed on the basis of temperature

programmed reaction experiments [ ].

. P  B

e previous section demonstrates that carboxylates are formed in several photo-

oxidation processes, including the formation of formate from formaldehyde and

benzoate from butyrophenone oxidation in the presence of oxygen adatoms. Car-

boxylates are also formed from the photo-oxidation of ethanol [ ], acetaldehyde

[ ], acetone [ ], and butanone [ ] on rutile TiO. e prevalence of these

carboxylate intermediates indicates that they are thermodynamic sinks for these

oxidation reactions. Carboxylates, in particular, substituted benzoates are also

widely used to functionalize titania surfaces. We set out to investigate the behav-

ior of benzoate underUV irradiationbecause of the general importance of carboxy-

lates in titania chemistry and determine that it is remarkably resistant to photo-

oxidation.

Previous studies have established that carboxylic acids—including formic

acid [ ], acetic acid [ ], trimethyl acetic acid [ ], and benzoic acid [ ]—

deprotonate on the TiO( ) surface donating their acidic hydrogen to a bridging

hydroxyl to create a strongly-bound carboxylate with two ve-fold coordinated

Ti atoms along the Ti rows, providing an easy and selective route to formation of

these intermediates.

Despite the similar binding con guration of various carboxylates that involve

the two oxygen atoms in the molecule binding above ve-fold coordinated Ti

atoms, there is a variation in their stability based on their R group. When ben-

zoate, created from benzoic acid, is illuminated for . hours at K, no



Figure 1.5: Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) shows that benzoate is resistant to photodegra-
dation while trimethyl acetate readily decomposes under illumination with UV light at room temper-
ature. (A) STM image obtained for benzoate on reduced TiO(110); (B) images of the same area of
the benzoate layer in (A) following illumination with UV light for 2.25 hours with saturation cover-
age O dose; (C) trimethyl acetate (the smaller, close-packed features, circled). The larger brighter
features are surface contaminants that were present on the as prepared surface. (not shown) (D)
Trimethyl acetate decomposes after 35 minutes of irradiation without a saturation coverage of O.
Contaminants are still present after illumination. Benzoate and trimethyl acetate are formed by elec-
trospray deposition of benzoic acid (0.1 M) and trimethyl acetic acid (1.0 M) in acetone at 300 K for
5-10 min and subsequent heating to 360 K to desorb acetone. Images A and B were taken with
Vs=+1.5 V, i=0.15 nA for tunneling parameters and C and D used Vs=+1.45 V, i=0.24 nA. All images
are 15.4x15.4 nm, the scale bars are 3 nm.



decomposition is observed even with a saturation dose of O (Figure . A-B) [ ].

Trimethyl acetate, created from depositing trimethyl acetic acid, on the other

hand completely decomposes within minutes even without O deposition

(Figure . C-D) [ ]. e difference in stability between the two carboxylates

demonstrates the critical role of the molecule’s structure. β-hydrogen dehy-

drogenation has been previously shown to play a signi cant role in carboxylate

decomposition [ , ]— trimethyl acetate contains a β-hydrogen that is easily

removed while benzoate does not. In addition to trimethyl acetate containing a

β-hydrogen, t-butyl is an excellent leaving group due to its tertiary carbon. In con-

trast, benzoate has resonant stabilization with the carboxylate which likely aids

in its stabilization. Aside from trimethyl acetate, most other carboxylates studied

exhibit a relatively high photostability. Acetate created from the photo-oxidation

of acetone [ ], butanone [ ], or ethanol [ ] on oxidized TiO( ) is stable

after formation despite the presence of UV illumination. Formate created from

the photo-oxidation of acetaldehyde [ ] or formaldehyde [ ] is also photostable

and does not decompose in an analogous fashion to trimethyl acetate.

. T S  B,   T I

Carboxylates, such as formate, acetate and benzoate are driven to decompose by

Ti interstitials. Movies obtained using STM [ ] reveal that formate on the ( × )

TiO( ) surface re-oxidizes the crystal upon thermal decomposition by creating

( × ) patches. Titanium subsurface interstitials must, therefore, react with the

formate to drive its decomposition, forming TiOx islands and liberating CO and

HCO [ ]. On the unreconstructed ( × ) TiO( ) surface benzoate also ther-

mally decomposes, here to benzene and CO in a reaction-limited process upon an-

nealing to K. Isotopic labeling experiments reveal that the hydrogen required

to produce benzene from the phenyl radical liberated from benzoate is likely sup-

plied from a decomposing phenyl ring that accompanies CO formation. On the

basis of STM results, we con rm that adsrobed benzoate annealed to K also

yields new features that are assigned to TiOx islands (Figure . B) [ ]. is as-

signment is made based on the height of the features matching a TiO terrace

height and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and temperature programmed reac-

tion experiments that indicate the benzoate-covered surface is free of carbon after



Figure 1.6: The growth of TiOx islands following benzoate thermal reduction is demonstrated us-
ing STM. (A) Annealing to 850 K without benzoic acid results in a clean surface. A representative
bridging oxygen vacancy is indicated with black box. (B) Decomposition of benzoate on reduced
TiO(110) followed by annealing to 850 K for 75 sec. results in small TiOx nanoparticles due to reac-
tion of Ti interstitials with oxygen deposited during the decomposition reaction. The larger images
in (A) and (B) are 19.9× 19.9 nm. The inset shows a single TiOx nanoparticle and its position with
respect to the five-fold coordinate Ti rows represented here with vertial white lines. (3.4× 2.8 nm)
(The tunneling conditions are the same for all images: Vs= +1.4 V, i = 0.1 nA, T= 300 K).

annealing to K. (e apparent height of TiOx features is . nm and a TiOx

terrace is . nm.) Previously it has been demonstrated that oxygen adatoms re-

act with Ti interstitials in an analogous manner to benzoate decomposition, cre-

ation TiOx islands on the surface [ ]. Acetate has also been studied on the ru-

tile TiO( ) and TiO( )-( × ), thermally decomposing at ∼ K on both

surfaces [ ]. e decomposition of acetate on the TiO( )-( × ) was studied

with STM and TiOx islands form [ ] with the same morphology as those on the

TiO( ) surface created from benzoate [ ], suggesting that the role of Ti inter-

stitials in thermal reduction reactions is not limited to the ( ) surface plane of

rutile TiO.



. T I  R   B-


In addition to driving the reductive decomposition of benzoate to benzene and

CO, Ti interstitials also drive the thermal reductive coupling of benzaldehyde to

stilbene. Benzaldehyde molecularly desorbs at ∼ K from TiO( ) but on a

crystal that has been reduced by many cycles of sputtering and annealing, a new

molecular desorption peak emerges at∼ K that is attributed to a diolate state.

Full mass scans reveal that stilbene desorbs from the reaction limited K state

that is fromreductive coupling of benzaldehyde in a paired diolate state [ ]. Scan-

ning tunneling microscopy results indicate that a benzaldehyde saturated surface

annealed to K produces TiOx features thatmatch those observedwith thermal

benzoate reduction in Figure . B. e formation of TiOx islands demonstrates

that Ti interstitials drive the reductive coupling of benzaldehyde to stilbene and

not bridging oxygen vacancies as was previously thought [ ]. A saturation cov-

erage of benzaldehyde was dosed and warmed to desorb the molecular benzalde-

hyde. Paired features are observed across the surface which are characteristic of

the diolate state, two benzaldehyde molecules stabilized by a subsurface titanium

interstitial, anddensity functional theory calculations support the conclusion that

benzaldehyde in this con guration ismore stable thanmolecular benzaldehyde on

a titanium row (Figure . ) [ ].

e stability of benzaldehyde diolate intermediates allow it to be selectively

reversed by O, which reacts with Ti interstitials, but the diolate is not affected

by HO, which only reacts with bridging oxygen vacancies. e as-prepared

TiO( ) surface is saturated with benzaldehyde and imaged with scanning

tunneling microscopy (Figure . a). e surface is dosed with L O at

K and re-examined with STM. ere is a drop in feature coverage from to

, which is due to O preferentially reacting with Ti interstitials and pushing

benzaldehyde from a strongly bound diolate state to a more weakly bound mono-

layer state that desorbs around room temperature [ ]. ese STM data are

corroborated by temperature programmed reaction data that indicates if O is

pre-dosed on the TiO( ), it essentially quenches the K peak associated



Figure 1.7: Formation of diolates via benzaldehyde pairing is observed using STM. (a) Low-
temperature STM image of benzaldehyde adsorption over TiO(110) taken at 50 K. (b) Image of a
21 Å by 14 Å group of paired features. The green overlay shows the underlying Ti lattice. (The po-
sition of the Ti atoms is not exact in the [001] direction, but the spacing is correct.) The contrast is
enhanced in (b) for comparison to (c), the simulated image of the lowest energy trans-diolate struc-
ture on the same size scale, and (d) the simulated image of the higher energy cis-diolate. In both
cases, the diolates are on two adjacent Tic sites. The simulations are for constant-current images
of empty state (+0.5 to 0 eV above the theoretical “Fermi” level (corresponding to Ubias≈ 0.5 V)
and a tip-sample distance of∼4 Å using the Tersoff-Hamann approach. The two measured lobes
correspond to the charge density of the two phenyl rings in the simulated images, providing a quali-
tative guide. Both simulations include an interstitial below between two ⟨⟩ channel sites (lowest
energy configuration). Red balls represent O, gray Ti, green C, and white H atoms. Image acquired
with a sample bias voltage of 1.9 V and a constant tunneling current of 0.11 nA.



Figure 1.8: O displaces benzaldehyde diolate intermediates at 300 K as shown using STM. a)
Diolate intermediates formed from benzaldehyde coupling after exposure of reduced TiO(110) to
benzaldehyde (0.26 monolayers) at 30 K followed by heating to 300 K. (Imaging conditions: T=22 K,
Vs=+2.2 V, i=60 pA). b) Displacement of benzaldehyde after exposing the surface in (a) to an excess
of O (300 layer equivalents) at 300 K. (Imaging conditions: T=24 K, Vs=+2.1 V, i=0.33 nA).

with the benzaldehyde diolate state and no stilbene evolves [ , ]. e growth

of TiOx islands in STM images indicate that regardless of whether O is pre- or

post- dosed with benzaldehyde, Ti interstitials drive TiOx island formation with

the most thermodynamically stable oxygenate. Conversely, if water is either pre-

or post- dosed on the benzaldehyde-covered surface there is no disruption of the

diolate pairs observed in STM images. Similarly, the K peak in temperature

programmed reaction spectra for benzaldehyde and stilbene is not disturbed with

water dosing. ese results are consistent with a thermal reduction mechanism

of benzaldehyde to stilbene that is driven by Ti interstitials; O preferentially

reacts with Ti interstitials and thus can quench the reaction while HO, which

only reacts with bridging oxygen vacancies, does not quench benzaldehyde cou-

pling. emechanism of reductive coupling has several important insights. First,

although it was observed with temperature programmed reaction spectra that the

coupling process can be repeated many times, STM measurements indicate that

the formation of TiOx islands result in the nanostructuring of the TiO’s surface



during this catalytic process. In addition, this work demonstrates that Ti intersti-

tials may be utilized to trap out an intermediate before progressing to products so

their reversibility may probed with different compounds. In particular O has a

profound effect on the thermal chemistry of TiO while water has a much smaller

effect. Given the prevalence of O and HO under ambient conditions, it is critical

to study their role withmodel reactions because this work demonstrates that they

are capable of signi cantly changing the surface chemistry.

. C

Titanium dioxide is active for a variety of photochemical oxidation and thermal

reduction reactions and speci c defects act as reaction centers. In this review, we

focus on the roles of oxygen adatoms and Ti interstitials as reaction centers. Pho-

tochemical oxidation reactions clearly require oxygen adatoms created bymolecu-

lar oxygen dissociating in bridging oxygen vacancies and in the vicinity of Ti inter-

stitials usingmethanol photo-oxidation as an illustration. Methanol thermally re-

acts with oxygen adatoms to produce photoactive methoxy species. Methoxy may

be photochemically converted to formaldehyde andHCO through successive strip-

ping of hydrogen atoms by photogenerated holes on neighboring bridging oxygen

atoms. e resulting thermal coupling step of HCO andmethoxy via a radical trap

mechanism yields methyl formate. Photogenerated holes are also capable of acti-

vating C-C bonds in addition to C-H bonds as demonstrated by the photo cleav-

age of butyrophenone complexed with an oxygen adatom. Upon photon-induced

cleavage, the butyrophenone-O complex ejects a propyl radical into vacuum leav-

ing a benzoate species that can be tracked with scanning tunneling microscopy.

Carboxylates are a general thermodynamic sink for photochemical oxidation re-

actions and can be formed from alcohols, aldehydes, and ketones. Carboxylates

are generally stable under UV illumination as is evidenced by the photo stability

of benzoate, but the functionalization of the R functional group can be tuned to

readily decompose upon UV illumination as in the case of trimethyl acetate. Ti

interstitials are also a primary defect on TiO and they drive the thermal decom-

position of carboxylates to produce TiOx islands on the TiO( ) surface. Ti in-

terstitials may also be utilized to drive the thermal coupling of benzaldehyde to

stilbene through a diolate intermediate, leaving TiOx islands on the surface. e



stability of the intermediate permits it to be selectively reversed with O that di-

rectly reacts with Ti interstitials but the coupling is not affected by water, which

does not react with Ti interstitials. Oxygen adatoms and Ti interstitials catalyze

an impressive array of functional groups in a self-consistent manner that permits

broader extrapolation to more complicated molecules. Further, evidence that Ti

interstitials are active toward thermal reduction reactions on several crystal faces

implies that defects may play a role on many crystal faces or in more disordered

TiO nanoparticles. Future studies on less commonly studied crystal faces or TiO

polymorphs such as anatase, should further clarify the broad role that defects play

on thermal- and photochemical reactions on TiO.
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2
Butyrophenone on O-TiO( ):

One-dimensional Motion in a Weakly
Con ned Potential Well

. A

We demonstrate the one-dimensional con nement of weakly-bound butyrophe-

none molecules between strongly-bound complexes formed via reaction with

oxygen on TiO( ). Butyrophenone weakly bound to Ti rows through the

carbonyl oxygen diffuses freely in one dimension along the rows even at K,

persisting for many minutes before hopping out of the -D well. Quantitative

analysis yields an estimate of the migration barrier of . eV and a frequency

factor of . ×  Hz. ese studies demonstrate that weakly-bound organic

molecules can be con ned on a surface by creating molecular barriers, potentially

altering their assembly.



is paper was published in ACS Nano, , , - .

. I

Surface diffusion is generally important in interfacial processes, such as self-

assembly, heterogeneous catalysis. Maximizing the desired electron transport,

stability or reactivity in these applications often requires optimization of the

interactions between adjacent molecules through orientation, transport and

con nement. Due to the complexity of many of these systems, reducing dimen-

sionality can often aid in this optimization.

Diffusion has been extensively studied on metal surfaces;, for example,

anisotropic transport of CO utilizing dithioanthracene as a carrier on Cu( ),

hydrogen-assisted mobilization of platinum atoms on Pt( ), and nanoscale

con nement of COusing an anthraquinone network onCu( ).ere have been

fewer studies on metal oxides, though anisotropic diffusion of strongly-bound

organics has been reported on rutile TiO( ) surfaces.

Herein we use butyrophenone as a model for studying surface-bound gases due

to its conjugated phenyl ring—a key functional group in many polymers used

to facilitate electron transfer (Figure . A). Ketones, including butyrophenone,

weakly bind to the ve-fold coordinated Ti atoms (Tic) along the rows of the rutile

TiO( ) surface (Figure . B) through the carbonyl oxygen in themolecule,−

as indicated by ourDensity Functionaleory (DFT) studies of butyrophenone de-

scribed below (Figure . C). e diffusion barrier for ketones along the Ti rows is

lower than for hopping perpendicular to the rows because of the loss of this coor-

dination when traversing the intervening O.

Butyrophenone also reacts with oxygen atoms adsorbed on the Tic atoms (Fig-

ure . B), creating a strongly bound complex on the Tic row, (Figure . D).

Since these complexes can be widely spaced along the row, they afford an ideal

system for investigating one-dimensional diffusion along the rows.

. R  D

Formation of anchored butyrophenone-O complexes from reaction with O

adatoms on TiO( ) is directly observable by STM (Figures . A,B and Fig-



Figure 2.1: Molecular models of (A) butyrophenone; (B) TiO(110) surface containing oxygen
adatoms (yellow) and filled bridging oxygen vacancies (light orange); (C) butyrophenone—the low-
est structure sampled disposes the carbonyl O over Tic atom (binding energy = 0.87 eV ); (D) for
the butyrophenone-O complex (binding energy = 1.05 eV ). The butyrophenone-O complex shown
is the lowest energy state studied using DFT; however, an exhaustive search of all structures was
not possible.

ure . ). In the example shown the coverage of O adatoms on the surface is .

monolayers (ML). e coverage of anchored complexes is . monolayer (ML),

clearly suggesting the reaction of a single butyrophenone with a single adsorbed

oxygen atom to form the complex ( ML= molecule per Tic = . ×  cm−).

ey are generally separated by up to unit cells. e oval-shaped features suggest

that the phenyl ring and the alkyl chain are oriented along the Ti rows. e width

of the complex is . × . ± . nm, consistent with the size of butyrophe-

none estimated from van der Waal radii (Figure . B insert). e orientation

of the phenyl and alkyl chain appears to be different from that of acetone-O

complexes, in which the methyl groups apparently orient perpendicular to Ti

rows.,, is difference may be due to repulsive interactions of the large R

groups with the bridging oxygen rows.

e formation of the strongly bound butyrophenone-oxygen complex at K

was observed in STM images taken sequentially (Figure . ). e O adatoms were

formed initially by treatment of the TiO( ) surface with a saturation coverage

( L) of O followed by heating to above K., Butyrophenone was ad-



Figure 2.2: Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) images demonstrate the formation of a 1-D gas
of butyrophenone confined between strongly bound oxygen complexes. STM images of (A) the
TiO(110) surface containing oxygen adatoms (Oa) after exposure of a freshly prepared surface to
O and (B) the strongly-bound butyrophenone-oxygen complex (inset and marked by black dots)
and butyrophenone adsorbed one-dimensionally along the Ti cation rows (bright lines) after ex-
posure of (A) to 0.25 monolayers of butyrophenone at 55 K, warming to 300 K for five minutes fol-
lowed by cooling and imaging at 55 K. The insert indicates a super imposed model of the strongly
bound complex. The scan rate is 300 nm/s and image sizes are 10.4×10.4 nm; the inset in (B) is
1.00×1.25 nm.



Figure 2.3: (A) Oxidized TiO(110) surface with characteristic oxygen adatoms on the Ti rows. (Cir-
cled); (B) A butyrophenone-oxygen complex appears after dosing butyrophenone (C-D), the newly
formed butyrophenone-oxygen complex is immobilized after reaction. (T= 300 K, V=+1.6 V, i=0.14
nA, scan rate = 300 nm/s, 6.7×8.9 nm for all images.) (E) Line scan of dotted traces in A and B
showing that oxygen adatom indicated in A reacts with butyrophenone to form an oxygen complex
in spatial agreement with Figure 2.1D.

mitted to the vacuum chamber for two minutes at room temperature at × −

mbar while scanning. Small circular features along the Ti rows in Figure . A are

attributable to oxygen adatoms, and they are present prior to dosing butyrophe-

none; the larger features are butyrophenone-oxygen complexes that have already

formed. During this exposure an oxygen adatomcanbe seen converting to a bright

feature characteristic of the butyrophenone-O complex (Figure . B).is feature

is then immobile, consistent with the stronger binding energy of the butyrophe-

none complex compared to the free ketone (Figure . C-D).ese features are only

observed if oxygen adatoms are present on the surface during butyrophenone de-

position, and they are stable for several days at K in the STM.

e immobile complexes restrict the diffusion of the co-adsorbed butyrophe-

none weakly bound within the Tic channels (Figure . ). During imaging at

K, diffuse bands comprised of horizontal streaks along the scan direction, which



we attribute to mobile butyrophenone, appear along the Ti c rows between two

butyrophenone complexes. ese features vary from frame-to-frame, as is char-

acteristic of a mobile gas randomly diffusing along the Ti c rows., e mo-

bile butyrophenone molecule occasionally escapes from the channel, based on the

disappearance of streaks along a given row. Typical residence times within the

rows are greater than minutes at K (Figure . C- D). e streaks disappear

after heating to the desorption temperature of butyrophenone, but lower than

the temperature for decomposition of the complex, con rming that they are due

to molecularly adsorbed butyrophenone. e D gas likely persists because the

butyrophenone-O complexes exert van der Waal repulsive forces on the mobile

species, and the asymmetry in the surface structure leads to con nement of the

mobile species along a line.

e motion of the butyrophenone along a line between two butyrophenone-O

complexes is clearly observed in STM movies at K (Movie .S ). A -D con-

ned random walk (Movie .S ) schematically illustrates the expected diffusion

rates over second. e tunneling parameters used in our experiments were se-

lected to minimize tip effects,, (+ . V, pA) and -D motion was observed

for a variety of tip conditions (+ . - . V and up to . nA) and scan orientations;

all suggesting that tip effects are not responsible for the motion observed in our

experiments.

One-dimensional intensity traces along different rows illustrate the random

walk of the trapped, mobile butyrophenone (Figure . E). e molecular position

is captured in the short scan time across the row, but in the next scan across the

row, the molecule may have moved. In contrast, the butyrophenone-O complexes

are immobile. us, tunneling current indicates the presence of a molecule at a

particular point on the row at the time the row is scanned. Here mobile buty-

rophenone images display consistent heights along the row while butyrophenone

oxygen complexes have a taller apparent height ( . nm) and lie on the ends of

each con ned -D gas. Traces ‘A’ and ‘D’ illustrate a row that has little con ned gas

motion while traces ‘B’ and ‘C’ demonstrate that one or more mobile butyrophe-

none molecules diffuse nearly along the entire length of the channel during the

scan.

e -D diffusion rate of mobile butyrophenone trapped in a row was probed



Figure 2.4: Molecular motion of the 1-D gas of butyrophenone traveling along a Tic row, confined
by two butyrophenone-O complexes (circled) is imaged using STM: (A) The anchored complexes
with diffusing butyrophenone. One row is shown before a mobile butyrophenone molecule enters
the bounded row. (4.9×9.2 nm); (B) Four minutes later, butyrophenone migrates along this Tic row
after entering the well; (C) The diffusing molecule remains bound in the weak potential well (same
size), though its excursion appears reduced. (D) The mobile butyrophenone species diffuses out
of the bounded Ti row and is no longer imaged within the Ti row (same size). (T=55 K, V=+1.9 V,
i=40 pA, scan rate 300 nm/s) (E) Corresponding line traces along the confined 1-D potential wells in
scans A-D. (‘X’ and ‘Y’ denote the beginning and end of the line scan, respectively.) The scan rate
is 150 nm/s and it takes approximately 1 ms to traverse across a Ti row. Bright features with black
dots mark position of every butyrophenone-O complex in the images.



Figure 2.5: The diffuse motion of the 1-D butyrophenone is observed using single-molecule con-
ductivity plots at 77 K and 84 K. The STM tip feedback is turned off and measurements taken at
+2.3 V and 300 pA hovering over a particular location. Mobile butyrophenone trace has a stepped
appearance from a molecule diffusing under the hovering tip.

by measuring current versus time using STM by hovering the tip over a speci c

point with the feedback turned off. Measurements made between two static com-

plexes clearly show the hopping of a weakly bound butyrophenone along the row

at a rate of one hop every fewmilliseconds (Figure . ). e variation in tunneling

current over time results frommobile butyrophenone passing under or away from

the tip-tunnel junction.

e effect of temperature on the butyrophenone diffusion rate was measured

in order to quantify the parameters governing the hopping rate. e data were

t to an Arrhenius plot, r = A exp[-Ed/kBT], where r is the hopping rate, A is the

attempt frequency, Ed is the diffusion barrier, T is temperature and kB is Boltz-

mann’s constant. ehopping ratewas calculated bymeasuring the residence time

in a current-time trace ofmobile butyrophenone for hundreds of events at four dif-

ferent temperatures ( , , , and K) and creating a histogram of residence

times for each temperature. A single exponential, Y=y+A exp(-rt), was t to the

data, with r the hopping rate for that temperature (Figure . ). A plot of ln(r)



Figure 2.6: The distribution of dwell times for molecular butyrophenone at a specific site at 81 K
within the 1D channels on TiO. Traces were sampled every 160 µs for 150 ms and dwell times
were calculated from widths of the ”spikes” in Figure 2.5. (V= +2.3 V, i=30 pA)

versus /T gives a migration barrier of . ± . eV and a pre-exponential of

(± )×  Hz. (Figure . ) e hopping rate estimated from these parameters

is approximately one per second at K, consistent with the streaks and diffuse

bands observed. We did not observe a statistical difference in residence time based

on well length.

ough the butyrophenone-O complexeswere signi cantly lessmobile than the

butyrophenone itself, movement of a complex both along the Ti row and across

to neighboring Ti rows was occasionally observed (Supporting Figure .S ). How-

ever, the dissociation of the complex, leaving an oxygen adatom, was not observed

at K.e difference in the mobility of the butyrophenone and butyrophenone-

O complex is consistentwith the strength of their binding to the surface estimated

fromwith density functional theory (DFT) (Supporting information, Figures .S -

.S ). e ratio of the diffusion to the desorption energy ofmobile butyrophenone

allows us to estimate the diffusion barrier of the complex given the calculated des-

orption energy and results in a  difference in mobility between the two species

at K.,



Figure 2.7: Arrhenius plot of mobile butyrophenone hopping rates on oxidized TiO(110) at dif-
ferent temperatures calculated from hundreds of I(t) traces similar to Figure 2.4. Circles represent
measured hopping rates at different temperatures. Assuming a thermally activated hopping rate,
the activation barrier and attempt frequency can be calculated by fitting results to Ln(r)=Ln(A)-
Ed/KB×T−.



. C

Mobile butyrophenone can beweakly con ned in a D potential well on TiO( )

along ve fold coordinated titaniumrowsbyusing strongly boundbutyrophenone-

oxygen complexes. STM movies at K con rm that the complexes are formed

by a reaction of butyrophenone with oxygen adatoms. emobile butyrophenone

diffuses in the weakly con ning D potential wells with a residence time of many

minutes at K with a hopping rate of one per second.

. E M

. . S

We used Scanning Probe Image Processor v . . by ImageMetrology for all image

processing. All images were calibrated in the X and Y to the unit cell of TiO( )

which measure . nm by . nm respectively. e Z was calibrated off the

step edge which measures . nm for TiO( ). Density functional theory cal-

culations described here were made using plane wave code implemented with the

Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). We used PAW pseudopotentials and

the GGA-PW functional which are commonly used with TiO( ). We used a

( × ) unit cell with -trilayer thickness and a vacuum layer of Å above. e

upper two trilayers were relaxed while the bottom two layers were xed at their

optimized bulk distances. e dipole correction has been used to minimize in-

teractions between repeating images. A plane wave cutoff of eV was used

withGaussian smearing of . eV, and the × × specialMonkhorst-Pack k-point

mesh. Convergence was tested by varying the cut-off up to eV, the Gaussian

smearing from . eV . eV, and independently varying the k-point mesh in the

x and y from ( × × ) to ( × × ), and varying the vacuum layer from to Å.

In all cases the convergence was below . eV.e ( × ) and the ( × ) unit cells

were also compared against the ( × ) unit cell for the binding of butyrophenone

in the parallel con guration and the energies differed by less than . eV.



. . STM

Single-crystal Rutile TiO( ) crystals were purchased from SurfaceNet and

prepared in Ultra High Vacuum by cycles of Ar+ bombarding at kV for min-

utes and annealing to K for - minutes with a doped silicon wafer that is

sandwiched below the crystal and calibrated previously using a type K thermocou-

ple. Usually - cycles are required before obtaining an atomically clean sur-

face free of contaminants or calcium. e surface used in our studies initially has

. ×  bridging oxygen vacancies/cm on the surface ( ); similar towhat is re-

ported in the literature. Resistivity measurements for the crystal are Ω•cm. O

adatoms form via reaction of gaseous O with various defects, including bridging

oxygen vacancies and reduced interstitial Ti species, healing vacancies and leav-

ing the adatoms on the surface (Figure . A)., Although the mechanism for

O adatom formation is still disputed, there is general agreement about their for-

mation and their subsequent interaction with, e.g. acetone.−, Current-time

traces measured the current every µs for ms.
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Butyrophenone in themolecular (η) state is highlymobile, while the butyrophenone-

oxygen complex moves on a much slower time scale; once in every few hundred

images taken one is observed to migrate (Supporting Figure .S ). Hopping both

across and along the Ti rows occurs.

. . D F T C

Various adsorption geometries for butyrophenone were examined using density

functional theory (DFT) on stoichiometric TiO( ). Both experiment and the-



Supplementary Figure 2.1: (A-B), STM images obtained as a function of time show hopping of a
butyrophenone-O complex across a bridging oxygen row between frames at 55 K. (5.9×5.9 nm,
V= 1.9 V, i= 40 pA) (C-D), Concerted butyrophenone-O complex movement along the Tic rows. (All
images are 5.9×5.9 nm and were obtained using V= 1.9 V, i= 40 pA.) In both cases, the head of
the arrow indicates the complex’s final position.



Supplementary Figure 2.2: Several possible structures considered for η-butyrophenone tested
using DFT. On stoichiometric TiO(110), several orientations of the phenyl and propyl groups with
respect to the Tic rows were examined: (A) diagonal. (B) parallel to the Tic row, (C) perpendicular
to the Tic row, and (D) parallel to the Tic rows but with the phenyl ring tilted by 90◦. Titanium in-
terstitials and bridging oxygen vacancies were also tested in (E) and (F). The interstitial significantly
stabilized the butyrophenone whereas there was no significant effect of the nearby bridging oxygen
vacancy.

ory indicated that ketones adsorb in the η state above a Tic atom., Adsorption

with the butyrophenonemolecule oriented parallel with respect to theTic rows re-

sults in themost stable geometry with a binding energy of . eV (Figure .S B).

e binding energy depends on the orientation of the phenyl and propyl groups

relative to the Tic rows; a diagonal orientation of these groups lowers the binding

energy to . eV, whereas a perpendicular orientation of the groups lowers to

binding energy to . eV (Figure .S ). ese differences are well outside the er-

ror of the calculations, typically ∼± . eV. Tilting the phenyl group toward the

surface (Figure .S D) decreases the binding energy by . eV with respect to

most stable con guration.

e effect of defects was also investigated. It was found that the most stable



Supplementary Figure 2.3: Several structures for the butyrophenone-O complex were examined
on stoichiometric TiO(110) surface. (A) Butyrophenone oriented perpendicular with respect to the
direction of the Tic rows. (B), Butyrophenone-O complex formation on the same surface with the
phenyl and butyl chains oriented with respect to the Tic rows. A dioxyalkylene structure, analogous
to that proposed for acetone-O complexes on TiO(110), was tested and did not converge. An
exhaustive study of all possible configurations of the butyrophenone complex was not performed.

con guration of butyrophenone in the vicinity of a bridging oxygen vacancy is

one unit cell away (Figure .S E), but it has the same binding energy as on the

stoichiometric surface within the error of our calculations. A subsurface Ti inter-

stitial stabilizes the η-butyrophenone by . eV relative to the stoichiometric

surface; however, since O preferentially reacts with Ti interstitials it is unlikely

that these play a role in our experiments.,



Supplementary Figure 2.4: Relevant bond distances from most stable DFT configurations.

. . E    -O 

We used Density Functional eory (DFT) and desorption experiments to esti-

mate the binding energy of the butyrophenone-O complex and to probe its struc-

ture. e binding energy can be related to the migration energy through a cor-

rugation ratio that is characteristic for a particular material and surface plane.

Butyrophenone desorbs molecularly from an oxidized TiO( ) surface at

K with an additional peak at K attributed to the butyrophenone-O complex.

Redhead analysis estimates the binding energy by

Eb = kBTMaxln(
ATMax

β
− .) ( . )

where Eb is the binding energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, TMax is the tem-

perature of the center of the peak in the TPD graph, A is the attempt frequency

and B is our heating ramp ( degree/sec). Although our calculated attempt fre-

quency is in principle unique to the process of diffusion, it is common to assume

the same frequency for different processes that the molecule may undergo on the

surface because slight variations do not have a large effect as given the logarith-

mic dependence of Eb on A.e binding energies for butyrophenone in the η and

oxygen-complexed state are . eV and . eV, respectively.



Using the previously calculated hopping and desorption energies for η bu-

tyrophenone, we calculated a corrugation ratio for oxidized TiO( ) of . ,

within the typical range of . - . seen on many surfaces. We can apply our

migration energies for η butyrophenone and oxygen-complexed butyrophenone

to two Arrhenius expressions to nd that at K we would expect a difference in

migration rate between the η butyrophenone and the butyrophenone-O complex

of .

Movie .S
Movie was taken on O-TiO( ) after dosing . ML butyrophenone and

warming to K for minutes before cooling to K for measurements. Each

frame takes minutes to acquire and the entiremovie lasts over hrs. Tunneling

conditions were + . V, pA and the image size is × nm.

Movie .S
e random walk schematic was created in Matlab by placing a mobile species

in the middle of bound channels that were sites long. After each time step of

ms, themobile species canmigrate one step in either direction along the rows or

across the rows based on a random number generator and the assigned diffusion

values ( steps per second along the rows, steps per second across the rows).

Migration across the row had to be increased in rate about an order of magnitude

from what we observe for our system so that it could be witnessed during the

course of this schematic ( second). After, coordinates were imported into Maya

for modeling.



3
McMurry Chemistry on TiO( ):

Reductive C=C Coupling of Benzaldehyde
Driven by Titanium Interstitials

. A

Selective reductive coupling of benzaldehyde to stilbene is driven by subsurface

Ti interstitials on vacuum-reduced TiO( ). A combination of temperature-

programmed reaction spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

provides chemical and structural information which together reveal the depen-

dence of this surface reaction on bulk titanium interstitials. Benzaldehyde reduc-

tively couples to stilbene with selectivity and conversions of up to of

the adsorbed monolayer in temperature programmed reaction experiments. e

activity for coupling was sustained for at least reaction cycles, which indicates

that there is a reservoir of Ti interstitials available for reaction and that surface O

vacancies alone do not account for the coupling. Reactivity was unchanged after



pre-dosing with water so as to ll surface oxygen vacancies, which are not solely

responsible for the coupling reaction. e reaction is nearly quenched if O is

adsorbed rsts a procedure that both lls defects and reacts with Ti interstitials

as they migrate to the surface. New titania islands form after reductive coupling

of benzaldehyde, based on scanning tunneling microscope images obtained after

exposure of TiO( ) to benzaldehyde followed by annealing, providing direct

evidence for migration of subsurface Ti interstitials to create reactive sites. e

reliance of the benzaldehyde coupling on subsurface defects, and not surface

vacancies, over reduced TiO( ), may be general for other reductive processes

induced by reducible oxides. e possible role of subsurface, reduced Ti inter-

stitials has broad signi cance in modeling oxide-based catalysis with reduced

crystals.

is paper was published in J. Am. Chem. Soc., , , — .

. I

Determining the relationship between surface reactivity and defects is key to

understanding the reactivity of reducible metal oxides. It is generally accepted

that surface point defects, especially bridging oxygen vacancies, play a signi cant

role in the reactivity of reduced TiO( )., ere is also, however, the possi-

bility that subsurface defects, such as Ti interstitials and bulk oxygen vacancies

known to contribute to bulk conductivity, affect surface reactivity. For example,

Ti interstitials are thought to be necessary for surface reoxidation at elevated

temperatures,− and recent STM evidence has emerged showing that oxygen in-

teracts with subsurface interstitials even at room temperature. Furthermore, a

recent paper on the adsorption of catechol on TiO( ) noted the independence

of catechol adsorption on surface hydroxylation, suggesting that surface vacancies

do not play a role in its adsorption. We recently reported evidence for the par-

ticipation of Ti interstitials in the coupling of acrolein to form , -cyclohexadiene

over the reduced ( × ) TiO( ) surface, also noting that surface hydroxylation

did not affect the coupling reaction. Importantly, interstitials were proposed

to play a role in formic acid decomposition on the highly reduced ( × ) recon-

structed TiO( ) surface, giving rise to the formation of new ( × ) islands.



e ( × ) surface is in a substantially reduced state, presumably TiO, which

has been shown by the same authors to reconstruct back to the ( × ) surface in

the presence of oxygen. us, it is somewhat surprising that the less-reduced (

× ) TiO( ) surface is capable of undergoing similar terrace regrowth in the

presence of organic species, as will be demonstrated here.

Herein, we establish that the reductive coupling of benzaldehyde is induced by

Ti interstitials on the surface of TiO( ) using a combination of temperature

programmed reaction spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).

We examined benzaldehyde because of its selectivity toward coupling over re-

duced TiO( ) and for its widespread use as a solvent and as a avor additive.

Furthermore, we investigated the effects of oxygen and water on reactivity, as

these components are important to, for example, environmental chemistry and

industrial catalysis. Reductive coupling of aldehydes to ole ns is an important

catalytic process driven by Ti cations in solution, and on highly defective

TiO( ) created by Ar+ sputtering.− Aldehydes, including benzaldehyde,

are known to reductively couple over highly reduced rutile TiO( ), created by

Ar+ bombardment;−,, however, the selectivity for coupling is generally low.

Both the conversion and the yield of stilbene depended on the presence of reduced

titanium centers; however, the surface was not structurally characterized and was

very heterogeneous., On the other hand, the yields of ole ns from coupling

formaldehyde and acetaldehyde on the more homogeneous annealed TiO( )

surface are on the order of only a few percent., Titanium dioxide was chosen

as a model oxide in this study for several reasons. First, titanium dioxide is used

in several applications such as solar cells, air puri cation, self-cleaning coatings,

wastewater treatment, and in heterogeneous catalysis.,− As a common com-

ponent in paints and coatings, rutile TiO, in particular themost stable face, ( ),

serves as a well characterized and understood model for these experiments. In

fact, the ( ) surface comprises ∼ of the exposed faces in rutile powders,

while ∼ is made up of the ( ) face, and the remaining ∼ is the ( )

face. Rutile TiO( ) is widely studied as a model for oxide surfaces because

it can be studied using modern surface science techniques. For example, several

detailed investigations have been reported on the interaction of both water and

oxygen with this surface.,,,,− Notably, the TiO( ) substrate is generally

reduced by sputtering and heating in vacuum in order to render it sufficiently



conducting for imaging and study with electron-based spectroscopies. Protocols

have been developed to heal surface O vacancies, which generally represent

of the surface sites; however, the degree of bulk reduction depends on the tem-

perature used for annealing in vacuum and the number of preparation cycles of

the crystal. e fact that TiO prepared for surface science studies is bulk reduced

necessitates the consideration of how subsurface and bulk defects affect chemical

behavior.

In this work, we observe the selective coupling of benzaldehyde to form stil-

bene over the vacuum-annealed TiO( ) surface with signi cant conversions of

up to and with selectivity. e high selectivity and signi cant activity

makes this an ideal system for imaging changes in the surface due to reaction. STM

experiments show the formation of new titanium dioxide islands following ben-

zaldehyde coupling to stilbene. By annealing to K, we observed well-ordered

TiO( ) islands, providing direct evidence for Ti migration from the subsurface

region to promote benzaldehyde reduction and formation of new titania seeds.

ese results are signi cant because they show new reactive centers are created

on well- de ned oxides; thus, interstitials may play a broad role in determining

both thermal and photochemical activity.

. E D

Temperature programmed reaction spectroscopy experiments were performed

in a stainless steel ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of

∼ × − torr, out tted as described previously with Auger electron spec-

troscopy (AES), low energy electron diffraction optics (LEED), an Ar+ gun for

sputter-cleaning the surface, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer used for prod-

uct identi cation in temperature programmed reaction studies. e TiO( )

crystal (Atomergic Chemetals Corp.) was clamped to a tantalum back-plate in

a manner described previously and prepared with multiple ( ) cycles of Ar+

sputtering at room temperature ( kV, µA, min), followed by annealing at

K for min, prior to temperature programmed reaction experiments. is proce-

dure was repeated until no impurities were detectable in AES. Finally, the crystal

was heated to K for min, resulting in a sharp ( × ) LEED pattern. is

preparation procedure led to a crystal with∼ surface defect sites, determined



by integration of the K peak in the desorption spectrum of water, attributed

in the literature to the disproportionation of hydroxyl groups bridge-bonded to

oxygen vacancy sites.,

Benzaldehyde (CHO, Aldrich, . + ) and distilled water were further puri-

ed using several freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Dioxygen (Specialty Gases, . + )

was used as received. Doses are given in Langmuir for all reactants, corrected

for the dosing enhancement resulting from directional dosing as compared to

background dosing but uncorrected for ion gauge sensitivity. Previous studies of

HO estimate the coverage of the rst layer to be in the range of . - . × 

molecules/cm., Saturation of this rst layer of water corresponds to a dose of

∼ . L.

All temperature programmed reaction experiments were performed using a lin-

ear heating rate of . K/s while recording intensity data for several masses in a

single experiment. e crystal was biased at - V to repel electrons emitted by the

lament of the mass spectrometer. e selectivities for reactions were calculated

using a method described in detail elsewhere.,

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments were performed at room

temperature on a variable temperature Omicron STM (VT AFMmodel) in a cham-

ber with a base pressure of ∼ × − torr. Benzaldehyde was dosed through a

leak valve coupled to a directional doser which was positioned ∼ cm in front of

the sample. e total coverage for these experiments was determined to be∼ .

ML (relative to the concentration of -fold coordinated titanium ions on the sur-

face, . × /cm) by counting the molecules on the surface. e STM sample

was prepared in the samemanner as above, withmultiple cycles ( ) of sputtering

and annealing, until reduced to a blue color. We con rmed reactivity using a mass

spectrometer (Pfeiffer Prisma ) in the STM chamber. Sample heating was ac-

complished using a doped silicon wafer mounted directly beneath the sample, and

a temperature calibration was separately performed using a type K thermocouple

glued into a second sample with UHV-compatible ceramic glue (Aremco, Ceram-

abond ). Finally, the chamber also contained an AES (Omicron) with which we

checked sample cleanliness before and after reaction.



. R  D

Reductive coupling of benzaldehyde to stilbene competes with molecular desorp-

tion in temperature programmed reaction experiments performed following expo-

sure of the vacuum- annealed TiO( ) surface to benzaldehyde at K (Figure

. ). For a dose of ∼ . L benzaldehyde, of the benzaldehyde is converted

to stilbene, which evolves at K (Figure . A). Stilbene (parent ion m/z

amu) was identi ed by comparison of the fragmentation pattern of the evolving

species to that given in the NIST database. ere is no residual carbon detected

after temperature programmed reaction using Auger electron spectroscopy. Some

hydrogen (m/z ) is observed to desorb from the crystal at∼ K; however, this

does not require exposure to benzaldehyde, and no additional hydrogen evolves,

suggesting that hydrogen can trap in the crystal when sputtering to clean the sur-

face, as discussed in the literature., No other gaseous products were detected

in a scan of all masses up to amu.

Benzaldehyde (m/z ) desorbs in three features (Figure . B): ( ) a high tem-

perature peak at∼ K (α); ( ) a strongly coverage dependent state that shifts

from K following a dose of . L benzaldehyde to K for doses of .

L and above (α); and ( ) a low temperature multilayer peak at K (α). e

α peak is attributed to sublimation of condensed benzaldehyde, since it grows

inde nitely with benzaldehyde exposure. e α peak is attributed to molecular

benzaldehyde, most likely on the -coordinate Ti sites.

Stilbene formation immediately follows the α benzaldehyde peak at all ben-

zaldehyde doses (Figure . ). e stilbene and theα peak populate proportionally

for benzaldehyde doses less than saturation. e α benzaldehyde peak is visible

for all benzaldehyde doses and it does not shift signi cantly with exposure up to a

saturation exposure of∼ . L benzaldehyde (Figure . B).e activation energy

for evolution of these species was estimated to be ± kJ/mol assuming a pref-

actor of  s− and rst order kinetics. e evolution of benzaldehyde at

K suggests that oxygen remains bound in themolecule up to this temperature and

that desorption competes with loss of oxygen to form the C-C coupling product in

this temperature regime.

eα peak is populated nearly simultaneously with the high temperature peak



Figure 3.1: Temperature programmed reaction spectra as a function of benzaldehyde exposure
on vacuum-annealed TiO(110) at 120 K: (A) Stilbene evolution (m/z 180), parent ion) and (b) ben-
zaldehyde desorption (m/z 106, parent ion). The heating rate for these experiments was 3.5 K/s.



at ∼ K at the lowest coverage investigated. e fact that both the α and α

peaks are observed at low benzaldehyde exposure and that they both thereafter

increase in intensity with increasing exposure suggests that a fraction of the ben-

zaldehyde that is bound in the α state converts to the α state during heating.

Furthermore, both peaks saturate by∼ . L exposure to benzaldehyde.

e α peak shifts from to K for benzaldehyde exposures of . and

. L, respectively. is shift is attributed to repulsive interactions at higher cov-

erage, similar to that of both acetone and water on TiO.,, We roughly esti-

mate the activation energy of desorption for this state to be in the range of

- kJ/mol, again assuming a prefactor of  s−. e desorption energy ex-

trapolated to zero coverage is, thus, ± kJ/mol. Our estimate does not account

for coverage dependence in the pre-exponential factor. We tentatively assign the

α-state to benzaldehyde adsorbed on Ti+ sites based on comparison to previ-

ous studies of benzene, pyridine, , -dimethylpyridine, m-xylene, and benzoic

acid.

Previously, the activity for stilbene formation via reductive coupling of two

benzaldehyde molecules on the Ar+-bombarded and annealed ( ) surfaces of

TiO was shown to correlate with the population of reduced titanium sites on the

surface. A mixture of Ti+, Ti+, Ti+ and Ti+ oxidation states was detected on

the more active Ar+-bombarded ( ) surface, while predominantly Ti+ was ob-

served on the annealed substrate. On both the bombarded and annealed ( )

surfaces, stilbene is evolved in a broad peak from ∼ K to ∼ K, peaking at

∼ K. Stilbene yields were and of the adsorbed benzaldehyde layer on

the bombarded and annealed ( ) surfaces, respectively, compared to a conver-

sion of herein on TiO( ). Selectivity for stilbene was on the bom-

barded ( ) substrate, versus on the annealed ( ) substrate, compared

to selectivity for coupling on the ( ) surface observed here. Whereas

only stilbene is produced in our studies, the following products are produced on

the bombarded ( ) surface at the given temperatures and selectivities: benzene

( K,∼ ; - K,∼ ), toluene ( K,∼ ; K,∼ ), styrene (

K, ∼ ; K, ∼ ), and some unassigned products (∼ ). Residual surface

carbon was also formed during reaction on the sputtered ( ) surface, whereas

no residual C was detected using Auger electron spectroscopy in our study of the

( ) substrate. Additionally, benzene and toluene are produced on the annealed



( ) surface at K (selectivity ∼ ) and K (selectivity ∼ ), respec-

tively.

We observed an increase in activity with increased bulk reduction of TiO( ).

For example, the sample which converted of the benzaldehyde to stilbene,

(Figure . ), underwent cycles of sputtering and annealing, while a sample

which was only subjected to cycles converted just of the benzaldehyde. Re-

peated sputtering and annealing of titanium dioxide in vacuum gives rise to a blue

tint as oxygen is removed from the crystal, andTi+ defects in the bulk are created,

introducing color centers into the originally transparent substrate. e notable

difference between the bulk reduced rutile TiO( ) substrate and the ( ) sur-

face is that the selectivity remains high for all preparations studied, yielding only

stilbene and no other products.

As pointed out previously, the reductive coupling of aldehydes to form ole ns

on reduced TiO is analogous to the liquid-phaseMcMurry reaction which uses ti-

tanium halides as catalysts. In solution, the aldehydes are proposed to rst reduc-

tively dimerize to form a pinacolate intermediate, followed by concerted elimina-

tion of both oxygen atoms to form an ole n., In the liquid phase the pinacolate

intermediate was identi ed via isolation of the pinacol at ◦C, as well as via reac-

tion of pinacols to form ole ns at ◦C. ere remains controversy about which

titaniumoxidation state is necessary for the liquid-phaseMcMurry reactions both

Ti+ and Ti have been proposed as reaction centers., Notably, the reduction

of benzaldehyde to stilbene is a -electron process. In the work by Idriss et al. on

TiO( ) surface, no Ti was detected using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,

and reduction via an ensemble of cations in the + to + state is invoked.

We demonstrate here that surface oxygen vacancies are not solely responsible

for the reductive coupling of benzaldehyde by repeated temperature programmed

reaction studies of benzaldehydewithout intervening surface treatment. eyield

of stilbene from benzaldehyde reaction was the same in consecutive tempera-

ture programmed reaction cycles in which the crystal was only heated to K

in between experiments. If surface oxygen vacancies were the only reactive site,

the coupling should only occur on the freshly prepared surface, since annealing to

K is reportedly required for the production of oxygen vacancies after lling

such sites with oxygen or hydroxyl groups.− erefore, the coupling cannot be

explained by a simple lling of surface oxygen vacancies by loss of oxygen from



benzaldehyde.

We attribute the sustained activity for the reductive coupling of benzaldehyde

to stilbene to the migration of Ti interstitials to the surface. e migration of ti-

tanium interstitials is known to promote surface regrowth under both reducing

and oxidizing conditions at elevated temperatures,− and has recently been ob-

served to occur at temperatures as low as ∼ - K with scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM). Furthermore, on the ( × ) surface reconstruction of rutile

TiO, formic acid has been observed to cause the growth of new ( × ) islands at

temperatures of >∼ K, reportedly via interaction of formatewith interstitial Ti

ions as mentioned above. With this in mind, conversion of the α-benzaldehyde

to a state, possibly a pinacolate-like intermediate, that leads to competing desorp-

tion in the α-state and oxygen loss could occur as the result of the migration of

such defects to the surface during heating.

Water has no measurable effect on the yield of stilbene from coupling of ben-

zaldehyde (Figure . A inset)- added evidence that oxygen vacancies are not the

primary reaction center. No new products were observed in the presence of wa-

ter. ere are no reports of water reaction with interstitials on TiO( )- it only

dissociates at surface vacancies as mentioned above. It is reported, however,

that formaldehyde, which couples over both the argon-bombarded and vacuum-

annealed TiO( ) surfaces to form ethylene, does not couple following a dose

of L of water. e authors of this work claimed that coupling occurred via inter-

action with surface vacancies only, and that dosing water (therefore lling these

vacancies with hydroxyl groups) quenched reactivity. It is also possible that wa-

ter displaces formaldehyde, as it does in the case of styrene, for example, thus

preventing it from reacting. eobserved difference between the reactivity of ben-

zaldehyde and formaldehyde points to stronger binding to the surface in the case

of benzaldehyde. Wehave observed a similar result in a study of acrolein andwater

on reduced TiO( ), that is, water had no effect on the coupling reaction.

We did, however, observe changes in the desorption spectra of both benzalde-

hyde andwater when both species were adsorbed. First, the integrated desorption

of benzaldehyde in Figure . A decreases by ∼ (relative to that of benzalde-

hyde desorption alone for the same dose) when water is dosed on the surface be-

fore benzaldehyde adsorption (dotted trace). No signi cant change in integration



Figure 3.2: (A) Effect of the adsorption of water at 120 K on the temperature programmed reaction
spectrum of benzaldehyde. (B) Corresponding effect on the desorption spectrum of water itself.
The heating rate was 3.5 K/s.



is observed when water is dosed after benzaldehyde adsorption, although multi-

layer desorption increases. Furthermore, the solid trace of m/z for benzalde-

hyde alone is twice as intense in the α peak than when water is dosed before ben-

zaldehyde (dotted trace), and∼ more intense than when water is dosed after

benzaldehyde (hatched trace). is is likely the result of a competition between

water and benzaldehyde for Ti+ sites. Figure . B shows the corresponding wa-

ter desorption traces. e integrated desorption of water remains approximately

the same relative to that of water alone (solid trace) when water is adsorbed be-

fore benzaldehyde (dotted trace), but decreases by ∼ when benzaldehyde is

adsorbed beforewater (hatched trace). e peak at∼ K, previously assigned to

the adsorption of water at -fold Ti+ sites,, is observed to decrease by a factor

of when benzaldehyde is adsorbed before water (hatched trace). is peak de-

creases by a factor of when benzaldehyde is adsorbed after water (dotted trace).

Our assignment of the α peak to binding at -fold coordinated Ti+ sites is thus

supported by these observations. It is clear that benzaldehyde competes for Ti+

sites, andwater is displaced into second andmultilayer desorption states, at∼
and K, respectively. Finally, we observed hydroxyl recombination at ∼ K

in the desorption spectra of water whether benzaldehyde was present or not (Fig-

ure . B inset). us, displacement of hydroxyls by benzaldehyde is ruled out.

We investigated the effect of exposing the surface toO as ameans of further in-

vestigating the role of defects in reductive coupling. While exposure of TiO( )

to O certainly heals surface vacancies, the interaction of O with TiO( ) is

rather complex. Oxygen requires the presence of defect sites to bind at K,

adsorbingmolecularly on the K annealed surface. Exposure of O to the sur-

face above K leads to dissociation at oxygen vacancies. One of these O atoms

is thought to ll a vacancy, while the other is present as an adatom. Evidence for

oxygen adatoms on the surface at temperatures up to K is given in water des-

orption studies. More recently, STM shows that O can also dissociate in c-Ti

troughs at room temperature in addition to the vacancies giving rise to new TiO

terraces upon heating. is leads to an overall surface roughening which can be

detected in the thermal desorption spectra of water.

Exposure of the vacuum-reduced TiO( ) surface to O ( L) at K

nearly quenches the yield of stilbene (Figure . inset). Exposure to O also sig-

ni cantly decreases theα benzaldehyde peak, such that only a broad tail remains



(Figure . ). No O desorption was detected in our experiments, nor were any

other products detected. e α benzaldehyde peak increases in intensity when

benzaldehyde is dosed following O, though the total integration is approximately

equal in both cases. ese data indicate that the conversion of the α peak to α

and the coupling product is inhibited by oxygen, likely because sub-surface de-

fects react preferentially with O on the surface. Importantly, the activity of the

surface toward benzaldehyde coupling was completely restored after heating to

K during temperature programmed reaction of benzaldehyde on the surface

rst exposed to O. In contrast, heating to K is required to recreate sites,

presumably surface O vacancies, that are necessary to adsorb O.

Scanning tunnelingmicroscopy experiments provide strong evidence for the in-

volvement of titanium interstitials in the removal of oxygen from benzaldehyde

and the subsequent formation of stilbene (Figure . ). First of all, it is impor-

tant to note that multiple terraces with widths on the order of tens of nanome-

ters and heights of . ± . Å are characteristic of surfaces prepared using our

methodology (Figure . A). Larger terraces can be obtained using higher anneal-

ing temperatures; however, such a procedure can lead to even higher degrees of

bulk reduction, and also strands of ( × ) reconstruction. At higher magni -

cation, rows of titanium atoms (bright) and rows of oxygen atoms (dark) with a

spacing of∼ . nmbetween two titanium rows are clearly resolved (Figure . B).

e additional bright features between Ti rows at higher magni cation have been

variously attributed to bridgingOvacancies andOH-species derived fromambient

water., As the presence of hydroxyls and vacancies does not affect the reactivity

observed here, we did not attempt to distinguish these features.

ere is clear evidence for growthof newTiO islands after reductive coupling of

benzaldehyde (Figure . C and D). Benzaldehyde was rst exposed to the surface

shown in Figure . A and B followed by annealing to K, which is signi cantly

above the evolution temperatures of both benzaldehyde and stilbene, and then

cooled to room temperature for imaging (Figure . C and D).e new features are

apparent on the surface in a density of approximately features per nm, the

average height of which measured to be . ± . Å. is height is close to that of

the average measured terrace height of the clean surface, suggesting that they are



Figure 3.3: Temperature programmed reaction spectra following benzaldehyde (0.6 L) adsorption
on TiO(110) first exposed to 800 L of O at 120 K: The solid trace is benzaldehyde alone and the
dotted trace shows the effect of O. Stilbene evolution is shown in the inset. The heating rate was
constant and 3.5 K/s.



Figure 3.4: (A) STM image of a reduced (1× 1) TiO(110) substrate, 65 nm× 65 nm. (B) Higher
resolution image of the same surface in (A), 10 nm× 10 nm. (C) Same surface after deposition
of a total of 0.3 ML benzaldehyde at room temperature, followed by annealing to 900 K (65 nm
× 65 nm). (D) Same surface as (C), 10 nm× 10 nm. The new circled terrace exhibits the same
row structure as the underlying terrace. Images were acquired with a bias of +2 V, and tunneling
currents of 0.1-0.2 nA, in constant current mode.



in fact new small titania terraces. Feature width was on average . ± . nm. In

some cases it was possible to clearly image rows on the features resembling that

of the underlying row structure of the larger terraces, as illustrated by the circled

feature in Figure . B. In fact, upon closer examination, these rows appear shifted

by ∼ / of a unit cell relative to the underlying lattice, which is consistent with

what one would expect upon formation of a new terrace.

Further support for the involvement of interstitials in the reaction studied here

can be found in the literature. First, early work on titanium dioxide demonstrated

the mobility of interstitial Ti through the ⟨⟩ and ⟨⟩ channels. More re-

cently, extensive studies of the interaction of titania with oxygen point to the in-

volvement of interstitials in the reoxidation of the surface at temperatures in the

range of - K.,, Titanium diffusion into the bulk starting at∼ K was

also demonstrated in studies of sputter reduced surfaces by Henderson, who em-

ployed isotopic labeling and static secondary ion mass spectrometry. From these

studies it is clear that interstitials move both into and out of the bulk. Wendt et

al. recently observed a dissociation channel for oxygen at room temperature, at-

tributed to the presence of near subsurface Ti interstitials. e authors of this

work also heated a surface exposed to oxygen at K up to K, and noted the

formation of new titania islands which measured on average∼ . Å in height, in

good agreement with the height of . ± . Å observed here.

Extending the idea of reaction of bulk interstitials with pure O to other oxy-

gen containing molecules, Bennett et al. reported an interesting study of the in-

teraction of formic acid with the cross-linked ( × ) reconstructed surface of

TiO( ). Here, the surface is already in a strongly reduced state, presumably

of TiO stoichiometry. ey observed using STM, that upon dosing the surface

with formic acid at room temperature, then annealing to K and imaging at this

temperature, new ( × ) islands formed, embedded within the ( × ) terraces.

By analogy to their previous observations of the reoxidation of the ( × ) sur-

face upon annealing in O, this group claims that interstitials are likely involved

in the growth of new ( × ) terraces observed. Our observations of similar is-

land growth on the nearly pristine ( ) surface unequivocally demonstrate the

involvement of interstitials in the reaction of benzaldehyde on TiO.



. C

We nd here that bulk species dictate the surface reactivity of benzaldehyde over

vacuum reduced TiO( ). Benzaldehyde couples with complete selectively over

the surface, losing oxygen to form stilbene, which evolves at K. We combine

reactivity measurements with STM imaging to clearly establish that the reduc-

tive coupling is driven by Ti interstitials that migrate from the subsurface region,

leading to growth of new TiO islands upon reductive coupling. Nearly coincident

with the evolution of stilbene, benzaldehyde evolves from the surface in a high

temperature state at K. is suggests that a common linkage, possibly a sta-

ble reaction intermediate, exists between this benzaldehyde desorption state and

the C-C coupling pathway. In addition, benzaldehyde desorbs at K from a

multilayer state and from a coverage-dependent state from to K, corre-

sponding to bonding at -fold coordinated Ti+ ions. Strong destabilizing lateral

intermolecular interactions likely lead to this signi cant low-temperature shift.

Oxygen preadsorption at K leads to a signi cant quenching of the coupling re-

action, supporting our claim for the involvement of subsurface reduced sites such

as Ti interstitials. Preadsorption of water surprisingly did not reduce the coupling

activity measurably, thus the blockage of surface defects, namely vacancies, did

not affect reactivity at all. Further proof for involvement of interstitials comes

from STM evidence for new terrace growth following exposure to benzaldehyde

and annealing to K.

Our results demonstrate a complex interplay between mobile reduced Ti inter-

stitials, water, oxygen, and adsorbed aldehydes on TiO( ). eMcMurry-type

coupling known to occur since the early s,, which was found to hold true

for strongly reduced TiO( ) surfaces,− also occurs on less reduced ( )

substrates. We attribute the coupling to reaction with reduced titanium intersti-

tials which migrate to the surface from the bulk. us, the subsurface region acts

as a reservoir of reduced point defects, which are created by the bulk-assisted heal-

ing of sputtered and vacuumannealed surfaces. We show that these Ti interstitials

play an important role in the reductive coupling of benzaldehyde, andpropose that

they may also be responsible in reduction reactions of other molecules on titania

surfaces.
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4
Molecular Imaging of Reductive Coupling
Reactions: Interstitial Mediated Coupling
of Benzaldehyde on Reduced TiO( )

. A

We report the rst visualization of a reactive intermediate formed from coupling

two molecules on a surface—a diolate formed from benzaldehyde coupling on

TiO( ). e diolate, imaged using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), is

reduced to gaseous stilbene upon heating to ∼ K, leaving behind two oxy-

gen atoms that react with reduced Ti interstitials that migrate to the surface,

contrary to the popular expectation that strong bonds in oxygenated molecules

react only with oxygen vacancies at the surface. Our work further provides both

experimental and theoretical evidence that Ti interstitials drive the formation of

diolate intermediates. Initially mobile monomersmigrate together to form paired

features, identi ed as diolates that bond over two adjacent ve-coordinate Ti



atoms on the surface. Our work is of broad importance because it demonstrates

the possibility of imaging the distribution and bonding con gurations of reactant

species on a molecular scale, which is a critical part of understanding surface re-

actions and the development of surfacemorphology during the course of reaction.

is paper was published in ACS Nano, , , — .

. I

Imaging individual reactive intermediates is a long-sought goal in molecular sci-

ences because direct visualization of structure provides insight into bonding and

reactivity. While there are many examples of the imaging of individual molecules,

reactive coupling has not yet been observed. Herein, we report for the rst time

the visualization ofmolecular pairing that produces an intermediate in aC=Cbond

forming reaction: the coupling of two benzaldehydemolecules to form a diolate on

the rutile TiO( ) surface. e combination of scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) and density functional theory (DFT) is used illustrate the importance of

reduced titanium interstitials in the bonding of benzaldehyde monomers and the

formation of the coupling intermediate, the diolate.

Titanium dioxide has been widely studied because of its use in a variety of

applications—dye-sensitized solar cells, waste puri cation, heterogeneous

catalysis, sensing,, coatings,, and in biocompatible materials— which de-

pend strongly on surface chemistry. Titania is a “reducible” oxide, meaning that

oxygen loss from both the surface and the bulk is relatively facile. e activity

of reduced TiO toward reaction with oxygenates is often attributed to surface

oxygen vacancies., However, both surface and bulk defects can contribute to

reductive processes. Bulk reduction also alters the optical properties of the ti-

tania, clearly signi ed by the change from transparent to blue in color with the

introduction of n-doping color centers. Defects include O vacancies, Ti intersti-

tials, and Ti vacancies, the predominant defect present under reducing conditions

being the Ti interstitials.,

Interstitial reduced titanium centers have the potential to alter the thermal

chemistry and photochemistry of TiO surfaces. For example, interstitials are im-

portant in the reoxidation of reduced TiO( ) at elevated temperatures,−



and a recent scanning tunneling microscopy study imagedmorphological changes

attributed to reaction of O with interstials. Titanium interstitials have also re-

cently been shown to react with various molecules containing oxygen, including

organic acids, aldehydes,, and NO, over the ( ) surface. For example,

decomposition of formic acid on reconstructed TiO( )-( × ) produces ( × )

islands on the ( × ) terraces after heating to K when oxygen from the acid

reacts with interstitials. We also recently attributed the reductive self-coupling

reactions of acrolein and benzaldehyde over TiO( ) to interstitials, based

on observed reactivity and the formation of nanoscale TiO islands after loss of

oxygen from benzaldehyde to form stilbene.

e coupling of benzaldehyde over reduced TiO( ) was used to image a bi-

molecular reaction on a molecular scale using scanning tunneling microscopy and

to further probe the role of titanium interstitials in this process. e overall re-

active process deduced from our studies involves facile diffusion of monomeric

benzaldehyde after adsorption at K and subsequent formation of a diolate in-

termediate that ultimately yields stilbene and TiOx nanostructures (Figure . ).

Contrary to expectations, there is no preference for reaction with oxygen vacan-

cies on the surface. Complementary theoretical calculations show that intersti-

tials play an important role in the formation of the diolate. is reaction is highly

( ) selective—stilbene is the only product so that no carbon or other impu-

rities deposit on the surface—making it ideal for molecular imaging of the reac-

tion. Furthermore, the phenyl ring is imaged readily because of the π-system in

the ring, making monomers and dimers readily distinguishable in STM.is work

establishes the feasibility of imaging reactive intermediates in synthetic coupling

reactions on surfaces—a major advance for investigating complex surface chem-

istry.
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At low coverage and at room temperature, benzaldehyde monomers bind on the

Ti rows; however, they are mobile under these conditions in STM images (Figure



Figure 4.1: Schematic of benzaldehyde adsorption followed by pairing to form a diolate above a
Ti interstitial site. Heating to 400 K produces gaseous stilbene and two oxygen atoms. The oxygen
atoms form new nanoscale islands of TiOx from reaction with titanium interstitials.

. ). Defects and Ti rows on the clean surface (Figure . a,d) are used as markers

in the images of benzaldehyde. Oxygen vacancy defects are marked with white

rectangles, and a lattice of ve-fold coordinated Ti (Tic) sites is overlaid to guide

the eye (Figure . d). On clean TiO( ), step heights of . ± . Å are mea-

sured, in accordance with the rutile structure, and alternating bright and dark

rows separated by∼ . Å that are characteristic of Tic and bridging O atom rows,

respectively, are observed. e faint bright spots which appear between Tic
rows on the pristine surface are oxygen vacancy defects, present at a concentra-

tion of ∼ relative to the density of Tic sites ( . ×  sites/cm), which is

within the expected range of∼ - for similar surface preparation.

New mobile features, attributed to benzaldehyde monomers, are observed fol-

lowing deposition of benzaldehyde at room temperature (Figure . b,c,e). e cir-

cled round features attributed to benzaldehyde have apparent heights of . ± .

Å and widths of . ± . nm (full width at half-maximum), similar to that of ben-

zaldehyde on Si( )-( × ) which measures ∼ nm in diameter in STM. e

extremely low benzaldehyde coverage in these images, ∼ . ML, was achieved

by imaging during benzaldehyde deposition, so that the tip shadows the nearby

region of the surface from gas, requiring that molecules diffuse into the imag-

ing window to be observed. e mobility of benzaldehyde at K is consis-

tent with the fact that a signi cant fraction of benzaldehyde desorbs at K

in temperature-programmed desorption. An image of the same area, taken ∼
min later, shows that the round features attributed to benzaldehyde move under

these conditions (Figure . c). e solid white circles in Figure . c indicate the



Figure 4.2: STM images show the mobility of benzaldehyde at low coverages on TiO(110) at 300
K. Images of (a) the clean, reduced TiO(110) surface; (b) the same region after deposition of 0.01
monolayers (ML) of benzaldehyde at 300 K; and, (c) a similar image as in (b) after a 4 minute delay.
The benzaldehyde molecules (circled) are mobile at room temperature. High-resolution STM images
of (d) clean TiO(110) and (e) the same area after benzaldehyde deposition at 300 K (0.01 ML). The
white rectangles indicate the positions of two vacancies, and a green lattice grid is shown to guide
the eye (lattice points are approximate in the [001] direction). The benzaldehyde molecules are cen-
tered over Tic rows. (f) The lowest energy structure for benzaldehyde stabilized by a Ti interstitial
on TiO(110) as calculated using DFT. Oxygen atoms are in red, titanium in gray, carbon in green
and hydrogen in white.



positions of the molecules as they were in Figure . b, while the dotted white cir-

cles indicate the appearance of new features. Some new molecules appear, while

others no longer occupy the positions marked with the solid circles, clearly show-

ing that the molecules are mobile on the surface. Furthermore, the streaks ob-

served in the images are consistent with rapid diffusion relative to the time scale

of the scanning and possible tip— molecule interactions. e round features as-

sociated with benzaldehyde imaged at this low coverage and relatively short time

after adsorption at K are centered on Tic rows, which is consistent with ei-

ther an η-atop con guration (bound through the O) on Tic sites or, possibly, the

dioxyalkylene structure. Either of these structures is possible, based on the com-

bination of STM and DFT, as discussed below; however, the η-atop con guration

(Figure . f) is deemed more likely because the dioxyalkylene structure would be

less symmetrically disposed over the Tic rows because the phenyl ring tilts toward

an oxygen row (Figure . c). Furthermore, the η-atop con guration is similar to

structures proposed for other oxygenates. e observation of round features on

Ti rows provides strong evidence for an atop geometry, inwhich the aldehydic oxy-

gen interacts electrostatically with the Tic center, analogous to proposed bond-

ing geometry of acetone, and formaldehyde., e individual benzaldehyde

features circumscribe at least three Ti atoms based on STM images (Figure . e),

suggesting that benzaldehyde is rotating rapidly relative to the imaging time scale

of ∼ s, in agreement with the DFT calculations. Other organics containing

heteroatoms—catechol, pyridine, and dimethylpyridine—also bind predomi-

nantly over the Ti rows on TiO( ).

e adsorption energies obtained from DFT provide evidence that binding of

benzaldehydemonomers over defect sites is energetically favored over any binding

con guration on the stoichiometric surface (Table . ). On the perfectly stoichio-

metric surface, the most stable structure has a lone pair of the aldehydic oxygen

pointing toward the Tic site and the molecular plane rotated diagonally to the

rows (Supporting Information Figure .S ). e adsorption energy of - kJ/mol

is substantiallyweaker than structures involving various defects but stronger than

that of the corresponding formaldehyde structure (- kJ/mol), indicating an

electronic contribution of the ring to the interaction with the surface. Never-

theless, this is weakly bound compared to those structures involving reduced Ti



Figure 4.3: Optimized adsorption benzaldehyde structures and their corresponding binding en-
ergies on a defective 5×2-TiO(110) slab. The four lowest energy configurations are shown, all of
which involve Ti interstitials: (a) η-atop configuration with molecular plane diagonal to the [001] di-
rection of the rows and a type I interstitial in ⟨110⟩ channel below shown from the side and the top;
(b) η-atop con- figuration (diagonal) stabilized by a type II interstitial between two ⟨110⟩ channels
(top and side view shown); (c) η-dioxyalkylene structure with involvement of a bridging oxygen
atom, stabilized by a type I interstitial; (d) η-benzaldehyde bonded in a bridging oxygen vacancy
site, molecular plane parallel to the [001] direction. Red balls represent O, gray Ti in the lattice,
yellow Ti interstitials, green C, and white H atoms.



centers. e effect of interstitials on binding is comparable for benzaldehyde and

formaldehyde, which suggests that also for benzaldehyde the stabilization may

be strongly dependent on the distance to the interstitial site and very local in na-

ture.

ere are three binding con gurations associated with defects that are essen-

tially the same energy: η- atop con guration over a Tic site with an interstitial Ti

below (- kJ/mol), η bound to a BOV (- kJ/ mol), and the η-dioxyalkylene

(- kJ/mol) (Figure . , Table . ). e η-atop binding over a Tic site with an

interstitial Ti between the ⟨ ⟩ channels is also similar in energy, kJ/mol.

Clearly, reduction of TiO leads to surface and subsurface defects that can stabi-

lize the adsorption of molecules, including benzaldehyde, through a combination

of electron transfer and surface relaxation. Point defects between the rst

and second layers were investigated in order to obtain upper bounds for the

stabilization effects of sub- surface defects. e effect is comparable to that of

formaldehyde which suggests that also for benzaldehyde the stabilization may

be strongly dependent on the distance to the interstitial site and very local in

nature. If the diffusion barrier of benzaldehyde along the ve-coordinated Ti

rows is in the typical range of - of its adsorption energy, the molecules

should readily diffuse to the interstitial sites at room temperature, as is observed.

Table 4.1: Calculated adsorption energies of benzaldehyde on stoichiometric and defective
5×2×4 unit cell. All energies are given in kJ/mol. Energies that are in bold have structures given
in Figure 4.3. Other structures are in supplemental. ITi = ”Ti interstitial”

TiO with ITi in st- nd trilayer
Binding con guration/slab stoic.

TiO

w/ BOV
( /
ML)

ITi in ⟨⟩
channel
site

ITi btwn two
channels

η-atop/Tic, diagonal to rows - - -
η-atop/Tic, orthogonal -
η-atop/Tic, parallel -
η-dioxyalkylene with Tic/Obr - - -
η/BOV, parallel -
η/BOV, orthogonal -
η-atop/Tic, diagonal, near BOV -

None of the round features in our STM experiments were centered over oxygen

vacancy sites or over the bridging O rows (Figure . d,e), which clearly shows that



binding over BOV sites is not prevalent. Although energetically as stable as the

interstitial stabilized con gurations within the systematic DFT error, the adsorp-

tion structure in a BOV (Figure . d) was not observed.

e lack of benzaldehyde binding to bridging oxygen vacancies is not due to

blockage of these sites with water or OH. First, directional dosing was employed,

and a base pressure in the − Torr range was maintained before and after dos-

ing (compared to pressures of ca. × − Torr during dosing), thus, minimizing

water exposure. Second, vacancy defects appeared uniform in size and brightness

even after benzaldehyde exposure, as opposed to the varying size and brightness

one expects from single and double hydroxyl formation uponwater dissociation.

Furthermore, purposeful exposure to water does not alter surface reactivity to-

ward benzaldehyde. However, we cannot completely rule out that coverage and

temperature effects may play a role in determining the occupation sequence (pop-

ulation) of the different types of defect sites.

One possible explanation for the lack of benzaldehyde adsorption in surface

vacancies could be that there is a kinetic barrier for the diffusion of benzaldehyde

from the Tic sites into vacancy sites. For example, a recent study of O dissocia-

tion on reduced TiO( ) found that oxygen adatoms on Tic sites can be stable

at room temperature in the presence of nearby vacancies, which also points to a

signi cant activation barrier. Indeed, preliminary studies of formaldehyde using

DFT indicate that there is a barrier for diffusion into a BOV site, although re ne-

ment of the calculation is necessary.

e η-dioxyalkylene structure stabilized by Ti interstitials (Figure . c) is also

possible based on the DFT calculations. is structure cannot be unequivocally

ruled out, although it would be expected to be asymmetrically positioned with

respect to the Tic rows, based on the ring tilt. Rotation of the ring toward the

other oxygen row on the time scale of the imaging experiments would make this

asymmetry undetectable. Hence, we cannot rule out this species. Indeed, it may

be a pathway for migration from one Tic row to the next.



. . DFRBH
C.

Reaction of benzaldehyde to form the precursor to reductive coupling is observed

at higher coverages of benzaldehyde. e fact that these features are also ob-

served during in situ scanning at K establishes that a covalent interaction

binds them together. A weakly bound van der Waal’s complex would not persist

under these conditions. e dispersion interaction should contribute less than

. eV, using benzene dimerization, which has an energy of . eV without zero-

point correction, as a reference. Oblong features attributed to formation of the

diolate intermediate from two benzaldehydemolecules are clearly visible after de-

positing∼ . ML benzaldehyde at K, subsequently heating to∼ K, cooling

and imaging at K (Figure . a,b). e diolate intermediate also forms at K

over a time span of ca. min for a coverages of . ML or above (Supporting In-

formation, Figure .S ). In these images, lone diolates are clearly discerned from

longer chains observed at higher coverages.

e diolates form over the entire surface, not preferentially at surface bridg-

ing oxygen vacancies, and are always centered on the ve-coordinate Ti rows. We

never observed diolates between Tic rows in an exhaustive search of thousands of

features over ∼ µm at different scanning temperatures and tunneling condi-

tions. us, it is clear that the precursor to reductive coupling does not selectively

form at surface bridging oxygen vacancy sites. Diolates orient along the [ ] di-

rection with a faint node-like depression between the two lobes. ese features

were stationary over the duration of scanning (∼ h), which provides further evi-

dence that they are covalently attached. If, instead, there were weak forces leading

to simple packing of benzaldehyde, feature sizes of randommultiples, rather than

dimers would form. Instead, discrete pairs were observed by STM which formed

over Ti atom rows (Figure . a,b and Figure .S in the Supporting Information).

e apparent length along the [ ] direction is measured to be . ± . nm, and

the measured height was . ± . Å.

Going across the [ ] direction, a single feature averaged . ± . Å in width,

slightly less than the spacing between Ti rows of ∼ . Å. is overall decrease

in apparent size and change in shape in comparison to the singular mobile fea-



Figure 4.4: Formation of diolates via benzaldehyde pairing is observed using STM. (a) Low-
temperature STM image of benzaldehyde adsorption over TiO(110) taken at 50 K. (b) Image of a
21 Å by 14 Å group of paired features. The green overlay shows the underlying Ti lattice. (The po-
sition of the Ti atoms is not exact in the [001] direction, but the spacing is correct.) The contrast is
enhanced in (b) for comparison to (c), the simulated image of the lowest energy trans-diolate struc-
ture on the same size scale, and (d) the simulated image of the higher energy cis-diolate. In both
cases, the diolates are on two adjacent Tic sites. The simulations are for constant-current images
of empty state (+0.5 to 0 eV above the theoretical “Fermi” level (corresponding to Ubias≈ 0.5 V)
and a tip-sample distance of∼4 Å using the Tersoff-Hamann approach. The two measured lobes
correspond to the charge density of the two phenyl rings in the simulated images, providing a quali-
tative guide. Both simulations include an interstitial below between two ⟨⟩ channel sites (lowest
energy configuration). Red balls represent O, gray Ti, green C, and white H atoms. Additional simu-
lations are included in the Supporting Information, Figure 4.S4. Image acquired with a sample bias
voltage of 1.9 V and a constant tunneling current of 0.11 nA.



tures shown in Figure . may be due to a number of factors: ( ) upon pairing,

the molecules are no longer mobile or rotating; ( ) the orientation of the rings is

diagonal to the rows, giving the elongated shape; and ( ) there may be a change

in electronic structure upon pairing. e distance between the two lobes of each

feature is . ± . Å, which is slightly larger than the Å spacing between the Ti

atoms in the [ ] direction and in agreement with the DFT calculations. e av-

erage experimentally measured distance between pairs which stacked in the [ ]

direction was . ± . Å, slightly larger than the distance between Ti rows ( .

Å). In counting each elongated feature as two benzaldehyde molecules, we esti-

mated the coverage to be . ML. e bonding of these paired intermediates and

the corresponding STM imagesweremodeled usingDFT. Preliminary X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS) studies provide evidence that the C-O bond remains

intact after heating to K (Supporting Information, Figure .S ); therefore,

the diolate structures were used to model the paired species (Figure . c,d). e

diolate structure is similar to that proposed previously for reductive coupling on

highly reduced Ti( ), although others have proposed that stilbene forms rapidly

at K., On TiO( ), a diolate was proposed to form from two formalde-

hyde molecules adsorbed in adjacent oxygen vacancies.

e formation of the diolates on two adjacent Tic sites by coupling of the alde-

hydic carbons with a new C-C bond leads to a substantial energy gain compared to

the adsorption of two molecules (Figure . , Table . ). Compared to the lowest

energy η con guration (Eads = - kJ/mol), up to kJ/mol additional energy

can be gainedwith themost stable trans-diolate structure above an interstitial site

between ⟨ ⟩ channels (Figure . a).

Table 4.2: Calculated formation energies of diolates from two gas-phase benzaldehyde molecules
on the defective 5×2×4 TiO slab. All energies are given in kJ/mol. ITi = “Ti interstitial”

Binding con guration/slab ITi in ⟨⟩ channel site ITi between two channels
(s)-trans diolate - -
(s)-cis diolate - -

e formation of these diolates requires the involvement and stabilization by

Ti interstitials. Both interstitial types I and II stabilize both the both cis- and

trans-diolates, but the symmetric positioning in a type II site in the center below



Figure 4.5: Optimized adsorption structures and corresponding binding energies of trans- and cis-
diolates (a, b, and c, d, respectively) on a 5×2-TiO(110) slab with two different types of subsurface
Ti interstitials (a and c with type I interstitial in ⟨⟩ channel; b and d with type II interstitial in be-
tween two channels) using the DFT-PW91 calculations. These structures were used to simulate
STM images (Figures 4 c,d; 4.S4). Red balls represent O, grey Ti in the lattice, yellow Ti interstitials,
green C, and white H atoms.



the diolates is generally favored by ca. kJ/mol, which is above the DFT error

bar. e diolate formed with a new C-C bond between two adjacent benzaldehyde

molecules is stable in the presence of subsurface interstitials but not on a stoichio-

metric slab. Diolates adsorbed next to each other in bridging oxygen vacancies are

also stable in our calculations (not shown); however, this structure disagrees with

the features centered over the Tic rows as observed in STM. We speculate that

the kinetic barriers involved in the diffusion of separate BOVs, or, respectively,

molecules bonded in BOVs, and subsequent coupling are higher and disfavor this

pathway. Corresponding investigations of the different coupling pathways are un-

derway for a simpler probe, formaldehyde. A preliminary estimate of the barrier

for coupling of two adjacent formaldehyde molecules is∼ kJ/mol. e diolates

would most likely form upon diffusion of a second benzaldehyde molecule to one

that is bonded on a Tic site over a subsurface interstitial. Of the four possible

isomers of the diolate structures, the trans-con guration bound over a type I in-

terstitial (in the ⟨ ⟩ channel) is the most stable (Figure . c and Figure . a).

e other structures, most notably the cis isomers, are considerably less stable

(Figure . , Table . ). Furthermore, only the trans isomer structures agree with

our STM images (Figure . ), whereas the cis isomers do not (Figure . d and Fig-

ure .S in Supporting Information). Bonding to two adjacent ve-coordinate Ti

sites, they shadow four Tic sites along their long axis, consistent with the length

of the two lobes of an intermediate of pm. e simulations for the cis iso-

mers show an “L”-shaped feature, that present on the surface should give rise to

diastereomeric domains.

Although STM studies of other ring compounds, including benzoic acid and

catechol have been reported, the stacking of these phenyl-containing species is

different than for the benzaldehyde diolates observed here. Benzoic acid forms

benzoate on TiO( ), which binds strongly to Ti atoms along the [ ] Ti

troughs in a bidentate fashion. At . ML saturation coverage, these bound

benzoate molecules then form dimer and trimer rows due to the interaction of

the phenyl rings across the Ti rows (in the [ ] direction) —different than the

direction of pairing for benzaldehyde along the [ ] direction. e packing of

the benzoates is attributed to interactions between phenyl rings because neither

acetate nor formate, both lacking this ring, pair on the TiO( ) surface.

Catechol on TiO( ) also preferentially stacks across Ti troughs (in the [ ]



direction).

ebenzaldehyde diolates do, however, stack in chains of various lengths across

the Ti rows, similar to catechol and benzoate. is packing is imperfect in that

there is often an offset from the [ ] direction between the center of one dio-

late and the next. is offset measures on average to be . ± . Å in the [ ]

direction, close to the distance of ∼ Å between unit cells. Although the exact

nature of the ring interactions is unclear,, it is conceivable that the stacking

and the offsets observed are the result of noncovalent ring interactions. “T”-type

phenyl group interactions were presumed to occur in the case of benzoic acid ad-

sorption on TiO( ), with one ring oriented such that the H atoms of the ring

are pointed toward the center of the π-ring of the other ring. It is likely that pack-

ing of the trans-diolates in our experiment occurs through similar interactions,

which we will more generally attribute to van der Waals type interactions, and

giving rise to the straight chains and chains with offsets observed. Current DFT

methods are not capable of modeling such interactions.

. . F  TO N I  B R-
.

Cleavage of the C-O bonds in the diolates upon heating to∼ K leads to evolu-

tion of stilbene and formation of nascent TiO species from reaction of the oxy-

gen lost from the diolate and a Ti interstitial that migrates to the surface (Figure

. ). New features attributed to nascent TiO are observed following heating

of benzaldehyde (θ ∼ . ML) to K (Figure . a). As reported previously,

gaseous stilbene is evolved below this temperature and no carbon remains on the

surface. After heating to K, there are no visible paired features (Figure . ),

even though they are clearly observed after adsorption of benzaldehyde at room

temperature (Figure .S in Supporting Information). Instead, few features at-

tributed to nascent TiO particles, indicated by white arrows in the image, appear

above the bridgingO atom rows. ese featuresmeasured . ± . Å in height and

. ± . Å in width and are very similar to those reported by Wendt et al., who

noted the formation of new terraces following exposure of a reduced TiO( )

surface to oxygen. Further deposition of a total of . ML and annealing to

K produced larger, more ordered features that clearly have the characteristic row



Figure 4.6: (a) An STM image of a TiO(110) surface after adsorbing 0.1 ML benzaldehyde and
heating to 500 K. (b) An STM image of a TiO(110) surface after adsorbing 0.3 ML benzaldehyde
and heating to 900 K. A nanoscale island with the underlying terrace structure visible is shown in
the inset. Both images were acquired at room temperature.

structure of TiO( ) (Figure . b). e inset shows one feature which exhibits

the underlying row structure, demonstrating that deposition of benzaldehyde fol-

lowed by annealing leads to the formation of nanoscale TiO and TiOx terraces. As

reported previously, after annealing to K, these new terraces measure . ±

. Å in height, consistent with the step height of . Å and . ± . nm inwidth,

spanning slightly more than the distance between two Ti rows on average.

. S

Our unprecedented imaging of diolates formed from benzaldehyde using STM are

used in conjunction with DFT to show that benzaldehyde coupling on reduced

TiO( ) is promoted by subsurface interstitials. e features attributed to the

diolate appear as discretely paired features along the rows in the [ ] direction

and are attributed to the trans-diolate con guration based on comparison to simu-

lations using DFT. Titanium interstitials also bind benzaldehyde monomers more

strongly, which provides a mechanism for trapping of a monomer and formation

of the diolate. e interstitials drive the ensuing reductive coupling that yields stil-

bene and nanoscale TiO islands observed using STM. DFT calculations show that



reaction with the interstitials is thermodynamically favorable and help identify

speci c intermediates. Ourwork also provides further evidence of the importance

and highly dynamic nature of subsurface interstitials in surface redox chemistry

and points to the controllable nanostructuring of TiO by reactionwith an organic

over layer.

. M

. . STM

Scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM) experiments were performed at room tem-

perature and at K using liquid He cooling with a variable temperature Omicron

STM (VT-STM/AFMmodel) in a chamber with a base pressure of∼ × − Torr.

All images were acquired in constant current mode, with a sample- tip bias of .

to . V and a tunneling current of . - . nA, such that electrons tunneled

into the empty states of the sample. Image processing was done using WSXM.

Electrochemically etched W tips were employed. Benzaldehyde was cleaned with

repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles, and cleanliness was checkedwith a quadrupole

mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer Prisma ) and subsequently dosed through a leak

valve coupled to a directional doser which was positioned ∼ cm in front of the

sample. e STM sample was prepared with multiple cycles of sputtering (

min each cycle, kV, µA total current) and annealing in a separate prepara-

tion chamber (∼ K, min, after each sputter cycle), until reduced to a blue

color. We con rmed reactivity for the benzaldehyde coupling reaction using the

mass spectrometer. Sample heating was accomplished using a doped silicon wafer

mounted directly beneath the sample, and a temperature calibration was sepa-

rately performed using a type K thermocouple glued into a second sample with ul-

trahigh vacuum compatible ceramic glue (Aremco, Ceramabond ). Finally, the

chamber also contained an Auger electron spectrometer (Omicron) with which we

checked sample cleanliness before and after reaction.

. . DFT

Density functional theory calculations were carried out using the plane wave code

implemented the Vienna Ab Initio simulation package., We employed PAW



pseudopotentials and the well-established GGA-PW functional but also

performed test calculations using the PBE functional, which as expected did not

differ from each other. Since there is substantial controversy as to the accuracy

of hybrid functionals and the “appropriate” empirical amount of Hartee-Fock

admixture,− we did presently not pursue calculations with such functionals.

Although it is often quoted that DFT-GGA does not reproduce the band gap and

gap states due to defects in reducible oxides and semiconductors,−,, we

want to point out that, in contrast to time-dependent DFT, ground-state DFT is

not a correct technique to compute excited state properties (such as unoccupied

states) and the band gap. In contrast, it has been shown that GGA functionals

despite their shortcomings give accurate energetics and structural parameters on

TiO.,,−

In order to model defect concentrations and avoid lateral interactions between

more than two benzaldehyde molecules, a ( × ) unit cell was modeled with a -

trilayer thickness and a large vacuumof∼ Åabove. e twouppermost trilayers

were relaxed aswell as the adsorbates and thedefects, while the bottom layerswere

xed at the optimizedbulk distances. Dipole correctionshave been appliednormal

to the slabs to minimize unphysical interactions between repeating images.

A plane wave cutoff of eV together with Gaussian smearing ( . eV) and (

× × ) special Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes were employed. Convergence

was tested by systematic increase of the cutoff to eV and the increase of the k-

pointmesh to ( × × ), which resulted or adsorption energy differences below

kJ/mol. However, we estimate that the systematic error bar in calculated energies

due to the inherent approximationmade by the choice of surface cell, coverage, pe-

riodicity, GGA functional, and computational parameters (basis set, Fourier grids,

smearingmethods, plane wave projector pseudopotentials, zero-point vibrational

energy, etc.) is on the order of - kJ/mol. e effect of spin has been tested for

all calculations, and the low spin solutions (singlet) have been found to be lowest

in energy with the GGA functional.,,, However, the use of different func-

tionals may change the relative energy of different spin con gurations.,,,

For further computational details, please see ref . Constant current STM sim-

ulations have been carried out within the Tersoff-Hamann approximation, and

results have been visualized using the “p vasp” software. A tip-surface distance

of∼ Å, a Ubias of . eV, and an isocontour value of − electrons/Å was chosen



for all images, and the density was smoothed with a Gaussian function to quali-

tatively simulate the effect of a nite sized tip. We note that this bias was cho-

sen in the calculations to best represent the clean surface, allowing a reasonable

qualitative comparison to the actual STM images. At tested higher Ubias of +

eV, the contrast between bright Ti rows and dark bridging O rows was reduced,

but the unoccupied ¹ states of the phenyl ring still dominated the images. e

discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical bias may be partly due to

DFT being a ground-state theory (but STM tunneling into virtual states) and

the known inaccuracy of DFT-GGA approaches to correctly predict the band gap

for TiO and, hence, the position of the Fermi level−, which, furthermore,

strongly depends on the reduction degree of the surface (see for example work-

function changes in ref ).

With respect to the calculations involving Ti interstitials, two con gurations

were tested: Ti interstitials in ⟨ ⟩ channel sites (type I) and in a site between

two ⟨ ⟩ channels (type II). ese two models on an adsorbate-free slab are en-

ergetically identical within the DFT error bar (the binding site between two ⟨ ⟩
channels is ∼ kJ/mol lower in energy, Figure . b). is model corresponds to

a realistic defect concentration of ca. . for a low coverage of benzaldehyde

( . ML) when using a ( × ×∼ ) slab.
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Supplementary Figure 4.1: Optimized adsorption structures of benzaldehyde on a stoichiometric
5×2- TiO(110) slab using DFT-PW91 calculations along with corresponding adsorption energies.
η- atop configurations with molecular plane (a) diagonal, (b) parallel, (c) orthogonal to the [001]
direction of the rows. (d) η-dioxyalkylene structure with involvement of a bridging oxygen atom.
Red balls represent O, grey Ti, green C, and white H atoms.



Supplementary Figure 4.2: Optimized adsorption structures and computed adsorption energies of
benzaldehyde on a 5×2-TiO(110) slab with a subsurface Ti interstitial obtained from DFT- PW91
calculations: (a) side and top view of η-atop with type I interstitial in ⟨⟩ channel, (b) side and
top view of η-atop with type II interstitial in between two channels) and with a bridging oxygen
vacancy, (c) parallel configuration, (d) orthogonal configuration of the molecular plane with respect
to the row direction. Red balls represent O, grey Ti, green C, and white H atoms.



Supplementary Figure 4.3: (a) A TiO(110) surface with a coverage of 0.1 ML of benzaldehyde
at room temperature. (b) Magnified section of (a) shows oblong features assigned to pairs of ben-
zaldehyde molecules over the Ti atom rows. These features stack across the rows. The arrows
indicate the presence of mobile benzaldehyde.
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Supplementary Figure 4.4: Simulated constant-current STM image of (a) trans-diolate with a
type II subsurface VTi in between ⟨⟩ channels, (b) trans-diolate with a type I subsurface VTi
in a ⟨⟩ channel site, (c) cis-diolate with a type II subsurface VTi in between ⟨⟩ channels, (d)
cis-diolate with a type I subsurface VTi in a ⟨⟩ channel site. (Ubias = 0.5 eV; tip height≈ 4.0 Å,
isocontour threshold = 1×10−e−/Å, Gaussian smoothed (0.5 eV width) partial charge density, 26
Å x 30 Å; center between 4 adjacent 5×2 supercells). Red balls represent O, grey Ti, green C, and
white H atoms.



Supplementary Figure 4.5: X-ray photoelectron spectra of a multilayer exposure of reduced
TiO(110) to benzaldehyde at 130 K, heated to 400 K. The peak asymmetry and the relatively high
C(1s) binding energy for the data obtained after heating to 300 and 400 K (top two traces) indicates
the that the C-O bond remains intact. The C(1s) peak of hydrocarbons bound to the surface would
be at∼284 eV.



5
Carbonyl Coupling: Defects and O Make

or Break the Essential Reaction
Intermediate on Titanium Dioxide

. A

Blocking interstitials: e strong effect of ambient O on the surface chemistry

of TiO( ) is demonstrated for the rst time by using molecular imaging. Scan-

ning tunneling microscopy experiments show that O reverses and inhibits the

formation of a diolate coupling intermediate, whereas HO does not (see gure).

e strong affinity of HO for titanium interstitials, which are necessary for cou-

pling, accounts for these effects.

is paper was published in Chem. Eur. J. , , - .
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Chemical reactions on reducible metal oxides are important in several key appli-

cations, including solar energy conversion, degradation of toxic compounds, air

puri cation, and chemical synthesis.− Titanium dioxide, of interest in solar en-

ergy technology, is widely considered to be a prototype for this class of materials,

rutile TiO( ) beingmost extensively studiedwithmodern surface techniques.

One of the key questions regarding the chemical behavior of TiO surfaces is

howO andHO, ubiquitous under ambient conditions, alter the thermal and pho-

tochemistry of titania. e possible role of bulk defects (interstitials) both in the

absence and the presence of oxygen and water is a central issue. Defects in TiO

create electronic states in the band gap that lead to light absorption at lower en-

ergies. ey also serve as recombination sites for electron-hole pairs, affecting

photochemical activation, and as reactive sites for reduction reactions, for exam-

ple, the dissociation ofO.eyare created in titania through thermal reduction,

reducing reaction conditions, or exposure to ultraviolet light.

Herein, we use a chemical reaction that requires interstitial defects—the reduc-

tive coupling of benzaldehyde to stilbene—to probe in unprecedented detail the

possible interactions of ambient O and HO with interstitial defects in compe-

tition with an organic reagent. We recently established (using a combination of

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and density functional theory (DFT) that

Ti interstitials drive the formation of a diolate intermediate, formed from the co-

valent pairing of two benzaldehydemolecules. e interstitials subsequently drive

the reduction to stilbene.

In this work, we show that the strong affinity of O
 for reaction with Ti inter-

stitials both prevents the formation of the diolate (pairing) and drives its dissoci-

ation once it forms, whereas HO does not. Because O reacts with both bridging

oxygen vacancies (BOV) and with Ti interstitials, this contrast demonstrates the

key role of the interstitials in the reactive coupling of benzaldehyde. To the best of

our knowledge, this represents the rst visualization of the reversal of a reaction

on a surface due to exposure to an external gas, in this case O.

Recent results suggest that bridging oxygen vacancies can also provide addi-

tional charge to stabilize O on the surface, and both Ti interstitials and BOVs

are neutralized by exposing the surface to O. Although we cannot rule out the



possible contribution of BOVs in aiding benzaldehyde diolate intermediate stabi-

lization, a substantial fraction of the diolates convert to gaseous stilbene and TiOx

islands, which is associated with migration of Ti interstitials to the surface. e

inhibition of reductive coupling and the reversal of diolate formation due to ex-

posure to ambient O at room temperature are consistent with our conclusions

based on DFT calculations that the interstitials are required for formation of the

diolates. is result further illustrates that the presence of Ti interstitials will af-

fect the chemical properties of TiO even at room temperature. Given the abun-

dance of O under ambient conditions, it seems likely that reactions studied in

ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), which rely on charge stabilization, provided by Ti inter-

stitials need to be carefully evaluated before their results can be extrapolated to

ambient conditions. In other words, the assumption that interstitials that impart

the conductivity necessary for imaging and electron-based spectroscopy to titania

do not affect surface chemistry may not be valid.

On stoichiometric TiO( ) at temperatures greater than K,O binds very

weakly to the surface, but on a reduced surfaceO dissociates, lling oxygen vacan-

cies on bridging oxygen rows and leaving oxygen adatoms (Oa) on ve-coordinate

titanium atoms (Figure . )., e rutile TiO( ) surface used in our studies

initially exhibited a defect density of . ×  cm− (Figure . a)— of the

available oxygen anion sites on the surface (see the Supporting Information)—in

the range reported in the literature. Exposure of this surface to Langmuir

(roughly monolayers, ML) of O at K yields features on the Ti rows at-

tributed to oxygen adatoms, based on their size and position over the titanium

rows (Figure . b). Interstitial Ti also promotes O dissociation. Molecular oxy-

gen is stabilized by the interstitials, eventually dissociating and reacting with in-

terstitials to form TiOx islands at temperatures as low as K. Titanium in-

terstitials account for of the total oxygen adsorption. e interstitials

are highly dynamic above room temperature, reacting with O,  organic acids,

aldehydes,, and NO.

Exposure of the diolate (the precursor for stilbene formation) to O induces de-

coupling and ensuing desorption of benzaldehyde at K (Figure . ). Diolates

were formed from reactive pairing of two benzaldehydemolecules by exposing the

reduced TiO( ) surface to benzaldehyde (Figure . a). e diolates rapidly



Figure 5.1: STM images comparing TiO(110): a) as prepared (T=300 K, Vs=+1.3 V, i=110 pA). b)
following exposure to 300L of O at 300 K. (T=300 K, Vs=+1.8 V, i=90 pA). The bright rows in (a)
are the Ti rows. Insert: Zoom-in of an oxygen vacancy (3.1×3.1 nm image size). (b) Small bright
features on Ti rows are oxygen adatoms. Insert: magnified image showing a few of these adatoms
(3.1×3.1 nm image). Schematic of the oxidation process of TiO(110) is shown above. Red balls
are O and silver denotes Ti, while orange indicates the position where O has filled an oxygen va-
cancy leaving an oxygen adatom (yellow) on a neighboring Ti row.)



Figure 5.2: O displaces benzaldehyde diolate intermediates at 300 K as shown using STM. a)
Diolate intermediates formed from benzaldehyde coupling after exposure of reduced TiO(110) to
benzaldehyde (0.26 monolayers) at 30 K followed by heating to 300 K. (Imaging conditions: T=22 K,
Vs=+2.2 V, i=60 pA). b) Displacement of benzaldehyde after exposing the surface in (a) to an excess
of O (300 layer equivalents) at 300 K. (Imaging conditions: T=24 K, Vs=+2.1 V, i=0.33 nA).

form over two neighboring ve-coordinated titanium atoms (Tic) (Figure . a)

and are stabilized by Ti interstitials. eir surface coverage greatly exceeds the

initial concentration of surface oxygen vacancy defects. Exposure to O reverses

pairing and displaces most of the benzaldehyde from the surface, as is evident

from the reduction in the coverage fraction of adsorbate features from to

after exposure to O at K (Figure . b). Without exposure to O, the dio-

lates remain essentially unchanged over h at K under scanning conditions

(Figure . a).

We attribute the dramatic drop in benzaldehyde coverage and the reversal of di-

olate formation upon oxygen exposure to the strong preference formolecular oxy-

gen to react with Ti interstitials. Oxygen is thought to neutralize surface charge

and subsequently form TiOx species. e diolate is formed from two benzalde-

hyde molecules by linkage of the carbonyl carbons to form a carbon-carbon bond



Figure 5.3: Comparison of benzaldehyde pairs to species on the surface after pre- or post-dosing
O. a) Four benzaldehyde pairs on TiO(110). Sample was dosed with 0.26 ML benzaldehyde and
warmed to 300 K. (Imaging conditions: T=300 K, Vs=+1.9 V, i=0.15 nA) b) Prepared as in Figure 5.3a
and then exposed 300 L O at 300 K. (Imaging conditions: T=24 K, Vs=+2.1 V, i=0.33 nA). c) Pre-
dosed with 300 L O at 300 K, dosed with 0.26 ML benzaldehyde then warmed to 300 K. (Imaging
conditions: T=120 K, Vs=+2.2 V, i=0.11 nA) Vertical lines indicate the Ti rows and horizontal lines
mark position of Ti atoms in unit cell. Superimposed models show diolate structure obtained using
density functional theory, stabilized by Ti interstitials.

with two oxygen-surface bonds stabilized by charge contribution primarily from

Ti interstitials (Figure . , schematic representation)., e interstitials are nec-

essary for formation of the diolate;, in their absence benzaldehyde itself is only

weakly bound to Tic sites. Removal of the Ti interstitial through reaction with

oxygen de- stabilizes the diolate, leading to its dissociation and subsequent des-

orption of benzaldehyde.

In support of this conclusion, diolate formation is also completely inhibited by

rst exposing the TiO( ) surface to O indicating that it reacts with the inter-

stitials necessary to stabilize the diolate, which would otherwise form from ben-

zaldehyde exposure. is effect is illustrated by images obtained at K in order

to retain a signi cant amount of benzaldehyde on the surface and track its possible

conversion to the diolate (Figure . ). Benzaldehyde is initially distributedwidely

across the reduced surface (Figure . a); the diolates are clearly evident in STM

images obtained after h (Figure . b). e features observed have dimensions

characteristic of the diolate and form along the Ti rows with some stacking across

the rows. In contrast, no diolate formation is observed after h, when benzalde-

hyde is exposed to the surface pre-treatedwithO indicating that the oxygen reacts

with both interstitial and surface defects (Figure . d). Features present after ex-



Figure 5.4: Oxidation of the TiO(110) surface inhibits the formation of the diolate intermediate as
shown by STM. Images obtained: a) immediately after introducing benzaldehyde to the reduced
TiO(110) at 120 K ( 0.2 ML benzaldehyde); b) The same surface in (a) after scanning for 5 hours at
120 K, leads to diolate formation. A zoom illustrates a single diolate (Image size is 0.9×1.1 nm).
c) A pre-oxidized surface (at 300 K, 300 L O) initially dosed with 0.2 ML benzaldehyde at 120 K
shows no diolates. d) The same surface in (c) except after waiting 12 hours at 120 K still shows no
diolate formation. A zoom shows oxygen adatoms and larger benzaldehyde features are shown in
Figure 5.3c. (T=120 K, V=+2.2-2.7V, i=0.09-0.12 nA; 3.5×3.9 nm image.)



posure to O (Figure . c) and subsequent exposure to benzaldehyde at K

are essentially the same. ese results con rm that reaction of molecular oxygen

with the interstitials is favored over diolate formation. Benzaldehyde is not able

to displace the O stabilized by the subsurface Ti interstitials.

Water does not react with interstitials, but it does react with surface bridging

oxygen vacancies., ere are no reports of water dissociation induced by inter-

stitials, so the comparison of water and O provides a means of distinguishing

reactions on surface O vacancies from those involving Ti interstitials.

e observation that water does not disrupt the formation of the diolate, inde-

pendent of the order of adsorption (Figure . ), con rms that the diolate forma-

tion is largely dictated by interstitials. Features characteristic of the diolate are

imaged even after the surface is rst exposed to water so as to ll surface bridging

oxygen vacancies with OH (Figure . a). Features characteristic of the diolate also

persist after initial exposure to benzaldehyde followed by exposure toHO (Figure

. b). Even exposure to large amounts of water ( L) at K does not dis-

perse the diolates (Figure . b). In summary, the benzaldehyde coupling reaction

to stilbene on TiO( ) is quenched by O. We attribute this to the breaking up

of the paired diolate intermediates into weakly-bound benzaldehyde monomers

that desorb near room temperature. In contrast, intermediate formation is not

affected signi cantly by HO, which would quench surface oxygen vacancies. is

is clear evidence that O can inhibit carbonyl coupling reactions that rely on sta-

bilization by Ti interstitials. More generally, our results show that O has a sub-

stantial effect on the chemical properties of TiO that rely on partially reduced Ti,

whereas water has a smaller effect. We attribute this difference to the oxidizing

potential of O versus HO. Further, our results raise concerns about using re-

duced TiO to model processes that occur under oxidizing conditions because of

the ability of O to quench defects that might be essential for certain reactions

observed in ultrahigh vacuum.

. E S

e surface was prepared by alternating Ar+ sputtering and annealing for at least

cycles creating a light blue crystal used for all STM experiments. e resistivity



Figure 5.5: Effect of pre- and post-dosing HO on a benzaldehyde covered surface: a) 1.2 L HO
dosed at 120 K, warmed to 300 K then 1 L benzaldehyde dosed and warmed to 300 K; b) 1 L ben-
zaldehyde dosed at 120 K then 300 L HO at 300 K. Inserts in both images illustrate a single ben-
zaldehyde diolate. Image sizes are 1.5× 1.5 nm.

of this sample at K was Ω cm. e surface was sputtered by keV Ar+ for

about min at K, followed by annealing at K for - min. Heating to

- K was achieved by using a calibrated doped silicon wafer behind the TiO

crystal.

STM imageswere obtained by using low current andhigh voltage, so that the tip

is well separated from the surface. In all cases feature sizes were calibrated from

the distance between two adjacent oxygen vacancies along the row ( . nm),

and the titanium row spacing in the image ( . nm). e height was calibrated

from a step edge that measured . nm.
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Supplementary Figure 5.1: Temperature Programmed reaction spectra of stilbene evolution after
dosing 0.60 L benzaldehyde showing the effect of pre or post dosing O on TiO(110). All doses
were conducted at 300 K.
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Previously, we have shown that pre-dosing O on TiO( ) quenches stilbene

production and signi cantly decreases the intensity of the K benzaldehyde

peak associated with diolate intermediate formation. For completeness, we show

here the effect of pre and post dosing O with . L benzaldehyde. e oxygen

and benzaldehyde doses are conducted at K tomimic the dosing conditions of

our STM experiments. e temperature ramp was conducted directly after dosing

which differs from our STM experiments where there was a : minute warm to

K prior to scanning. We observe a signi cant drop in the stilbene yield and

benzaldehyde evolved from the K peak associated with diolates (not shown).



Supplementary Figure 5.2: Comparison of TiOx nanoparticles formed upon annealing to 900 K a)
0.26 ML benzaldehyde (T=300 K, Vs=+1.9 V, i=0.13 nA), b) 0.26 ML benzaldehyde + postdose 300 L
O (T=300 K, Vs=+2.0 V, i=0.11 nA), c) 300 L O (T=300 K, Vs=+2.1 V, i=0.31 nA)
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Wehave previously shown thatwhen a r-TiO( ) surface is dosedwith benzalde-

hyde and annealed to K, all organic species desorb from the surface and small

TiOx nanoparticles decorate the surface., (Figure . a) Although a distribution

of TiOx species can occur upon annealing,, the smallest of such features are

centered on the oxygen rows and measure . ± . nm across and are . ± .

nm in height. When the benzaldehyde pre-treated surface is dosed with O and

annealed to K, similar features are formed that measure . ± . nm by

. ± . nm by . nm in height and are centered on the oxygen rows (Figure

. b). As a control, a surface dosed with L O at K was annealed to K

and a similar feature was formed which also agrees with a similar treatment con-

ducted by Wendt et al. ( . ± . nm by . ± . nm by . ± . nm in

height)e similarity of features in all three cases illustrate that it is energetically

more favorable for O to react with ITi, but the same TiOx structures are created

regardless of the oxygen source.



6
Sequential Photo-oxidation of Methanol

to Methyl Formate on TiO ( )

. A

Methyl formate is produced from the photo-oxidation of methanol on pre-

oxidized TiO ( ). We demonstrate that two consecutive photo-oxidation

steps lead to methyl formate using mass spectrometry and scanning tunneling

microscopy. e rst step in methanol oxidation is formation of methoxy by

the thermal dissociation of the O-H bond to yield adsorbed CHO and water.

Formaldehyde is produced via hole-mediated oxidation of adsorbed methoxy in

the rst photochemical step. Next, transient HCO is made photochemically from

formaldehyde. e HCO couples with residual methoxy on the surface to yield

methyl formate. Exposure of the titania surface to O is required for these photo-

oxidation steps in order to heal surface and near-surface defects that can serve

as hole traps. Notably, residual O adatoms are not required for photochemical

production of methyl formate or formaldehyde. All O adatoms react thermally



with methanol to form methoxy and gaseous water at room temperature, leaving

a surface devoid of O adatoms. e mechanism provides insight into the photo-

chemistry of TiO  and suggests general synthetic pathways that are the result of

the ability to activate both alkoxides and aldehydes using photons.

is paper was accepted in J. Am. Chem. Soc. , , — .

. R  D

Titanium dioxide has been studied widely as a promising photocatalyst for green

chemistry.− e photochemistry of methanol on TiO in particular has been

studied under a variety of conditions because it facilitates water splitting on

titania.,− Even so, discrepancies and unanswered questions remain about

the photo-oxidation of methanol. For example, on reduced TiO( ), UV

light is proposed to induce formation of methoxy from methanol. Alterna-

tively, O adatoms can be used to thermally dissociate methanol into methoxy on

TiO( ). Methoxy is proposed to be the photoactive species for production of

formaldehyde on TiO, not molecular methanol. It loses a H photolytically to

yield formaldehyde, proposed to be due to the photochemical production of holes

on bridging O which abstract the H.

While formaldehyde is clearly formed as an initial photo-oxidation product

from methoxy on TiO,− we observe the production of both formaldehyde and

methyl formate. Indeed, methyl formate has also been reported in recent gas-

phase studies of the photochemical reactions of methanol over anatase particles.

In thiswork, we investigate thephoto-oxidationofmethanol on rutile TiO( )

to yield both formaldehyde andmethyl formate. We demonstrate that methyl for-

mate production occurs via the mechanism described in Scheme , with two se-

quential photochemical steps following the initial thermal activation of methanol

by O adatoms to quanitatively yield methoxy., Oxygen adatoms thermally drive

the rst step, creating a photoactive methoxy, whereas bridging oxygen facilitates

the removal of hydrogen in the light-induced steps because the adatoms have

reacted away. Titania photochemistry is generally hole-mediated because the hole

is localized at the surface.



Scheme 6.1: Mechanism of the Oxidation of Methanol to Methyl Formate.

e photo-oxidation of methanol to both formaldeyde and methyl formate via

UV photolysis of methoxy on TiO( ) is clearly demonstrated by the evolution

of both products in the comparison of temperature programmed data before and

after photolysis at K (Figure . A). In the absence of UV irradiation,molecular

methanol desorbs at K and methoxy disproportionates to formaldehyde and

methanol at K, in agreementwith previouswork.,,Nomethyl formate is de-

tected during heating (Figure A). Following illuminationwithUV light, formalde-

hyde and methyl formate desorb at K and K, respectively, and there are

no products at higher temperature that would be characteristic of methoxy (Fig-

ure . A).ese results establish that methoxy is completely converted to HC=O

and HCOOCH via photo-oxidation.

We established the two-step photochemical mechanism by demonstrating

that UV light is required to produce methyl formate even when formaldehyde

is coadsorbed with methoxy. Illumination of adsorbed methanol followed by

d-formaldehyde yields DCOOCH (m/z ) in temperature programmed experi-

ments (Figure . B, solid and dashed lines). No DCOOCD (m/z ) is detected in

any of the experiments, demonstrating that intact methoxy is required for methyl

formate production. e methoxy coupling product, HCOOCH (m/z ), is only

found when the surface is rst oxidized and subsequently illuminated with UV



Figure 6.1: Temperature programmed reaction experiments of methanol oxidation to methyl for-
mate (a) and photochemical coupling with d-formaldehyde (b). In (a), data are shown after ex-
posure of the surface to methanol (solid line) and after 300 s illumination with UV light at 200 K
(dashed line). In (b), data are shown on the reduced (solid line) and pre-oxidized (dashed and dot-
ted lines) surface, followed by 300 s illumination (solid and dashed lines). For all experiments, oxy-
gen adatoms are produced by exposure to O (200 L) on the as-prepared TiO(110) surface at 300
K. The surface was then cooled to 200K for methanol or methanol and then formaldehyde adsorp-
tion ( 0.3 ML), followed by illumination for 300 s with a Xe arc lamp with a short-pass filter allowing
200-400 nm light though. A constant 2 K/s heating rate was used. In sets of data, the contribu-
tions to m/z 30 and 31 from methyl formate and the contribution to m/z 30 from methanol were
subtracted.



light, and the yield is much smaller than DCOOCH (Figure . B). is indicates

that the methanol is still reacting with itself to some extent. Since no methyl for-

mate is produced without photolysis even whenDC=O is present, it is clear that a

second photolytic step is still required formethyl formate production. Desorption

of unreacted methanol and formaldehyde is also observed. ese experiments

establish that ( ) methyl formate is produced from coupling of methoxy with

a product of formaldehyde; ( ) photo-oxidation of formaldehyde by UV light is

required to produce methyl formate; and ( ) exposure of the surface to oxygen

increases the yield of methyl formate by promoting methoxy formation.

Several control experiments rule out twopossiblemechanisms. First, nomethyl

formate is produced either thermally or photolytically from formaldehyde alone

(data not shown), ruling out formaldehyde coupling and rearrangement by the so-

called Tishchenko mechanism. Additionally, no methyl formate is produced in

temperature programmed reaction when co-adsorbed methanol and formate are

illuminated with UV light (Figure .S ), ruling out formate as the intermediate.

Formaldehyde andmethyl formate evolution into the gas phase during UV irra-

diation is also observed (Figure . ). Formaldehyde is evolved into the gas phase

during photolysis at surface temperatures of both K and K, indicating

that formaldehyde is a primary photoproduct. In contrast, methyl formate is only

detected in the gas phase during photolysis at K (Figure . ). ese data are

evidence that methyl formate is trapped on the surface after it is formed at K

and that its evolution into the gas phase is limited by desorption from the surface.

Production of methyl formate requires that both methoxy and formaldehyde be

present on the surface, indicating that the photochemical activation of formalde-

hyde is faster than themethoxy photo-oxidation to formaldehyde. e complexity

of the overal process precludes a quantitative kinetic analysis; more details are dis-

cussed in Section of the supplemental.

Scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM) images provide supporting evidence that

methyl formate, produced at low temperature in the photo-oxidation of methanol

on TiO, is trapped on the surface rst, followed by desorption at K (Figure

. ). At room temperature, illumination of methoxy results in a surface that is

essentially clean—a result consistent with the fact that both formaldehyde and

methyl formate desorb below K (Figure .S ). At K, however, the pho-



Figure 6.2: Photon-stimulated production of formaldehyde (m/z 30) and methyl formate (m/z 60)
from methanol and O adatoms on TiO (110) were monitored using mass spectrometry at two dif-
ferent temperatures, (a) 200 K and (b) 300 K. Oxygen adatoms are produced on the surface by
exposure to O (200 L) on the as-prepared TiO (110) surface at 300 K. In a, the surface was then
cooled to 200 K for methanol adsorption, followed by illumination. A Xe arc lamp with a short-pass
filter was used as the light source (92 mW/cm total flux). The total photolysis time was 300 s; only
the first 10 s are shown for clarity.



toproduct is trapped on the surface, showing that two methoxy species present

before illumination are converted to a single larger feature, attributed to methyl

formate, after exposure to UV light (Figure . a-b). e tip was retracted cm

during illumination, and the same terrace was found afterwards to image. Indeed,

the features of the photoproduct are identical in length and apparent height to

the images obtained for methyl formate adsorbed on as-prepared TiO( ) (Fig-

ure . c-d). ese data also suggest that proximity of twomethoxy species during

photo-oxidation may facilitate the coupling process.

We propose that a transient formyl (HCO) is produced in the secondary photo-

oxidation of formaldehyde. Evidence for the production of transient HCO is de-

rived fromresults showing that formate is producedbyUV irradiationof formalde-

hyde adsorbed on TiO( ) containing O adatoms. Transient HCO produced

from HC=O photo-oxidation would readily add to O adatoms on titania to pro-

duce the stable formate species. Our evidence for the production of formate is

the signature production of CO at K in temperature programmed experi-

ments performed following UV illumination of formaldehyde in the presence of O

adatoms (Figure .S ). In the absence of O adatoms, HCO can react withmethoxy

to produce methyl formate.

e production of HCO from photo-oxidation of formaldehyde is a reasonable

pathway based on known gas-phase photochemistry. First, exposure of gaseous

formaldehyde to nm light forms HCO, although a mechanism involving the

direct excitation of formaldehyde is unlikely due to its extremely low absorption

cross section in the UV ( − cm). Methyl formate itself decomposes to HCO

and CHOby aNorrish Type I reaction in the gas phase, demonstrating that CHO

and HCO correlate to an excited state of methyl formate.

ephotoproductmethyl formatehas been seenpreviously on anatasenanopar-

ticles in a ow reactor, but our nding extends the range of reaction conditions

for which the self-coupling occurs to lower pressure and to rutile TiO. Formalde-

hyde is found as a minor product in ambient catalysis on titania nanoparti-

cles as well, so they propose formaldehyde dimerization, or the Tishchenko

mechanism, as the pathway. Our results indicate that it is instead a formyl

intermediate. We speci cally rule out the Tishenko mechanism based on the lack

of formaldehyde coupling (Figure . b).



Figure 6.3: Photolysis of methoxy groups on o-TiO (110) at 50 K create new features that match
methyl formate. (a) Methoxy created by depositing 300 L O at 300 K followed by saturation cov-
erage of methanol at 300 K and warming to 340 K to desorb molecularly adsorbed methanol be-
fore cooling to 50 K for imaging. Each circular feature is a methoxy. (One such feature is circled
in green.) Pairs circled with a dotted line couple to form methyl formate after UV illumination. (It =
0.08 nA; Vs = +1.3 V) (b) Same area as (a) after 5 min. UV illumination. Circled features are newly
created from the combination of two methoxy features. (It = 0.08 nA; Vs = +0.74 V) (c) Compar-
ison of the apparent feature heights of a new feature created in (b) (in purple) to methyl formate
deposited in a separate experiment on r-TiO (110) shown in (d) (in green). Both features are es-
sentially identical in both height and length along the Ti rows. (d) Low coverage of methyl formate
deposited on the as prepared TiO (110) surface at 70 K. UV photon illumination was performed
with a Xe lamp with a bandwidth of 200-400 nm (92 mw/cm total flux). The higher imaging temper-
ature and the low coverage slightly degrades the image quality for adsorbed methyl formate.



Several other studies did not report the product, including both rutile and

mixed-phase ambient pressure studies.− Although methyl formate produc-

tion was not reported in previous ultrahigh vacuum studies of methanol photo-

oxidation on TiO( ),− methyl formate was probably produced, but not

detected. In previous work, m/z was used to identify formaldehyde. While

this ion is a major fragment of formaldehyde, it is also a common ion for other

organic oxygenates, includingmethyl formate. Inmore recent studies focusing on

formaldehyde production, a comment is made about formation ofmethyl formate

without supporting data.

e photo-oxidation of methoxy to formaldehyde and methyl formate provide

evidence that an important role of oxygen in these processes is to eliminate trap

states that lead to rapid ( femtoseconds) electron-hole pair recombination. A time-

dependent two-photon photoemission study on the reduced surface found evi-

dence for two sequential photochemical steps, but they did not report any methyl

formate, consistent with our work. Parallel STM experiments did not provide ev-

idence formethyl formate either, although the coverage of reactants was low ( .

monolayer).

Previous studies of the photo-oxidation of methoxy to formaldehyde demon-

strate that the hydrogen abstracted in the process resides on a bridging oxygen.

ese results suggest that bridging O is the photoactive species, pulling off the

hydrogen from methoxy. Even if methoxy reacts with an exciton created in the

TiO bulk, oxygen exposure quenches recombination by coordination to bridging

oxygen vacancies and Ti interstitials.

By analogy, we also propose that the hydrogen abstracted from formaldehyde

is transferred to bridging O.e production of HCO from formaldehyde is similar

to the abstraction of H from CHO; therefore, we similarly propose that a hole

created on bridging O fromUV excitation drives the photo-oxidation of formalde-

hyde. DFT calculations show formaldehyde tilted toward bridging oxygen, which

could facilitate H abstraction.

Our work demonstrates that it is not necessary to have O adatoms on the sur-

face for photochemical activity of TiO( ). In our studies, there are no residual

O adatoms on the surface because they quantitatively react with methanol and

are removed as water, although the vacancies are still lled. us, while exposure

to O is critical to limit charge carrier recombination by lling vacancies, resid-



ual O adatoms are not necessary for photo-oxidation. If residual O adatoms were

present, they would trap the product of formaldehyde photo-oxidation, HCO, as

formate, and inhibit production of methyl formate.

e mechanism determined in this work provides insights into the design of

photosynthetic processes on titania. e fact thatmethyl formate is produced sug-

gests that formaldehyde photo-oxidation occurs on a somewhat faster time scale

than methoxy. is observation suggests that rapid photo-oxidation of aldehydes

might be a versatile means of producing extremely reactive intermediates on the

surface that could drive other photosynthetic processes, creating a new class of

photocatalytic reactions on TiO. More detailed analysis of the time scales for the

various steps using fast laser techniques would help guide experimental design of

such photosynthetic pathways.
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Temperature programmed reaction experiments, oxygen dosing studies, and

photo-desorption studies were performed in a stainless steel UHV chamber with

a high-pressure cell and a Hiden quadruple mass spectrometer. Oxygen was back-

ground dosed in the high-pressure cell at K. Methanol and formic acid-d were

dosed directly on the crystal at K after several freeze pump thaw cycles for

puri cation. Paraformaldehyde-d was dosed as formaldehyde by heating the dos-

ing lines to ◦C. Photon stimulated desorption results were obtained by setting

the mass spectrometer to one mass per experiment and illuminating the crystal

while it was directly under the mass spectrometer. Due to this setup, different

runs are not quantitatively comparable because slight height variations have large

effects on the signal. Temperature programmed reaction was performed using

K/s temperature ramps. Intensities for the different masses in temperature

desorption experiments were corrected for transmission coefficient, multiplier

gain, ionization efficiency, and when speci ed, fragmentation. Fragmentation in

Figure . was corrected with a point-by-point subtraction of the contributions of

methyl formate trace from m/z and and methanol from the m/z . Frag-

mentation patterns in the NIST database were used to make these corrections.

For methyl formate, the m/z : : : is : . : . : . . e m/z : :

: ratio for methanol is . : . : . : . . e m/z : : ratio for

formaldehyde is . : . : . .

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments were conducted in a com-

mercial OmicronVariable Temperature STM, described previously., TiO crystals

were purchased from SurfaceNet and prepared by multiple cycles of Ar+ sputter-

ing at room temperature ( kV, µA, min) and annealing to - K for

minutes until no impurities were detected in Auger or STM. STM results indi-



cate that the surface has bridging oxygen vacancies. Methanol STM experi-

ments were conducted by dosing . ML methanol on a surface pre-oxidized with

L backgrounddose ofO at K. Before cooling to K, the samplewas brie y

warmed to K to desorb most of the molecularly bound methanol.

e source for UV-illumination was a W Xe lamp with a nm short pass

lter ( . eV) purchased from Asahi Spectra to match the band gap of TiO. We

calculate a ux at the surface of mW/cm, of which is > nm.

. . F A C

No methyl formate was produced after illumination of the TiO( ) containing

formate and CDO(a) withUV light for s (Figure .S ). Formate is synthesized

by the deprotonation of formic acid on the surface containing CDO(a). Formate

decomposes at K to yield m/z and . Upon illumination, d-methoxy is

able to couple to form d -methyl formate (m/z ) upon illumination with UV

light. ere is no H incorporation from the formate into methyl formate at low

temperatures (m/z ). Interestingly, on the un-illuminated surface, there is m/z

at K, attributed to HCOOCD, which is attributed to reaction of resid-

ual CDO with HCO created from the thermal decomposition of formate, making

HCOOCD.

. . S T M

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images demonstrate that methoxy com-

pletely reacts, leaving a clean surface after minutes of illumination at K

(Figure .S ). Line scans indicate that our methoxy features are . nm, matching

previous results.,

. . F P

We see high temperature CO after illuminating formaldehyde on the surface with

oxygen adatoms (Figure .S ), implying that formaldehyde and oxygen react with

light to form formate. is provides further evidence that the UV light causes

formaldehyde to lose a hydrogen, creating a reactive formyl intermediate that then



Supplementary Figure 6.1: Temperature programmed reaction of formate and d-methoxy on the
TiO(110) surface, without light (dashed line), and after 300 s illumination (solid line) with a Xe arc
lamp with a short-pass filter allowing 200-400 nm light though. Oxygen adatoms are produced on
the surface at 300K by exposure to O (200L) on the as-prepared TiO(110) surface. 1 monolayer
d-methanol is deposited at 300 K and warmed to 350 K to desorb molecularly bound methanol.
1 monolayer formic acid is then dosed at 300 K before cooling down to 200 K for photolysis. The
heating rate was constant, 2 K/s.



Supplementary Figure 6.2: Photolysis of methoxy groups on TiO(110) surface at room tempera-
ture. (a) STM image of the surface containing methoxy prepared by first exposing TiO(110) to 300
L O at 300 K, followed by a saturation coverage of methanol and finally warming to 340 K before
imaging at 300 K (It = 0.05 nA, Vs = +1.25 V, 32 nm × 32 nm); STM images (It = 0.05 nA, Vs = +1.25
V, 32 nm× 32 nm) recorded on the same area after (b) 5 min and (c) 20 min photon illumination,
respectively, while the STM tip is retracted. UV photon illumination was performed with a Xe lamp
with a bandwidth filter of 200-400 nm (92 mW/cm− total flux). Our lamp flux is approximately 1.4
x 10 photons cm− s−. This is about an order of magnitude higher than the flux in Shen and
Henderson’s experiments looking at formaldehyde, which accounts for the approximately order of
magnitude difference in the time for the reaction to complete.

reacts with whatever is nearby— oxygen adatoms, in this case, and methoxy, in

the methyl formate synthesis described in the main text. A more detailed paper

describing formaldehyde photo-oxidation is in preparation.

. . D R D

e production of methyl formate involves at minimum the ve coupled elemen-

tary steps shown below. erefore, quantitative analysis would require quantita-

tive measurement of both the gas phase and adsorbed species and is beyond the

scope of this paper.

( ) CHO(a) + UVL→ HCO(a) (k )
( ) HCO(a) → HCO(gas) (k )
( ) HCO(a) + UVL→ HCO(a) (k )
( ) HCO(a) + CHO(a) → HCOOCH(ads) (k )
( ) HCOOCH(ads) → HCOOCH(gas) (k )

Qualitative insight into the processes is obtained from the photon stimulated

desorption (PSD) curves shown in Figure . of the main paper. At K, some



Supplementary Figure 6.3: Temperature programmed reaction of formaldehyde and oxygen on the
TiO (110) surface, (a) without light, and (b) after 300 s illumination with a Xe arc lamp with a short-
pass filter allowing 200-400 nm light though. Oxygen adatoms are produced on the surface at 300K
by exposure to O (200L) on the as-prepared TiO(110) surface. The surface was then cooled to
200K for formaldehyde adsorption. The heating rate was constant,∼2 K/s.



formaldehyde is evolved into the gas phase. is could be, in part, due to direct

formation of HCO without equilibration with the surface. A sharp fall off in the

signal with time can be t with a single exponential with a time constant of∼
ms. Note that this does not account for the formaldehyde trapped on the surface.

At K, there are at least two regimes apparent in the PSD (Figure . b), a sharp

fall off in the rst - seconds, followed by a very long time decay. e long decay

time is tentatively attributed to formaldehyde that thermalizes with the surface

and then desorbs (Step above).

Formation of methyl formate requires the presence of both HCO and methoxy

to be present on the surface (Step above). At K, methyl formate desorbs

from the surface and is observed in the gas phase during photoloysis. Based on the

mechanism above, a slight time delay followed by an increase in the rate of methyl

formate production is expected at short time scales because HCOmust form rst

form, trap and yield HCO. An initial increase in the rate of gaseous methyl for-

mate production is observed in our PSD data (Figure . ). As methoxy is depleted

through photo-oxidation to formaldehyde (Step ), the rate of gaseousmethyl for-

mate will fall, as is observed in our data.

In order to quantify the efficiency of these processes, the rate constants would

need to be measured for each of the steps, including desorption. Dynamics stud-

ies could also provide insight into whether the formaldehyde evolved into the gas

phase is equilibrated with the surface.

. . E  O E

Increasing the dose of oxygen leads to more methoxy (Figure .S a), which then

leads to more methyl formate upon illumination (Figure .S b). is further con-

rms that O is necessary for the formation of methoxy.



Supplementary Figure 6.4: Temperature programmed reaction experiments of methanol thermal
and photochemistry after different O doses on the TiO(110) surface, (a) without light, and (b) after
300 s illumination with a Xe arc lamp with a short-pass filter allowing 200-400 nm light though.
Oxygen adatoms are produced on the surface at 300K by exposure to 20L (solid line), 200L (dotted
line), or 2000L (dashed line) of O on the as-prepared TiO(110) surface. The surface was then
cooled to 200K for methanol adsorption. The heating rate was constant,∼2 K/s.



7
Norrish Type I Surface Photochemistry for

Butyrophenone on TiO( )

. A

e photofragmentation of butyrophenone yields benzoate and a propyl radical

on oxidized TiO( ). Oxidation of the surface prior to adsorption of buty-

rophenone quenches titanium defects that trap holes and facilitate charge carrier

recombination; thus, oxidation increases hole lifetime. Oxygen also dissociates in

native oxygen vacancies to produce reactive oxygen adatoms which react with bu-

tyrophenone to create photoactive butyrophenone-O complexes that are sensitive

to hole oxidation created from UV illumination. e same O adatoms also trap

one of the primary photoproducts, phenyl-CO, to produce benzoate. e reaction

proceeds via a Norrish Type I like process involving α-CC cleavage on the surface,

in contrast to its gas phase where a Norrish Type II pathway predominates. e

mechanism is probed using mass spectrometry and, for the rst time, scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM). Our STM experiments show that there is a -to-



correspondence between the immobile butyrophenone-O complex and formation

of a benzoate on the surface for the rst time. We also demonstrate that the

benzoate species is in close proximity to the original butyrophenone complex,

indicating that benzoate is produced on a time scale more rapid than diffusion of

the photoproducts. While the photoproducts of butyrophenone decomposition

are similar to ketone oxidation reported previously, butyrophenone reacts via a

different starting ground state, based on STM and density functional theory stud-

ies. Speci cally, butyrophenone does not produce a dioxyalkylene species, which

has been proposed to be the photoactive state for other ketones. Based on a com-

bination of STM experiments and density functional theory, we propose that a

peroxy-like con guration where the oxygen adatom stabilizes the butyrophenone

through its carbonyl oxygen is the surface intermediate that photodecomposes.

ese results demonstrate the importance of the excited state in determining the

photochemistry of ketones on surfaces.

is paper was accepted to PCCP, , ASAP.

. I

ere is an intense interest in understanding photocatalysis on TiO for ad-

dressing critical environmental problems such as the decomposition of volatile

organic compounds (VOCs). Titanium dioxide is a widely-used photocatalyst due

to its band gap in the ultraviolet and remarkable self-cleaning and puri cation

properties. Despite the widespread interest in TiO, many of the electron trans-

fer processes and mechanistic details critical for its optimization remain elusive,

especially with respect to the role of defects such as vacancies, interstitials, and

adatoms.

Model studies of rutile TiO( ) under ultrahigh vacuum conditions have

been widely used to study the thermal- and photo-chemistry of a range of organic

molecules, raising questions about the roles of both surface and interstitial de-

fects. Such defects create reduced Ti centers that both serve as traps for holes

created in the excitation of the titania by UV radiation, and also change the

bonding of surface species.

In model studies, adsorbed O adatoms are required for photochemical activa-



Figure 7.1: Models of two possible binding geometries considered for the butyrophenone-O com-
plex on O-TiO(110): the more stable, peroxy-like configuration (bottom), and a dioxyalkylene con-
figuration (top), which is not observed in STM images.

tion of ketones on reduced TiO( ), as demonstrated previously for acetone,,

butanone, and tri uoroacetone. In previous work, the formation of a dioxyalky-

lene (RR’COO, Figure . ) that is photoactive was reported. Other possible roles

of O are to heal reduced defects, and also to change the thermodynamics of the

overall reaction that includes thermal and photochemical steps.,

Upon illumination, these photoactive ketone-O complexes liberate a radical

species, leaving behind a carboxylate species on the surface. is species ther-

mally decomposes to yield an unsaturated carbonyl species and adsorbed oxygen

at elevated temperatures. For example, acetone photolytically forms a gaseous

methyl radical and adsorbed acetate; the acetate thermally decomposes to yield

gaseous ketene at K, leaving O behind on the surface.,

Herein we describe the photochemical behavior of butyrophenone, an asym-

metric ketone, on the oxidized rutile TiO( ) surface to better understand how

molecular structure and the presence of O adatoms affect photochemical activa-

tion. TiO alters the preferred photochemical pathway for butyrophenone de-

composition compared to the gas phase. e Norrish Type II pathway, in which

a , -hydrogen shift reaction occurs to create a biradical that decays either to

cyclobutanol or an enol and an alkene, dominates in the gas phase. On the oxi-

dized TiO( ) surface, products akin to the Norrish Type I (α-CC bond cleavage



Scheme 7.1: Gas phase Norrish Type I and II photochemistry.

yielding propyl and phenyl-CO radicals) are exclusively observed. In this work, we

track the photochemical process using scanning tunnelingmicroscopy for the rst

time, showing that complexes composed of butyrophenone and oxygen adatoms

form a strongly bound species that selectively eliminates propyl radical upon UV

illumination, leaving behind adsorbed benzoate.

Our work demonstrates that the O adatoms that are necessary for photoacti-

vation of ketones play multiple key roles. First, the O serves as a reaction partner

for the phenyl-CO radical created in the photochemical process, providing a ther-

modynamic sink in the form of the stable benzoate species. e oxidation of the

surface also heals defects—both bridging oxygen vacancies (BOVs) and intersti-

tial Ti—so as to increase the lifetime of active holes, resulting in their migration

to O on the surface and subsequent activation of the butyrophenone. In addition,

the O on the surface coordinates to butyrophenone to render it less mobile on the

surface; however, our STM studies show that the dioxyalkylene species proposed

for other ketones, such as acetone, is not formed by butyrophenone in the ground

state but is likely in a peroxy-like state where the molecule is stabilized by the

adatom through its carbonyl oxygen. is demonstrates that similar photochem-

istry can occur from different ground states.



. E S

All experiments were conducted in one of two separate stainless steel ultrahigh

vacuum chambers. Temperature programmed reaction and photo-desorption ex-

periments were conducted in a chamber with a Hiden mass spectrometer (Model

HAL with pulse detection), a quartz window for UV light illumination, and

a high-pressure cell for oxygen doses. e TiO( ) crystal was affixed to a tan-

talum backplate using a UHV compatible alumina cement (Aremco Ceramabond

). A Type K thermocouple was attached to the side of the crystal using the

same UHV cement. Imaging experiments using a scanning tunnelling microscope

(STM) were conducted in a commercial Omicron Variable Temperature STM de-

scribed in detail previously.,

Titania crystals were purchased from SurfaceNet and prepared by multiple cy-

cles of Ar+ sputtering at room temperature ( kV, µA, min) and annealing

to - K for minutes until no impurities were detected in Auger or STM.

is preparation led to a crystal with surface defect sites, determined by inte-

gration of the K peak in desorption spectrum of water attributed previously

to disproportionation of hydroxyl groups to oxygen vacancy sites. STM images

were used to count the number of bridging oxygen vacancies, estimated to be .

UV-illumination experiments were conducted with a W Xe lamp (Sutter

Lambda LS) with a nm short pass lter ( . eV) purchased fromAsahi Spectra

to match the band gap of TiO. We calculate a ux at the surface of mW/cm,

of which is < nm due to the lter’s construction.

Benzoic acid is solid at room temperature; thus, a commercial electrospray

source (MolecularSpray, Ltd) was used., A potential of kV was applied to a

. M solution of benzoic acid in acetone with respect to a grounded inlet port.

Several stages of differential pumping reduce the pressure to UHV conditions

before exiting into the vacuum chamber with a base pressure of × − mbar

while dosing. e sample was warmed to K to desorb all acetone, below the

temperature of benzoate thermal decomposition. A . M benzoic acid spray

of minute resulted in a . ML coverage (by area) on the surface as seen by

STM. We have previously demonstrated that controls of acetone by itself leave

no residue observed with STM, temperature programmed desorption, or X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy.



For the STM studies, . ML butyrophenone was exposed to the surface con-

taining O adatoms, followed by heating to K to desorb most of the molecular

butyrophenone, leaving primarily those molecules bound to oxygen adatoms. e

density of butyrophenone-O complexes in the images is . ×  cm−, consis-

tent with the number of oxygen adatoms on our sample ( . ×  cm−) (Figure

. B).

ermal desorption spectra were obtained using a heating ramp of either or

. K s− while recording several products at a time. Intensities were integrated

over time and were corrected for transmission coefficient, multiplier gain, ion-

ization efficiency, and fragmentation., In photon stimulated desorption (PSD)

measurements, an individual mass was monitored as a function of time during

photolysis using the Hiden model with pulse detection using a sampling rate

of ms/point. In the PSD experiments, only a single mass can be monitored in

each experiment, leading to variability in the signal due to variations in the initial

coverage of reactants, sample position, and pumping speed, for example. Fur-

thermore, the timing of the Xe lamp shutter was not synchronized with the mass

spectrometer. us, it is not possible to quantitatively compare the intensities of

different masses in the PSD decay curves for different masses. However, the ratio

of m/z : for the desorbed product is approximately . , similar to the ratio of

: for propane reported in the NIST database. Over the life of the crystal, the

photoactivity as measured by m/z increased fold.

. R  D

. . B T C

Butyrophenone molecularly desorbs from the as-prepared, reduced TiO( )

at K (α) (Figure . A). Condensed butyrophenone sublimes at lower tem-

perature in a peak at K (α) (Figure .S ). No other species are detected in

temperature-programmed experiments in which all masses in the range of m/z

- were monitored. e exact temperature of the α peak depends on the

butyrophenone dose and the degree of bulk reduction of the crystal.

On the oxidized TiO( ) surface, butyrophenone reversibly forms a more

strongly-bound complex through reaction with oxygen adatoms. e α buty-



rophenone feature at K is only present when O adatoms are on the surface

(Figure . A), and is, thus, attributed to decomposition of the strongly bound

butyrophenone-O complex. e ratio of butyrophenone mass spectrometer frag-

ments are consistent with the NIST database and are the same in all three des-

orption features, con rming that they are due to butyrophenone (Table .S ). No

other gas-phase species were detected in temperature programmed reaction.

e strongly-bound complex has been previously shown to form directly over

an oxygen adatom at K; most remain in a xed position for hours in scan-

ning tunneling microscope (STM) images and only hop as a complex. It is an

oval feature that aligns along the titanium rows, measuring . × . ± .

nm. is localization enables us to track the photo-oxidation of individual com-

plexes. On the reduced surface, butyrophenone is highly mobile even at tempera-

tures as low as K and, therefore, not sufficiently localized to be imaged in STM

experiments.

e structure of the butyrophenone-O complex observed in STM is not consis-

tent with the dioxyalkylene species previously proposed for acetone (Figure . B).

A dioxyalkylene con guration would have the two R groups oriented perpendic-

ular to the Ti rows because the Ti-O-C-O-Ti atoms form a plane. Instead, the R

groups are clearly aligned along the Ti rows in our STM images. Furthermore the

dioxyalkylene con guration for butyrophenone (Figure . ) failed to converge in

density functional theory (DFT) calculations even though an analogous con gura-

tion was stable for acetone. e lowest energy structure for the strongly-bound

complex found in DFT studies is a peroxy-like species (Figure . ); however, an

exhaustive search of all possible structures for the complex was not performed.

Isotopic exchange experiments provide further evidence that the butyrophenone-

O complex is not a dioxyalkylene. ere is some incorporation of O into the

butyrophenone formed from decomposition of the α state on a surface labelled

with O adatoms, but it is substantially less than the ratio of : that is expected

for a dioxyalkylene species. e amount of O incorporation is determined from

the m/z : ratio, which is . : for the strongly-bound α state (Figure

. B).ere is a similar amount of exchange into themolecular, orα, state of bu-

tyrophenone. e m/z : ratio for the α state is . : on the O-labeled

surface, compared to a ratio of . : for desorption (α) from reduced TiO. is



Figure 7.2: Evidence for formation of a butyrophenone-O complex on TiO(110) is derived from
temperature programmed desorption and STM studies. (A) Temperature programmed desorption
of butyrophenone is compared for the as-prepared (reduced) surface, after butyrophenone ad-
sorption on a surface containing O adatoms, and after photolysis of the butyrophenone-O covered
surface (Xe lamp with a bandwidth filter of 200-400 nm for 5 minutes; 92 mW/cm− total flux). The
most intense mass fragment of butyrophenone, m/z 105, is shown. The parent ion, m/z 148 is also
observed with the same line-shape and peak temperature and the fragmentation patterns are con-
sistent with NIST and the same for all peaks (Table 7.S1). The heating rate is 2 K s−. (B) An STM
image of the butyrophenone-O complexes (yellow oval features) on O-TiO(110). (V= +1.87 V, i=44
pA, T= 55 K). One of the butyrophenone-O complexes on the right has a superimposed DFT struc-
ture of the peroxy-like intermediate for comparison. Black lines indicate the position of the titanium
rows. The O adatoms are created by exposing reduced TiO(110) to a saturation coverage of O at
300 K (200 L). The butyrophenone exposure was 1 monolayer in all experiments.



exchange has similarly been reported for acetone that desorbs from O-labeled

TiO( )., e O:O ratio should be : for the dioxyalkylene for which

the two oxygens are equivalent. e similarity in the extent of exchange for the

two different butyrophenone states ( . vs . ) suggests that the exchange

primarily occurs while butyrophenone is in the mobile state prior to complexing

with an oxygen adatom, perhaps due to exchange with Obridging oxygen. ese

oxygen adatoms are the only oxygen source available on the oxidized TiO( )

surface for forming a photoactive complex.

. . UV P   B-O C

Irradiation of the butyrophenone-O complex with ultraviolet light induces evo-

lution of gaseous propyl radical, identi ed by the characteristic masses m/z

and (Figure . A and .S ). No signal for either of these ions is detected when

the mass spectrometer ionizer is turned off, indicating that the species evolved

from the surface is charge neutral, not a cation. Notably, the m/z signal

is only observed if O adatoms are on the surface to create the strongly bound

butyrophenone-O complex; no gas phase photofragments are observed when

butyrophenone was dosed on the as-prepared reduced TiO( ) (Figure . A,

bottom trace). e propyl group is selectively lost during irradiation; there is no

photon-stimulated evolution of mass fragments associated with the phenyl ring

or the carbonyl group. Speci cally, no m/z or due to the ring was observed

above the baseline, indicating that molecular butyrophenone photo-desorption

does not occur (Figure .S ).

e butyrophenone peak at K, characteristic of the butyrophenone-O com-

plex, is selectively depleted through photolysis, indicating that the complex is de-

composed during photolysis (Figure . A).e area of the butyrophenone-O com-

plex peak (Figure . A) decreases by upon illumination while the area of the

butyrophenone in the monolayer (α) state remains unchanged.

Photolysis also produces an adsorbed species, identi ed as surface-bound ben-

zoate, based on the characteristic thermal decomposition to benzene and CO at

K (Figure . B). e m/z and fragments are evolved in a broad fea-

ture with a maximum at K (β) accompanied by the evolution of CO (m/z ).

Residual oxygen is deposited on the surface from decomposition of the benzoate



Figure 7.3: Temperature programmed reaction data show that there is exchange between buty-
rophenone and O on the oxidized surface. Comparison of the m/z 107 (grey) and 105 (black)
signals corresponding to O- and O-butyrophenone, respectively, is used to evaluate the degree
of exchange. (A) Desorption of butyrophenone from reduced TiO(110) establishes a baseline for
the case of no exchange. (B) A similar degree of exchange is observed for the molecular state (α)
and for decomposition of the butyrophenone-O complex (α). (C) Illumination of butyrophenone
adsorbed on the surface containing O adatoms yielded essentially the same amount of exchange
as in (B). O adatoms were created by created by exposure of the reduced surface to O (300 L)
at 300 K. Butyrophenone was adsorbed at 200 K; thereafter, the surface was heated to 250 K for 5
minutes. A Xe lamp with a 200-400 nm pass filter and the total flux on the surface is estimated to
be 92 mW/cm was used for photolysis. The surface was illuminated at 250 K and the heating rate
was 2.5 K s− in all cases.



to form TiOx islands.

Isotopic exchange experiments demonstrate that oneO adatom is incorporated

into the benzoate photoproduct and that it adds during or after photolysis—not

before. In other words, the incorporation of the O adatom is not solely a ther-

mal process. Equal amounts of CO and CO are formed in temperature pro-

grammed decomposition of the benzoate formed during photolysis of butyrophe-

none adsorbed in the presence of O adatoms, as the ratio of m/z (CO) to

(CO) is measured to be : (Figure .S ). is is × more O incorpora-

tion into the benzoate than into the butyrophenone itself. ese results provide

strong evidence that the O is incorporated into the benzoate product during or af-

ter photo-dissociation, not before. Note that there is not a signi cant increase in

the amount of O incorporation into the butyrophenone that is molecularly des-

orbed (α) (Figure . ), providing further evidence for addition of O to a transient

photoproduct to yield benzoate.

e formation of benzoate on the surface from the UV photolysis of the im-

mobile butyrophenone-O complex is con rmed by STM experiments (Figure

. ). ese experiments show that butyrophenone-O complexes convert to

benzoate species indicating a -to- correspondence between the two species.

Careful alignment of the images before and after illumination against the edge of

the terraces shows that there is limited mobility of species on the surface during

photo-oxidation of butyrophenone. Generally, the benzoate product is formed

at nearly the same location as the original butyrophenone-O complex, indicating

that the photoproduct is rapidly trapped. (Features in Figure . B indicated by

white arrows have minimal diffusion.) Some benzoate species, however, hop

. - . nm from the position of their corresponding butyrophenone-O complex,

which suggests that the photo-fragmentation reaction likely creates a thermally

excited species immediately after illumination that has the ability to diffuse sev-

eral unit cells away in the event that it is not trapped immediately. (Features in

Figure . B indicated by black arrows diffuse a direction and distance indicated

by purple vector.)

e remaining strongly bound features are attributed to benzoate (CHCOO)

bound to the titania (Figure . A). ese features are qualitatively different than



Figure 7.4: Illuminating butyrophenone-O complexes on TiO produces gaseous propyl radicals
and forms benzoate on the surface. (A) A step increase followed by a nearly exponential decrease
in the signal for m/z 29 is observed upon illumination. No change in the m/z 29 signal is detected
from illumination of butyrophenone on as-prepared reduced TiO(110) surface. The triangle marks
the start of the UV-light irradiation at 250 K. (B) Temperature programmed reaction spectra obtained
following photolysis are characteristic of the decomposition of benzoate: benzene and CO are
evolved at 650 K and O is deposited on the surface. The butyrophenone complex was prepared
and photolysis was performed as described in Figure 1. The heating rate in (B) was 2 K/s.



Figure 7.5: Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images demonstrate the structural changes in
the butyrophenone-O complex after illuminating with UV light. STM images of: (A) butyrophenone-
O complexes, indicated by black dots; and, (B) the residual surface species formed by illuminating
the surface in (A) with UV light with the tip retracted. Black arrows indicate several butyrophenone-
O complexes that do not diffuse upon illumination and conversion to benzoate; white arrows in-
dicate complexes that diffuse 0.5-1.0 nm during the photo-fragmentation process. The features
change shape and some characteristic features indicated by white arrows diffuse along and/or
across the Ti rows a distance and direction indicated by the purple dotted line. The positions of
all black and white arrows with respect to the step edge were not changed from Figure (A) to (B).
See Figure 7.5A for a zoom of the benzoate species. All images were taken at 300 K, V=+1.45
V and i=55 pA , and B was taken one hour after illumination to ensure image stabilization. The
butyrophenone-O complexes were prepared by exposure to a saturation coverage of O at 300
K and dosing with 0.1 monolayer butyrophenone at 300 K. Photolysis was carried out using a Xe
lamp with a bandwidth filter of 200-400 nm for 5 minutes, 92 mW/cm total flux.



Figure 7.6: Features observed with an STM after butyrophenone-O complex photolysis appear
identical to benzoate prepared from benzoic acid on TiO(110). STM images of: (A) the residual
surface species formed from butyrophenone photolysis; and, (B) two benzoate species prepared
using benzoic acid. In (A), TiO(110) was exposed to O at 300 K and 0.1 monolayer butyrophenone
at 300 K to create the butyrophenone complexes shown in Figures 1 and 4, followed by illumina-
tion with a Xe lamp with a bandwidth filter of 200-400 nm for 5 minutes (92 mW/cm total flux). The
surface was allowed to stabilize for one hour prior to imaging. Benzoate was formed by the electro-
spray deposition of benzoic acid dissolved in acetone at room temperature, followed by heating the
sample to 360 K to desorb the acetone. Both images were obtained at 300 K. Tunnelling conditions
were V= +1.45 V i= 112 pA in (A) and V= +2.24 V, i=64 pA in (B).



the butyrophenone-O complexes because they are ‘L’ shaped and are smaller, mea-

suring . ± . nm (along the Tic rows) by . ± . nm; in contrast, the

butyrophenone-O complexes are centered on the Tic rows and are oval in shape

(Figure . B).emolecular-scale images of the photoproduct are the same as for

benzoate prepared from benzoic acid: they are ‘L’ shaped andmeasure . ± .

nm by . ± . nm (Figure . B). At saturation coverage, benzoate was previ-

ously demonstrated to be stable under UV irradiation on TiO( ).

After minutes of UV illumination, of the butyrophenone-O complexes

are converted to benzoate (Figure . B). A control experiment con rmed that the

presence of O adatoms are required for formation of the benzoate: no features

were observed after illumination of butyrophenone dosed on R-TiO( ) at K

for minutes followed by warming to K (not shown).

. D

e photodecomposition of butyrophenone on TiO( ) yields products that are

similar to the so-called Norrish Type I reaction in the gas phase, in which two

radicals—propyl and phenyl carbonyl—are produced. In the gas phase, the Nor-

rish reactions proceed via excitation of the n→ π∗ transition from the S to S
state, which destabilizes the C=O bond. ere are two reaction pathways that

are well established following the initial excitation, Norrish Type I and II, shown

in Scheme . .

On the surface, propyl radicals are produced and observed in the gas phase,

whereas evidence for production of the corresponding phenyl carbonyl (CHCO)

radical is based on the formation of adsorbed benzoate from reaction of this rad-

ical with O adatoms in an ensuing thermal reaction step. e incorporation of

one O per benzoate when reaction occurs on a surface prepared with O pro-

vides evidence for this reaction. Furthermore, thermal decomposition of benzoate

yields trace amounts of gas phase phenyl carbonyl, in the microscopic reverse of

benzoate formation. Since benzoate would be produced from thermal reaction

of the phenyl-CO with adsorbed O, microscopic reversibility should hold.

e prevalence of Norrish Type I photochemistry on the surface demonstrates

that the oxidized titania plays a signi cant role in determining the photodecom-

position pathway. Gaseous butyrophenone predominantly decomposes by the



Norrish Type II reaction in which a , -hydrogen shift reaction takes place such

that hydrogen is transferred to the oxygen in the carbonyl to create a biradical

that decays either to cyclobutanol or an enol and an alkene. Norrish Type II gas-

phase photochemistry requires intersystem crossing (ISC) from the initial S ex-

cited state to the T state, whereas Norrish Type I can occur from either the S
or T states. Ketones with aromatic substitution, including butyrophenone, have

intersecting energies for the S and T states, leading to rapid ISC and shorter life-

times for the S state. It is likely that the surface alters the energies of the excited

states providing one reason for the lack of Norrish Type II photochemistry on the

surface. Steric interactions between the surface and the butyrophenone could also

make the appropriate excited state structure for Norrish II reactions inaccessible.

Norrish Type I photochemistry is generally observed for awide range of ketones

on TiO( ) pretreated with oxygen,,− with trends reported for the surface

case paralleling those in the gas phase. Although the photochemical behaviour of

aliphatic ketones on the surface was not related speci cally to gas phase photo-

chemistry, alkyl substitution changes the excited state (S) energy, which leads

to decomposition via the Norrish I reaction. In the gas phase, the energy barrier

for alkyl radical ejection frommethyl-ketones scales with the radical stability—

the same trend as observed by Henderson, et al. who pointed out that gas phase

radical stability correlates with the preferred leaving group. In the gas phase, the

preference for the loss of a radical is related to the excited state energy, not the

ground state.

Previously, it was asserted that formation of the dioxyalkylene was necessary

to align the electronic structure of the adsorbate and the surface. Butyrophenone

does not form a dioxyalkylene intermediate, yet it undergoes similar photochem-

ical transformations, suggesting that changes in ground state electronic structure

induced by binding to O adatoms is not required for photochemical activation on

the surface. Instead, the similarity in the butyrophenonephotochemistry and that

of other ketones onO/TiO( ) indicate that the excited state is the determining

factor.

e nature of the excitation of ketones on O/TiO( ), including butyrophe-

none, is necessarily different even if the pattern in reactivity is the same as it is for

smaller ketones. First, it is unlikely that there is a direct electronic excitation of

the butyrophenone on the surface because the light intensity in this spectral range



( - nm) for direct butyrophenone excitation is very low ( mW cm−) and

the absorption cross section for excitation quite small ( −- − cm−). Us-

ing these values and the measured molecule density ( . ×  cm−), we esti-

mate that only a fraction of the butyrophenonemolecules would be photo-excited

during the timescale of our photoreaction ( seconds as judged from photon

stimulated desorption curves such as Figure . A). In contrast, there is a sharp

increase in ejection of propyl radicals upon UV irradiation. Taken together, these

facts point to a mechanism involving substrate charge carriers, which should be

created efficiently given the relatively high total absorption cross section ( −

cm−) of bulk TiO. As suggested previously, it is likely that holes created in the

titania drive the photo-oxidation of butyrophenone.

On stoichiometric rutile TiO, an incoming photon with energy greater than

the band gap excites an electron from the valence band to the conduction band.

e photo-generated electrons and holes are delocalized on rutile TiO
 andmany

become trapped at the surface of the photocatalyst within fs. On the other

hand, photo-oxidation of adsorbates on TiO takes longer—occurring on the pi-

cosecond to nanosecond timescale. For example, previous work by Tamaki et al.

using two-photon photoemission ( PPE) shows that methanol oxidation occurs

in ps while -propanol oxidation occurs over ns. In fact, gas-phase photode-

composition of ketones via Norrish Type I reactions is also estimated to occur on

the nanosecond time scale.

On the reduced surface themeasured hole lifetime is too short to induce ketone

photo-dissociation. Defects in the form of titanium interstitials and oxygen va-

cancies act as shallow traps with an energy . - . eV below the band gap. ese

defects lead to rapid charge recombination (< fs), which is too fast to be mea-

sured with PPE. Photon stimulated desorption measurements, which provide

ameasure for the rate of photo-oxidation, show that methanol fragmentation, for

example, proceeds > times faster than butyrophenone photofragmentation for

the same light intensity. Since Ti+ defects can trap holes  times faster than

methanol, and methanol in turn reacts about times faster than butyrophenone,

it is clear that adsorbed ketones trap holes at least  timesmore slowly thanTi+

defects., e short hole lifetime on the reduced surface is one reason oxidation

of the surface is required.

On the oxidized surface the lack of Ti+ defect states is thought to lengthen



the hole lifetime. is observation is consistent with photoelectron emission

spectroscopy results that demonstrate that a bandgap state attributed to Ti+

is quenched after an O post dose. us, a critical factor that contributes to

the photoactivity of butyrophenone on O-TiO is that oxygen quenches Ti+

and other defects, e.g. interstitials, that would otherwise lead to rapid charge

recombination.

e presence of oxygen adatoms on the titania surface also clearly plays other

critical roles. Firstly, butyrophenone is only photoreactive when it is immobi-

lized due to the presence of O adatoms. Previous studies of ketones on TiO( )

suggest that photofragmentation proceeds through hole donation to a strongly-

bound dioxyalkylene species and the loss of an R group. Butyrophenone does not

forma stable dioxyalkylene species in the ground state, based on the orientation of

the phenyl and propyl groups along the Tic rows observed in STM. Nevertheless,

we nd a - correspondence between the strongly-bound butyrophenone-O com-

plex and the benzoate produced in the photodecomposition, clearly demonstrat-

ing that this complex is the photoactive species. Although we are not able to un-

equivocally determine the con guration of the immobile butyrophenone species,

DFT calculations show that a peroxy-like con guration, inwhich the carbonyl oxy-

gen associates with an oxygen adatom, is . eV more stable than η butyrophe-

none. ere is at least onemore example where the dioxyalkylene apparently does

not form based on DFT calculations, pinacolone. e peroxy-like con guration

for pinacolone is also more stable than the η con guration by . eV in our DFT

calculations (unpublished results). Márquez et al., have previously shown that

acetone in a peroxy-like con guration is . eV less stable than a dioxyalkylene

but . eV more stable than the η state. Further investigations are required to

determine whether there is a formal O-O bond or if the adatom simply stabilizes

the butyrophenone via a nearest-neighbour interaction that leads to the decreased

mobility.

e other critical role of O adatoms is that they act as a reaction partner with

the carbonyl radical produced during photolysis. e O adatoms, which are in

close proximity to the photoactivated butyrophenone, would react readily with a

phenylcarbonyl radical produced frombutyrophenone photolysis to yield the ther-

modynamically stable benzoate. e production of the benzoate species provides

a thermodynamic sink for the transient radical produced and could also reduce the



barrier for the Norrish Type I reaction. While not explicitly mentioned in previ-

ous work, this role of O adatoms also applies to other ketones, all of which form

corresponding carboxylate groups on the surface following photodecomposition.

. . P B P M-


As suggestedpreviously, ahole-mediatedprocess ismost likely responsible for bu-

tyrophenone photo-oxidation; however, the precise mechanism is difficult to dis-

cern based on available data. We suggest three plausible mechanisms below that

could also apply to photodecomposition of other ketones. All three mechanisms

are uni ed by a disruption of the C=O bond that cleaves a C-propyl bond upon ref-

ormation. In order to clearly distinguish these mechanisms, ultrafast timescale

measurements are required.

. . M I: D    

Scheme 7.2: Mechanism I for Butyrophenone-O photofragmentation. In this mechanism, the com-
plex proceeds through a short-lived dioxyalkylene species.

In this mechanism, the peroxy-like con guration of the thermally stable

butyrophenone-O complex would be promoted to an excited state that would

be similar to the dioxyalkylene species previously proposed. Oxygen adatoms

must play a major role in butyrophenone photofragmentation since photochem-

istry only occurs for molecules complexed with the adatom. DFT+U calculations

and synchrotron photoemission studies indicate that bridging oxygen vacancies



are electron rich. O dissociates, lling these vacancies and forming an oxy-

gen adatom. Upon UV illumination, donation of an electron from the oxygen

adatom to the photogenerated hole could create a radical oxygen. Once created,

the oxygen adatom radical would subsequently accept an electron from the C=O

bond, creating a new O-C bond and a radical on the carbonyl oxygen. e re-

sulting species would be an excited state of the dioxyalkylene. Such an excited

state would be short lived because the radical on the carbonyl oxygen may then

recombine with an electron from a carbonyl C-R bond, causing α-CC cleavage,

ejection of a propyl radical and the formation of a carboxylate in a method that

resembles the Norrish Type I reaction. Consequentially, the excited state would

not likely be able to be probed by conventional STM methods. Given the direct

correspondence with previous studies of Henderson, et al., this is a reasonable

and perhaps likely mechanism.

. . M II: B    
 

Scheme 7.3: Mechanism II for Butyrophenone-O photofragmentation. In this mechanism, the hole
forms at a bridging O in the lattice.

Bridging oxygen atoms participate in other photochemical cleavage reactions

such as the photo-oxidation of methoxy on TiO( ), presumably through the

creation of a hole at these sites., If an electron is donated from the C=O bond to

the oxygen where the hole resides, a radical is created on the carbonyl oxygen. e

radical instability would causeα-CC cleavage, ejecting a propyl radical and creating

a phenyl carbonyl carbocation. e oxygen adatom in close proximity would react



by donating two electrons to the carbonyl carbon to form the carboxylate species

as discussed above. Time-resolvedUltraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy,may

be useful to determine where the photogenerated holes reside prior to reaction

with butyrophenone.

. . M III: O - 

Scheme 7.4: Mechanism III for Butyrophenone-O photofragmentation.

Finally, it is also plausible that the interactionwith oxygen adatoms changes the

nature of the carbonyl double bond. Our DFT calculations indicate that the C=O

bond length increases from . Å to . Å when butyrophenone complexes to

O to form a peroxy-type species. Upon UV irradiation, charge de ciency from a

photo-generated hole in the surface could cause further C-O bond lengthening due

to the relative electron affinity of the O. An elongation of . Å would make the

bond length identical to the gas phase S or T states that decompose by the Nor-

rish mechanisms. After the photo-generated hole is quenched by oxygen, the

carbonyl may then recombine in a Norrish Type I cleavage process, ejecting the

propyl radical and leaving a phenyl-CO radical behind to combine with the oxy-

gen adatom. Femtosecond time-resolved Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) may

be able to distinguish the precise bonding geometries that the butyrophenone-O

complex undergoes while it converts to benzoate, which may be able to help elu-

cidate the precise fragmentation mechanism.



. . O

Several key points are derived from our work. First, it is important to recognize

that photochemical processes involve excited electronic states by their nature and,

therefore, are not well described by DFT calculations that model ground states.

e work described herein demonstrates that similar photochemistry occurs for

ketone-O complexes with different ground state con gurations. Notably, a sta-

ble dioxyalkylene species was also not found for pinacolone on O/TiO( ) using

DFTeven though the sameNorrish I-like reactionswere observed experimentally,

demonstrating a second example where the dioxyalkylene is not the ground state

species.

e second key point of our work is that O adatoms play several important roles

in determining the products of photodecomposition of ketones, including buty-

rophenone. Oxygen adatoms eliminate surface trap states so as to increase hole

lifetime, immobilize the ketone precursors, and lastly provide a thermodynamic

driving force for trapping of the carbonyl photoproducts. us, the presence of O

adatoms and possibly other surface species that can readily react with surface rad-

icals could be important in determining the nal products in processes initiated

photochemically.

. C

Butyrophenone thermally reacts with oxygen adatoms on O-TiO to create a pho-

toactive butyrophenone-O complex. In the gas-phase, butyrophenone preferen-

tially photoreacts by a Norrish Type II mechanism while on the surface it instead

undergoes a selectivity switch and photofragments in an α-CC cleavage process.

Photon stimulated desorption indicates that upon UV illumination, a propyl rad-

ical ejects, and subsequent desorption studies indicate a benzoate species is left

on the surface. Scanning tunneling microscopy indicates a -to- correlation be-

tween butyrophenone-O complexes and newly formed benzoate. Although the

photochemistry is similar to other ketone-O complexes, butyrophenonedecompo-

sition does not proceed through the ground state dioxyalkylene species proposed

for other ketones, indicating that the reaction is driven by an excited state mech-

anism. is underscores the caution that must be exerted when utilizing ground



state formalisms for understanding excited state dynamics on TiO.
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. S I

. . C   CO -  
  TO( )

We observed CO photo-evolution (m/z ) from the sample holder on clean tita-

nia so it is necessary to use O to con rm the absence of butyrophenone in-

duced carbonyl photo-desorption. We prepared an O-enriched surface of re-

duced TiO( ) by annealing the crystal in − mbar O and then vacuum

annealing to produce a reduced surface. We observe m/z in the butyrophe-

nonemonolayer (α) desorption peak, which suggests thatmixing occurs between

butyrophenone and lattice oxygen. Mixing also occurs in the monolayer (α) and

complexed state (α) when O is used to prepare oxidized TiO( ) (Figure ).

Since we observe limited Omixing in themonolayer state andmoremixing once

photolyzed, the lack of mass , which would be due to CO, indicates that car-

bonyl photo-desorption is not a signi cant process. e lack ofmass PSD signal

indicates that mass is probably due to CO desorption from the sample holder

and alkyl chain cracking (CH). Further, the lack of mass signal indicates that

the mass peak observed is not from HCO.

Table 7.1: Mass spectrometer fragments of butyrophenone desorbing from different desorption
states on r-TiO(110) and o-TiO(110). All intensities are with respect to the most intense fragment,
m/z 105. Fragments have been corrected for their transmission coefficient, multiplier gain, and
ionization efficiency.
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Supplementary Figure 7.1: Temperature programmed reaction spectra of a multilayer coverage of
butyrophenone on TiO(110): multilayer, α, and monolayer, α, of butyrophenone on as-prepared
r-TiO(110) dosed at 192K. The heating rate used was 2 K s−.



Supplementary Figure 7.2: Photon-stimulated desorption (PSD) measurements of m/z 29, 43, and
77 from butyrophenone on O-predosed TiO(110) as well as the PSD of m/z 29 from butyrophe-
none on as-prepared TiO(110) surface (grey). The triangle marks the start of a 5-minute UV-light
irradiation performed at 300 K. (Only the first 40 seconds are shown here.) Mass 43 and 29, char-
acteristic of a propyl fragment, are observed to desorb from oxidized TiO(110) surface when ir-
radiated while mass 77, characteristic of benzoate, does not. The decay of m/z 29 and 43 on the
pre-oxidized surface were fit to a single exponential and the fit parameters are shown in Table S1.



Supplementary Figure 7.3: Temperature programmed reaction spectra of butyrophenone dosed
on O-predosed surface at 300 K after 5 minutes UV photolysis. M/z 30 evolves with m/z 28 and
78, implying that mixing has occurred. There is no m/z 30 for the same experiment on the O-
predosed surface. The heating rate used was 2 K s−. For this experiment, we used a Xe lamp with
a bandwidth filter of 200-400 nm (92 mW/cm− total flux).



8
Photo-stability and thermal

decomposition of benzoic acid on TiO

. A

Carboxylic acid moieties are used to anchor organic dyes to TiO in many ap-

plications; therefore, their structure, distribution on the surface, and thermal

and photochemical stability are extremely important. Herein, we investigate the

thermal and photochemistry of benzoic acid monolayers on TiO. Benzoic acid

deprotonates to form benzoate monomers on the TiO surface, and thermally

decomposes to benzene and CO. Titanium interstitials migrate to the surface and

react with oxygen atoms from the benzoate molecules to form new TiOx islands.

A combination of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy show that the benzoate layer on TiO is stable under UV illumination

for several hours. e stability of benzoate under illumination is a contrast to

the photochemical instability of other small carboxylic acid containing molecules

on TiO and demonstrates the importance of substituents on the stability of the



molecular layer.

is paper was published in J. Phys. Chem. C. , , - .

. I

e thermal and photochemistry of carboxylic acids adsorbed on TiO is impor-

tant because carboxylate functional groups are used to tether dye sensitizers to

titania in solar cells. Carboxylic acids are also components of atmospheric pollu-

tants that can be degraded on titania. For dye systems, stable binding between

the carboxylic acid and TiO is essential. Key properties including absorption, va-

lence electronic structure, thermal stability, and photochemical stability depend

on the functionality of the carboxylic acid group. Formic acid, acetic acid, and

trimethyl acetic acid all deprotonate and bind to rutile TiO( ) as carboxylates,

but their decomposition mechanisms differ.− Acetic acid and trimethyl acetic

acid both decompose under UV illumination in aerobic conditions; acetic acid

yielding mostly ketene, and trimethyl acetic producing a mixture of isobutene

and isobutane.,− Adsorbed oxygen is thought to increase decomposition by

scavenging excess electrons created from excitons during illumination thus allow-

ing holes to further decompose the adsorbed layer.,

Benzoic acid is known to form well-ordered monolayers on TiO( ) in which

the carboxylic acid groups deprotonate to benzoate, which binds to ve-fold co-

ordinated titanium ions., Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of the

molecules were interpreted as dimers that form due to interactions between the

phenyl rings of adjacent molecules; however, we provide evidence in this paper

that leads to a reinterpretationof the data.− X-ray absorption spectroscopy and

angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicate that the ring is approxi-

mately perpendicular to the surface, in agreement with our interpretation.,

In this letter we describe the thermal and photochemical behavior of benzoate

formed from benzoic acid on bulk reduced rutile TiO( ) as a means of better

understanding the role of the hydrocarbon group in the behavior of photosensi-

tizers containing carboxylates. We nd that benzoate is remarkably resistant to

decomposition upon UV illumination in the presence of adsorbed oxygen. We dis-

cuss this in the context of the electronic structure of the phenyl moiety compared



to simple akyl groups.

. E M

TiO( ) crystals were purchased from SurfaceNet; samples were prepared and

routinely cleaned by Ar+ sputtering ( - kV, ∼ µA, - min) followed by

annealing to - K. is treatment was sufficient to eliminate impurities

measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and produce at terraces

for scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments. Repeated sputter/anneal

cycles lead to a bulk reduced crystal that had∼ surface site defects asmeasured

by the desorption of water, a sharp ( × ) low energy electron diffraction pattern

and counting bridging oxygen vacancies density in STM images.

An electrospray deposition system from Molecular Spray (UHV ) was used to

dose benzoic acid (CHO, Alfa Aesar, . + ) solutions in acetone (Alfa Aesar,

. + ) onto the TiO surfaces. Depositions are performed at room temperature

and pressures between × −and × − Torr. e spot size of the electrospray

system is approximately mm in diameter. Since this size is smaller than the

samples used for XPS and thermal reaction spectroscopy, the sample is translated

along the electrospray beam during the spray period. e spray wasmonitored us-

ing in-situmass spectroscopy to con rm that the parent ionm/z was present.

e deposition time is varied, with a . M solution and a minute spray used for

STM experiments. ermal reaction spectra and XPS data are collected after a

minute spray of . M solution unless otherwise noted. Electrospray deposition

of benzoic acid dissolved in acetone on TiO( ) at room temperature resulted in

a surfacewith both benzoic acid and acetone adsorbed. e surfacewaswarmed to

K, which desorbed acetone leaving benzoic acid behind. In a separate control,

acetonewas electrosprayed on the reduced surface and no additional featureswere

observed in STM images after warming to K. Isotope labeled benzoic acid was

CDCOOH (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, ). In situ mass spectrometry

during deposition showed no istotope switching with the acetone solvent.

STM experiments were performed on an Omicron variable temperature micro-

scope that has been described previously. Temperature programmed reaction ex-

periments were carried out in a chamber that is also equippedwith a Perkin-Elmer

- dual-anode X-ray source with a SPECS EA- Plus hemispherical energy



analyzer, Phi model - low energy electron diffraction optics (LEED), and a

Hiden HAL RC quadrupole mass spectrometer used to determine thermal re-

action products. A preparation chamber is equipped with a Physical Electronics

- Ar+ gun for sputtering the surface and the electrospray deposition system

fromMolecular Spray (UHV ).

ermal reaction spectra were collected using a heating ramp of . K/s while

recording the intensity for several product masses. e selectivities were calcu-

lated using a method described previously, in which the peak intensities for

each fragment were integrated over time and corrected for the ionization efficien-

cies of different fragments, mass discrimination of the quadrupole lter, fragmen-

tation, and the electron multiplier gain.

X-ray photoelectron (XP) spectra are collected at a pass energy of eV with

a . eV step size. Carbon spectra are collected for scans, titanium and

oxygen are collected for . e peaks are t using Casa XPS software using a

Shirley background correction and Lorentzian peaks.

UV-illumination was performed with a W Xe Arc Lamp. A nm cut-on

lter ( . ) eV was used to match the band gap of TiO and reduce crystal warming

during illumination. With the lter in place, the surface was illuminated with

mV/cm, with of the incoming light below the TiO bandgap.

Density Functional eory calculations were carried out using plane wave code

implemented by theViennaAb initio Simulation Package. Weused PAWpseudopo-

tentials and the GGA-PW functional commonly used for other calculations on

the TiO( ) surface. Additional details for the calculations can be found in the

supporting information.

. R  D

Benzoate thermally decomposes on reduced TiO( ), yielding gaseous CO and

benzene as the primary products at K (Figure . ). A minor amount of

CHCO is also formed. A stoichiometric amount of oxygen is deposited in both

of these reative processes. No benzoic acid or biphenyl is detected in these ex-

periments. No other products were detected in a comprehensive search between

m/z and m/z . Benzene accounts for ± of the total products, carbon

monoxide and CO are ± and . ± . , respectively. A fragment with m/z



Figure 8.1: Thermal decomposition of benzoate formed from benzoic acid commences at∼600
K, yielding mainly CO (m/z 28) and benzene (m/z 78). Minor amounts of benzaldehyde (m/z 105),
and CO (m/z 44) are also detected. Benzoic acid (m/z 122) does not desorb intact and no other
products are observed. Benzoic acid dissolved in acetone was electrosprayed onto TiO at room
temperature. Prior to thermal reaction, the sample was heated to 500 K to desorb the acetone
solvent, which desorbs molecularly at 330K, and water (shown in Figure 8.S3).

composes ± of the products. We identify this as the fragment CHCO,

although we cannot rule out a fragment of larger products such as phenyl ben-

zoate. We do not detect m/z to indicate the production of benzaldehyde.

e m/z : ratio of : con rmed that benzene, not phenyl, is evolved into

the gas phase. us, the main pathway is decomposition of benzoate to form

stoichiometric amounts of benzene and CO, leaving behind an oxygen atom on

the surface.

A likely source for the additional hydrogen required for benzene formation is

the competing decomposition of the phenyl ring that accompanies CO formation.

is assertion is supported by the observation of carbon deposition after thermal

decomposition of benzoate using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, described be-



low. We use d-labeled benzoic acid to study the formation of benezene and fate of

dissociated protons. Isotope labeling studies with d-benzoic acid result in a . :

ratio of m/z : m/z , attributed to d-benzene production and d-benzene, re-

spectively. ese assignments are con rmed by the ratios of m/z : and m/z

: : , which are consistent with the expected spectrumof isotope labeled ben-

zene (see supporting information Figure .S ) ese data demonstrate that the

primary source of hydrogen for benzene formation is ring decomposition, but

of the protons do come from other sources, likely including dissociated protons.

We also observe hydroxyl group recombination as water evolution at K, which

is another possible fate of dissociated protons, although we cannot differentiate

from surface hydroxyl groups formed during the electrospray.

e rate of benzene evolution from benzoic acid decomposition is limited by

reaction, since benzene itself desorbs from rutile TiO( ) at∼ K. e tem-

peratures for product evolution and the relative mass quantities do not change at

lower benzoate coverages (see Supporting Information Figure .S ).

Defects including oxygen vacancies and titanium interstitials, are known

to drive reduction of other oxygenates, e.g. benzaldehyde, on TiO( ) andmost

likely also play a role in benzoate reduction to benzene and CO. Dosing water on

the reduced TiO surface to heal surface oxygen vacancies and leave a hydroxy-

lated surface does not affect the benzoate thermal reaction products (Fig S ). e

hydroxyl groups recombine at K, which produces gaseous water and bridging

oxygen vacancies; hence, vacancies are present during the benzoate decomposi-

tion. Reduced TiO( ) can also be oxidized through O dosing to heal the oxy-

gen vacancies. Adsorbed oxygen molecules are also known to quench titanium

interstitials, which migrate to the reduced TiO surface at temperatures as low as

K., Postdosing oxygen after benzoic acid electrospray deposition and heat-

ing to desorb acetone does not change the thermal reaction products, suggesting

that oxygen is not able to displace the strongly-bound benzoatemolecules (shown

in Supporting Information Figure .S ). Quenching of interstitials prior to dos-

ing benzoic acid is not possible because O adatoms react with acetone to form

strongly-bond complexes that desorb at K rather than K observed for ace-

tone on the reduced surface. Oxygen adatoms also lead to acetone decomposition

of undetermined mechanism. Our imaging studies show that titanium intersti-

tials are active in the benzoate thermal reaction (see below). ermal reduction



Figure 8.2: The growth of TiOx islands following benzoate thermal reduction is demonstrated us-
ing STM. (A) Annealing to 850 K without benzoic acid results in a clean surface. A representative
bridging oxygen vacancy is indicated with black box. (B) Decomposition of benzoate on reduced
TiO(110) followed by annealing to 850 K for 75 sec. results in small TiOx nanoparticles due to reac-
tion of Ti interstitials with oxygen deposited during the decomposition reaction. The larger images
in (A) and (B) are 19.9× 19.9 nm. The inset shows a single TiOx nanoparticle and its position with
respect to the five-fold coordinate Ti rows represented here with vertial white lines. (3.4× 2.8 nm)
(The tunneling conditions are the same for all images: Vs= +1.4 V, i = 0.1 nA, T= 300 K).

of benzoate leads to the formation of TiOx islands on the surface, accounting for

the oxygen lost during reduction of benzoic acid. (Figure . ) Islands appear in

STM images obtained after thermal decomposition of benzoic acid by heating the

surface to K. e new features are . ± . nm across the Ti rows by .

± . nm along the rows and . ± . nm high. e height agrees well with a

calibrated TiO step height of . nm. We attribute the new features to new TiOx

islands formed as titanium intersitials visit the surface so as to drive the reductive

processes. One oxygen is lost from the benzoate during production of both ben-

zene and CO as well as benzaldheyde. e degree of order and size of the TiOx

islands depends on the time the sample is maintained at K.

e formation of new TiOx islands from adsorbed oxygen atoms in benzoic acid

is similar to the observations that adsorbed formate molecules interact with tita-

nium interstitials to form new TiO islands. e features we observe are similar

in dimension to those created by O dosing, and following benzaldehyde coupling



to form stilbene.,,

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provides supporting evidence that ben-

zoate is formed and remains intact up to K in our experiments. ere are

two C( s) peaks at . eV and . eV in a ratio of ∼ : . e peak at .

eV is attributed to the phenyl ring, whereas that at . eV is assigned to the

carbon in the carboxylate group (Fig b), based both on the : ratio and on pre-

vious reports of these relative binding energies reported for benzoate on TiO.

e absolute binding energies differ from previous reports due to different O( s)

reference binding energies. After benzoate thermal reaction, of the carbon

remains on the surface, which is consistent with the temperature programmed re-

action results indicating that decomposition occurs. e Ti( p) and O( s) spectra

match the expected oxidation states of TiO and are attenuated with benzoic acid

electrospray deposition with no change in their oxidation state (Figure .S ).

We use scanning tunneling microscopy to identify the con guration of ben-

zoate on the TiO surface. e benzoate features in Figure . a are . ± .

nm along the Ti rows by . ± . nm across the rows., Asymmetric dimen-

sions of benzoate on TiO have previously been attributed to benzoate dimers,

but we attribute these features to single benzoate molecules. Our recent studies

of butyrophenone photochemistry on TiO, which yields benzoate, demonstrate

a : ratio between adsorbed butyrophenone molecules and features due to the

benzoate photochemistry product. Additionally, the feature length is consistent

with a single benzoate molecule.

Density functional theory calculations provide an estimate of the benzoate

bond energy of . eV (Figure . b) for the most stable geometry—a bridging

con guration in which the benzoate oxygen atoms are bound to adjacent titanium

atoms and . eV for the bidentate con guration in which the benzoate oxygen

atoms are bound to the same titanium atom with the phenyl ring oriented along

the rows (con gurations shown in Figure .S ). e bridging con guration was

previously calculated to be the most stable con guration for benzoate on rutile

TiO. Binding of the benzoate in bridging oxygen vacancies, which has been

observed for formate, failed to converge in DFT runs and was not observed in

our STM images. is is presumably due to steric effects with the phenyl ring and



Figure 8.3: X-ray photoelectron spectra of the C(1s) region provides evidence that benzoate is re-
sistant to photochemical reduction. Spectra show are for: (A) As-prepared, clean TiO(110); (B)
following electrospray deposition of benzoic acid in acetone at room temperature followed by heat-
ing to 500 K to desorb the acetone solvent, leaving the benzoate intermediate; (C) After illumination
of the benzoate layer, prepared as in (B), with UV light for 15 minutes; (D) subsequent exposure of
(C) to 100L of O followed by an additional 60 min of UV illumination; and, (E) residual carbon af-
ter heating to 825 K to desorb benzoate. Peaks in blue at 285.5±0.1 eV are assigned to the phenyl
ring, peaks in green at 289.5±0.1 eV are assigned to the carbonyl carbon, (peak positions and inte-
grations in Table 8.S1, Supporting Information)].



Figure 8.4: (A) Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) image of benzoate on r-TiO(110) shows
L-shaped features aligned along the five fold coordinated Ti rows (denoted by horizantal black
lines). These features are attributed to a single benzoate molecule. The scale bar is 0.5 nm. (T=300
K,Vs=2.2 V i= 70 pA ). Benzoate is formed by electrospray deposition of benzoic acid dissolved in
acetone at room temperature, followed by heating to 360 K to desob acetone. (B) Molecular model
of the most stable configuration of benzoate on TiO(110), based on density functional theory (DFT)
calculations in which both oxygen atoms bind to titanium atoms and the phenyl ring is perpendic-
ular to the surface. Gray balls denote five-fold coordinated Ti atoms, dark red are in plane oxygen
atoms, bright red atoms are bridging oxygen atoms, and pink indicate the oxygen atoms in the ben-
zoate. The scale bar in (B) is also 0.5 nm. Calculations neglect van der Waal forces, which would
likely add to the stabilization.



the bridging oxygen row.

erewasnomeasureable photodecompositionof benzoate bound toTiO( )

under conditions where there is a substantial degree of photoreduction of

trimethyl acetate, based on X-ray photoelectron spectra collected between a

series of UV illuminations (Figure . c, d). e stability was tested under aerobic

conditions because oxygen on the TiO surface is thought to scavenge excess elec-

trons from excitons formed during illumination and, thus, promote hole driven

processes that are proposed to remove π-electron density from the carboxylate

portion of molecules and lead to elimination of the carboxylate group.− e

total amount of carbon and peak area ratios on the surface remained constant fol-

lowing the oxygen dose and each subsequent illumination. ere was likewise not

change the reaction products, their yields, or the temperatures of their evolution

subsequent to exposure to UV light (Figure .S ).

Scanning tunneling microscopy images likewise show that there is little change

in the benzoate layer on TiO through a series of UV illuminations (Figure . ).

Illumination with UV light for . hours with an oxygen dose, shown in Figure

. b, didnot signi cantly change the amount or orientationof benzoatemolecules

on the TiO surface. e stability of benzoate in the presence of O and UV light is

a contrast to trimethyl acetate. Trimethyl acetate, which has the same carboxylate

functionality and which is known to degrade after as little as minutes exposure

toUV light in the presence of a − torr background ofO,, is clearly depleted in

our experiments (Figure . c-d). In our experiments, trimethyl acetate degraded

in minutes under UV illumination, when using a lamp times more powerful

than previous experiments.

Our studies in conjunctionwith those in the literature demonstrate thatmolec-

ular structure plays a key role in both thermal and photochemical stability of car-

boxylate moieties on TiO. Previous work has shown that protection against β-

hydrogen dehydrogenation leads to increasing thermal stability in trimethyl acetic

acid molecular layers compared to other carboxylic acids such as formic acid.,

e presence of a tertiary carbon atom in the β position of benzoate and the reso-

nance stabilization of the phenyl group is consistent with its high thermal stabil-

ity, which is comparable to trimethyl acetic acid, which thermally reacts primarily

at K. In the case of benzoate, thermal reduction at K is driven by re-



Figure 8.5: Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) shows that benzoate is resistant to photodegra-
dation while trimethyl acetate readily decomposes under illumination with UV light at room temper-
ature. (A) STM image obtained for benzoate on reduced TiO(110); (B) images of the same area of
the benzoate layer in (A) following illumination with UV light for 2.25 hours with saturation cover-
age O dose; (C) trimethyl acetate (the smaller, close-packed features, circled). The larger brighter
features are surface contaminants that were present on the as prepared surface. (not shown) (D)
Trimethyl acetate decomposes after 35 minutes of irradiation without a saturation coverage of O.
Contaminants are still present after illumination. Benzoate and trimethyl acetate are formed by elec-
trospray deposition of benzoic acid (0.1 M) and trimethyl acetic acid (1.0 M) in acetone at 300 K for
5-10 min and subsequent heating to 360 K to desorb acetone. Images A and B were taken with
Vs=+1.5 V, i=0.15 nA for tunneling parameters and C and D used Vs=+1.45 V, i=0.24 nA. All images
are 15.4x15.4 nm, the scale bars are 3 nm.



duced Ti—most likely interstitials—that form TiOx islands in conjunction with

the loss of CO and benzene.

Although the thermal stability of these two carboxylates is similar, the pho-

tochemical stability of benzoate on TiO is much greater than trimethyl acetate.

is difference can be rationalized by considering the absorption mechanism for

light above the band gap of TiO. Incident photons adsorbed by the TiO surface

create electron hole pairs within µm of the TiO surface and the appearance of

Ti+ in the electron energy loss spectrum. Holes that do not recombine can react

with the adsorbed organic layer to create oxidized, excited carboxylatemolecules.

Molecular orbital calculations of benzoate on copper show that the highest oc-

cupied molecular orbitals are located on the phenyl ring. e participation of

delocalized orbitals may inhibit photodegradation due to resonance stabilization

of the hole created on the molecule. Trimethyl acetic acid and acetic acid, both

of which degrade under illumination in aerobic conditions, lack the stability of

conjugation. Electron donating and withdrawing substituents on aromatic rings

affect the hydroxylation products in TiO aqueous heterogeneous catalysis. Ex-

periments testing the reactivity of ring-substituted benzoic acid could be used to

test this effect in vacuum.

ermal and photo-stability are essential in photosensitization of TiO. In

dye-sensitized solar cell applications, substitution and conjugation of the β po-

sition of the carboxylate linkers is used to improve light adsorption and electron

injection.− Our work shows that the β-position substitution can also impact

sensitizer stability and a phenyl group bound to the carboxalate could provide

both stability and conjugation.

. C

We demonstrate that benzoate is thermally and photochemically stable on TiO.

e molecule decomposes at K, fragmenting primarily into CO, benzene, and

a CHCO fragment. e thermal stability of themolecular layer can be attributed

to its protection against β-hydrogen elimination due to the tertiary carbon atom.

We attribute the photochemical stability to the relative instability of the benzene

radical photolysis product.
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We used Scanning Probe Image Processor v . . from Image Metrology for all

STM images. Microscope images were calibrated in the X and Y from the unit cell

of TiO( ) ( . × . nm respectively). Apparent heights were calibrated

from the TiO( ) step edge which measures . nm.

Density Functional eory calculations were made using Vienna ab initio sim-

ulation package (VASP). We utilized PAW pseudopotentials and the GGA-PW

functional which is commonly used with TiO( ). We used a ( × ) unit cell

with -trilayer thickness and a vacuum layer of Å above. e upper two trilay-

ers were relaxed while the bottom two layers were xed at their optimized bulk

distances. e dipole correction has been used to minimize interactions between

repeating images. A plane wave cutoff of eVwas used with Gaussian smearing

of . eV, and the × × special Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. ese parameters

have been extensively tested previously., Climbing nudged elastic band calcula-

tions were conducted with three images between two xed geometries that were

previously relaxed at a reduced force threshold of . eV/Å.



Supplementary Figure 8.1: Thermal reaction spectrum of d-benzoic acid electrosprayed in ace-
tone on TiO (110). Prior to reaction d-benzoic acid is electrosprayed for 10 minutes at room tem-
perature. The sample is warmed to 500 K to desorb the acetone solvent.



Supplementary Figure 8.2: Variation in benzoic acid coverage causes minimal changes in the
product identities, desorption temperatures, or relative ratios in thermal reaction spectra. Prior to
thermal reaction, 0.1 M benzoic acid in acetone electrosprayed for times between 10 minutes and
1 minute 15 seconds at 300 K. Temperature progammed reaction leads to the molecular desorption
of the acetone solvent (m/z 43) at 330 K and water desorption below 550 K (m/z 18). Reaction
products of benzaldehyde (m/z 105). benzene (m/z 78), CO (m/z 28) desorb at 700 K.



Supplementary Figure 8.3: Thermal reaction spectrum of a) benzoic acid electrosprayed on TiO

at room temperature, b) acetone electrosprayed at room temperature, c) bare TiO sample, showing
that the peaks below 500 K corresponding to acetone (m/z 43), water (m/z 18), CO (m/z 44), and
CO (m/z 28) all originate from the acetone solvent. Peaks above 650 K are attributed to benzoate.



Supplementary Figure 8.4: Thermal reaction of reaction spectrum of 0.1 M benzoic acid in ace-
tone electrospray deposition at 300 K. After electrospray deposition, the sample was exposed to
a 25 L water dose to heal surface oxygen vacancies. Temperature programmed reaction leads to
desorption of the acetone solvent (m/z 43) at 330 K and water (m/z 18) below 550 K. Production
of benzene (m/z 78), CO (m/z 28), benzaldehyde (m/z 105) and small amounts of CO (m/z 44) still
occurs at∼700 K.



Supplementary Figure 8.5: Dosing oxygen on the TiO surface does not change the thermal reac-
tion of benzoate. Temperature programmed reaction leads to the production of benzene (m/z 78),
CO (m/z 28), benzaldehyde (m/z 105) and small amounts of CO (m/z) 44 at 700 K. The reaction
product relative quantities and evolution temperatures of benzene, CO, and benzaldehyde do not
change substantially with the oxygen dose. Thermal reaction of 0.1 M benzoic acid in acetone elec-
trospray deposition at 300 K. Thereafter, the sample is heated to 500K. After cooling to 300 K, the
sample was exposed to an 800 L oxygen dose for the red trace.



Supplementary Figure 8.6: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showing the O 1s and Ti 2p regions
for clean TiO and 0.1 M benzoic acid in acetone electrosprayed on TiO and heated to 500 K to
desorb aceteone. The presence of benzoate on the surface does not change the binding energies
of each peak, but does cause attenuation due to the molecular layer.



Supplementary Figure 8.7: Exposure to UV light does not change the thermal reaction products
of benzoate on TiO. Thermal reaction of benzoic acid electrosprayed on TiO at room temperature
followed by heating to 600 K to desorb acetone. After cooling to 300 K the sample was exposed
to 10 minutes of UV illumination. Temperature programmed reaction leads to the production of
benzene (m/z 78), CO (m/z 28), benzaldehyde (m/z 105) and small amounts of CO (m/z) 44 at 700
K.



Supplementary Figure 8.8: Comparison of a Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) image of
benzoate on r-TiO(110) to possible Density Functional Theory (DFT) structures. (A) STM image
of benzoate denoted by the L-shaped feature along the titanium rows (denoted by black lines). (B)
The most stable bridging configuration we found which has a binding energy of 2.22 eV. The two
oxygens in the benzoate lie above two five fold coordinated Ti atoms. Gray balls denote five-fold
coordinated Ti atoms, dark red are in plane oxygen atoms, bright red atoms are bridging oxygen
atoms, and pink indicate the oxygen atoms in the benzoate. The dotted line indicates the center
of the molecule lies between two titanium atoms (gray). (C) The bidentate configuration where the
molecule lies directly above a five fold coordinated titanium atom (see white dotted line) is less
stable than the bridging configuration. The scale bar is 0.5 nm long.
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9
Photo-Hydroxylation of Bridging Oxygen

via Molecularly Adsorbed Water on
TiO( )

is paper is still in progress and will be submitted at a later date.

. I

Photochemical activation of water on TiO is of wide interest due to its iconic role

in water splitting, which is viewed as a potential means of generating H as a

clean fuel. Furthermore, water has the potential to generate species that promote

photo-oxidation of organic molecules as a means of destroying volatile organic

compounds (VOCs) using UV light. Despite the intense focus on photocatalytic

water splitting, mechanistic details for the elementary steps are not well under-

stood on TiO. Water splitting is usually depicted to occur in two stages; in the

rst step water accepts a hole and is oxidized to O and H+ and in the second step



Figure 9.1: Schematic of thermal and photocatalytic water splitting pathways on TiO(110). (A)
Bridging oxygen vacancies are present on the as prepared reduced TiO(110) surface and water
readily fills them to create bridging hydroxyls that recombine at 450 K. (B) UV illumination induces
the splitting of molecular water into a terminal hydroxyl and a bridging hydroxyl. (C) Two bridging
hydroxyls recombine >200 K to yield reactive oxygen adatoms.

the H+ is reduced to H., Such a commonly used schematic is not a well-de ned

mechanism because it does not depict reaction intermediates or the surface sites

involved.

Recent scanning tunneling microscopy by Tan, et al. demonstrated that water

is photodissociated on defective rutile TiO( ). In this study, the rst step in

water photo-dissociation using nm light is transfer of a hydrogen to a bridging

oxygen, yielding one bridging and one terminalOH (Figure . B).is photodisso-

ciation step was proposed to occur via hole-mediated extraction of the hydrogen

from water. Due to the nature of the STM experiments, this investigation did

not determine the subsequent fate of the photoproducts subsequent to the initial

photodissociation.

Herein, we demonstrate that a key part of the photochemical activation of wa-

ter is the transformation into active O adatoms near room temperature, and addi-

tional bridging oxygen vacancies at K that are active for reductive processes.

We advance the understanding of water splitting on defective reduced TiO( )

by resolving key questions regarding the overall reaction that occurs and shedding



light on the overall reaction by using a combination of temperature programmed

measurements and atomic-scale imaging using STM in order to identify reaction

products, to determine the roles of photon-assisted vs. thermal processes, and to

understand reaction kinetics. We establish that bridging hydroxyls, created from

the photon-assistedwater splitting, thermally recombine to yield water and bridg-

ing oxygen vacancies upon annealing, chemically reducing the crystal. In parallel

with this bridging hydroxyl reduction, terminal hydroxyls thermally dispropor-

tionate to water and O adatoms. e O adatoms thermally react with subsurface

Ti interstitials creating TiOx islands at elevated temperature. ere is no overall

change in the oxidation state of the crystal; however, this combination of thermal

and photochemical steps creates different reactive sites on the surface depending

on the temperature. Near room temperature, reactive O adatoms are present on

the Ti ve coordinate (Tic) sites that can promote oxidative processes. At higher

temperature, bridging oxygen vacancies are created in conjunction with TiOx is-

lands, creating conditions amenable to reductive processes. On reduced TiO, no

gaseousO is produced fromwater splitting because of the strong driving force for

O adatoms, created from water splitting, to react with reduced Ti.

Temperature programmed reaction provides a quantitative measure of the

number of bridging hydroxyl species on the surface by measuring the yield of

water formed via disproportionation of OHbr at K (Figure . ). e recom-

bination of bridging OH at K is well established and yields gaseous water,

generating a bridging oxygen vacancy (Figure . A).

On reduced rutile TiO( ), a small fraction of bridgingOH species are formed

from thermal reaction of water at bridging oxygen vacancies. e standardmeth-

ods used to prepare TiO lead to overall oxygen depletion which produces reduced

bridging oxygen vacancies and subsurface titanium interstitials, both ofwhich can

react with adsorbates. Bridging oxygen vacancies dissociate water above K

creating two bridging hydroxyls; whereas interstitials do not induce water dis-

sociation. e typical percentage of bridging oxygen vacancies is ± and

depends on the details of the preparation.

We rst demonstrate that bridging hydroxyl species are formed from photo-

dissociation of water by showing that bridging OD is formed from photolysis of

DO (Figure . ). Illumination of a surface saturated with L DO for minutes



Figure 9.2: Photodissociation of water adsorbed on reduced TiO(110) is induced by irradiation
with UV light as demonstrated using temperature programmed reaction experiments. The purple
traces show the yields of DO and HO as a function of temperature after illumination with UV light
for 5 minutes. In comparison, the amounts of DO and HO are considerably less from thermal re-
action alone (black traces). The vacuum chamber’s pressure was <1×10− mbar but background
water adsorption (m/z 18) was still unavoidable during these experiments. For photolysis a Xe lamp
is utilized with a 200-400 nm pass filter and a flux of 92 mW/cm. The as-prepared TiO(110) sur-
face was dosed with saturation coverage (1 L) of DO at 250 K. There is also HO present due to
background water in the chamber. The heating ramp is 2 K/s.



with UV light ( nm < λ < nm) yields x times as much D O in the peak

characteristic of the disproportionation of bridging OD above K (Figure . ).

ere is also formation of a lesser amount of DO fromODbr recombination with-

out illumination due to thermal dissociation of DO at bridging oxygen vacancies

(Figure . , black trace). ere is also HO dissociation and production in these

experiments due to background water and isotopic impurities in the DO source.

e water in excess of the bridging oxygen vacancy concentration populates the

ve fold coordinated titanium rows, and desorbs at K.

Additional hydroxyl recombination is observed when the reduced TiO( )

surface is saturated with water and illuminated with UV light. When the surface is

illuminated, there is a x increase in hydroxyl recombination at K (Figure . ,

purple traces). Since water desorption at K is exclusively related to bridging

hydroxyl recombination, two possiblemodels account for additional water desorp-

tion from UV illumination. e rst possibility is that bridging oxygens pull off

hydrogen from a nearby water molecule bound to a ve fold coordinated titanium

site (Figure . B). e second possibility is that UV illumination creates bridging

oxygen vacancies that molecular water lls to create bridging hydroxyls.

ewater formed above K is exclusively due to disproportionation of bridg-

ing OH formed from hydrogen transfer from water, as demonstrated by experi-

ments using O-labelled water (Figure . ). ere is no detectable H
O formed

above K after UV photolysis of H
O on a surface on which all bridging oxy-

gen vacancies are rst lled with OH via exposure to background water for

minutes—an established protocol for lling the bridging oxygen vacancies.ese

experiments provide conclusive evidence that photolysis of TiO( ) in the pres-

ence of water does not create additional bridging oxygen vacancies that would

serve as sites for thermal reaction. If such vacancies were created, H
O would

be produced above K. Furthermore, these results indicated that the oxygen in

molecular water does not exchange signi cantly with bridging oxygen, with termi-

nal OH being the other photoproduct, in agreement with the STM data reported

previously. When H
O is then dosed on the surface, it exclusively exists in its

molecular form on the titanium rows and does not thermally exchangewith bridg-

ing hydroxyls. e additional hydroxyl recombination observed at K is from

hydrogen transfer frommolecular labelled and unlabelled water (HO and H
O)



Figure 9.3: Molecular water photodissociates on reduced TiO(110), resulting in the transfer of a
hydrogen to a nearby bridging oxygen to create a bridging hydroxyl as demonstrated by tempera-
ture programmed reaction experiments. The as prepared TiO(110) surface was allowed to saturate
with background HO for 20 minutes prior to the adsorption of a saturation dose of H

O at 250
K. The surface is then either illuminated (purple trace) or not illuminated (black trace) for 5 minutes
with UV light prior to temperature programmed desorption. UV light induces the dissociation of
molecular water on the five fold coordinated titanium rows that results in the hydrogen transfer to
a bridging oxygen creating a bridging hydroxyl. At 450 K, the hydroxyls recombine and desorb as
water but there is no recombination with the terminal oxygen species. For photolysis a Xe lamp is
utilized with a 200-400 nm pass filter and a flux of 92 mW/cm. The heating ramp is 2 K/s.



adsorbed on the titanium rows (Figure . B).

Several recent studies together support the possibility that hydrogen transfer

from ve fold coordinated species to bridging oxygen recombine to yieldHOupon

annealing. Density functional theory calculations indicate that molecular water

preferentially adsorbs on the titanium rows and the hydrogen tilts toward a bridg-

ing oxygen, which likely aids in hydrogen abstraction from the bridging oxygen.

Tan, et al. demonstratewith scanning tunnelingmicroscopy that awatermolecule

is converted with nm light to a terminal hydroxyl and an adjacent bridging

hydroxyl at K. eir results do not indicate the fate of the hydroxyls upon an-

nealing, however. Du et al. show that bridging hydroxyls are created from the

thermal deprotonation of trimethyl acetic acid to its acetate; the bridging hydrox-

yls recombine to form water at K. Taken together, these two reports suggest

that it should be possible to detect additional water desorption from bridging hy-

droxyl recombination on a highly hydroxylated surface, which is indeed what is

observed with water photolysis.

Photon Stimulated Desorption measurements conclusively demonstrate that

hydroxyls do not desorb from the surface upon illumination. No O, OH, or HO

photodesorptionwere detected during illumination ofHObymonitoring them/z

, , and traces, respectively (data not shown). e possibility of OH photo-

desorption was proposed on the basis of the previous STM measurements be-

cause the terminal hydroxyl species is missing of the time. We attribute the

‘missing’ terminal OH in the STM experiments to water-assisted diffusion so that

the terminal OH are out of the STM frame following illumination. is is a reason-

able explanation especially since the illumination time was hour in the previous

studies.

Terminal hydroxyls have a large barrier to motion but several groups demon-

strate that these hydroxyls pair with molecular water to create a mobile water-

terminal hydroxyl species that readily diffuse along or across the Ti rows as low

as K., e high mobility of terminal hydroxyls likely facilitates aggrega-

tion and previously Du et al. demonstrated with scanning tunneling microscopy

that adjacent terminal hydroxyls readily combine at K to yield water and an

oxygen adatom. e water produced in this reaction assists the recombination

of additional hydroxyls. Such autocatalytic behaviour for water has been previ-

ously observed on TiO( ) by Zhang et al., where water assists in the transfer



of hydrogen from a bridging to terminal oxygen and then assists in the recombi-

nation of terminal hydroxyls to clean off the surface or create oxygen adatoms.

Although the hydroxyl recombination method is perhaps the most likely cause of

the oxygen adatom, it is also possible that bridging oxygen photochemically ab-

stracts a second hydrogen from a terminal hydroxyl, leaving an oxygen adatom on

the titanium row. Regardless of the method, it is clear that upon UV illumination,

molecular water is converted to an oxygen adatom by photochemical and possibly

thermal steps.

Scanning tunnellingmicroscopy results provide unequivocal evidence that oxy-

gen adatoms are created and readily react with Ti interstitials. Oxygen adatoms

created from oxidizing TiO( ) with gaseous O are known to react with tita-

nium interstitials as low as K to create TiOx islands on the surface. Illumi-

nating the water saturated surface at K creates oxygen adatoms or terminal

hydroxyls that react with titanium interstitials upon annealing to K (Figure

. A). e resulting TiOx islands resemble those produced with the oxygen satu-

rated surface is annealed (Figure . B).e TiO( ) surface does not form TiOx

islands if the surface is saturated with water and annealed without UV illumina-

tion (Figure . C).e ability of terminal hydroxyls to react with Ti interstitials in

a manner analogous to oxygen adatoms suggests that terminal hydroxyls may be

capable of photochemically reacting with classes of organic molecules. Indeed, we

concurrently demonstrate that formaldehyde, a model aldehyde; and butyrophe-

none, a model ketone, photo-oxidize on a water covered surface with the same

products as on the oxidized surface with oxygen adatoms.,

. C

e water-saturated, reduced TiO( ) surface converts terminal water into a

bridging hydroxyl and a terminal hydroxyl upon UV illumination. e degree of

UV photolysis was tracked by bridging hydroxyl recombination. Isotopic labelling

studies con rm that UV illumination assists in the transfer of hydrogen from a

water to a bridging oxygen and no bridging oxygen vacancies are created. Upon

annealing, the bridging hydroxyls recombine to form water, reducing the crystal

while at the same time terminal hydroxyls recombine with subsurface Ti intersti-



Figure 9.4: The growth of TiOx islands is detected on the illuminated, water saturated TiO(110)
surface after heating. the islands match those detected from O predosing but no such islands are
formed on the water saturated surface without UV light. (A) The as-prepared reduced TiO(110) sur-
face is saturated with water at 250 K, illuminated with UV light, and annealed to 850 K. (Vs = +2.1
V; i = 0.27 nA, T=300 K) (B) The as-prepared reduced TiO(110) surface is saturated with 300 L O

at 300 K and annealed to 850 K. (Vs = +1.2 V; i = 0.26 nA, T=300 K) (C) The as-prepared TiO(110)
surface is saturated with water at 250 K and annealed to 850 K. (Vs = +1.0 V; i = 0.48 nA, T=300
K). All samples were annealed for 1 minute to nucleate TiOx islands and for photolysis a Xe lamp is
utilized with a 200-400 nm pass filter and a flux of 92 mW/cm.

tials to form TiOx particles, which oxidizes the sample, causing no net change in

reduction state.

e presence of a water splitting pathway on the reduced surface is particularly

surprising given that defective sites in the titania are generally believed to pro-

mote charge carrier recombination; thus, inhibiting photochemical processes. In

addition, two photon photoemission experiments demonstrate that hole recom-

bination on the reduced surface is so fast (< fs) that it cannot be measured with

that method. Henderson et al. propose that oxygen scavenges photo-excited

electrons, increasing the chance that the photogenerated hole will react with the

adsorbate instead of the excited electron. For example, trimethyl acetate photode-

composes on the TiO( ) surface but the rate is accelerated in the presence ofO

which scavenges excess electrons that accumulate during the photodecomposition

of the acetate.

Our work demonstrates that it is not necessary to heal all the defects on TiO

in order for it to be photochemically active. Further, our results conclusively show

that O is not required for adsorbate photo-oxidation on the Ti rows. Previously

oxygen has been thought to play many different roles in TiO photo-oxidation,

both as a reagent and an electron scavenger. For example the oxidized surface

has oxygen adatoms, which react with ketones to form a photoactive ketone-O



complex that eliminates an R group upon illumination to form a carboxylate.

Oxygen adatoms are involved in methanol photo-oxidation to titrate the acidic

hydrogen to eliminate water and form a photoactive methoxy., In the latter

case, even though oxygen adatoms are not present after they react withmethanol,

oxygen still heals vacancies by lling bridging oxygen vacancies.

e ability of this water splitting pathway to take place on reduced TiO( )

and its similar reactivity to oxygen adatoms with regard to organic photo-

oxidation as well as thermal reactions with subsurface Ti interstitial defects

opens up the possibility of utilizing defects for increased photoactivity while still

retaining the same thermal chemistry as the oxidized surface. It is known that

reduced defects have electronic states . - . eV below the conduction band

minimum of TiO and several groups have observed visible light photoactiv-

ity for the photo-oxidation of acetaldehyde, salicylic acid, and nonylphenol

that are attributed to these defects. A wavelength dependent study of different

classes of reactions on the oxygen adatom covered defective surface created from

water photolysis provides a unique method for deconvoluting thermal and pho-

tochemical contributions for oxygen on TiO. is method of generating reactive

surface species could also has potential uses for visible light photocatalysis on

hydrogenated black titania, a material that adsorbs light in the visible.
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10
Water Driven Photo-Oxidation of

Formaldehyde on Defective TiO( )

is paper is still in progress and will be submitted at a later date.

. I

ere is broad interest in understanding photocatalytic transformations on tita-

niumdioxide due to their potential applications for green chemistry and thedegra-

dation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Formaldehyde is a common VOC

and carcinogen that is a component in adhesives used for household products such

as particleboard or plywood. Formaldehyde is also widely used as a building block

for many types of plastics. Formaldehyde itself is a by-product of methanol ox-

idation in fuel cells and it is an intermediate in the photo-reduction of carbon

dioxide to methanol. In addition, formaldehyde is an intermediate in the photo-

oxidative coupling ofmethanol tomethyl formate. Titaniumdioxide (TiO) is one

of themostwidely used photocatalysts for degradation of VOCs due to its bandgap



in the ultraviolet.

In this work, we study the photochemistry of formaldehyde because of its

prevalence in many products and because it is a model for the photoactivity of

aldehydes as a whole. Understanding the role of water and oxygen in the photore-

activity of organics on TiO is important for optimizing redox reactions under

ambient conditions. In particular, the role of water on the photo-oxidation of

formaldehyde is critical due to water’s ubiquity even in vapor phase reactions.

Surface defects play a role in the thermal chemistry on TiO, for example Ti in-

terstitials facilitate the reductive coupling of benzaldehyde to stilbene. Another

prominent defect, bridging oxygen vacancies, converts methanol to methoxy,

which facilitates disproportionation to methanol and formaldehyde. Although

defects play a major role in thermal chemistry, they are thought to inhibit pho-

tochemistry on TiO. For example, acetone is only photoactive on the oxidized

surface where Ti interstitials and oxygen vacancies are quenched. Despite the

evidence for lack of photochemistry on the reduced surface, it is unclear whether

acetone is photostable on the defective surface because ( ) the recombination of

electrons and holes are so fast that that they cannot react with adsorbates as sug-

gested byOnda et al. formethanol photo-oxidation, or ( ) that the primary cause

for photoactivity on the oxidized surface is the oxygen adatom, inevitably created

by dosing O, which serves as a reaction partner to acetone which facilitates the

photo-oxidation.

Herein, we demonstrate that formaldehyde is photo-oxidized to adsorbed for-

mate (HCOO) in the presence of water even on reduced rutile TiO( ) in a pro-

cess similar to that for photo-oxidation when O adatoms are present on the sur-

face. ese results demonstrate that the presence of defects, such as titanium in-

terstitials and bridging oxygen vacancies, do not substantially quench the photo-

chemistrywhenwater is present. Despite defects promoting charge carrier recom-

bination, photogenerated holes are apparently long-lived enough to abstract hy-

drogen fromwater adsorbed on the ve fold coordinated titanium atom, creating a

bridging hydroxyl and a reactive terminal hydroxyl (Scheme . A). Furthermore,

holes at bridging oxygen sites also abstract hydrogen from adsorbed formalde-

hyde, creating an HCO radical that reacts with coadsorbed oxidants to yield for-

mate (Scheme . C). We demonstrate that the formaldehyde photo-oxidation

products match those formed from photo-oxidation in the presence of O adatoms



Scheme 10.1: Mechanism for the photo-oxidation of formaldehyde to formate utilizing photolyzed
water on titania.

on an oxidized surface. Photo-oxidation produces formate bound to the surface,

created from HCO reaction with an oxygen adatom. Atomic-scale imaging tracks

the changes in an oxygen adatom after formaldehyde adsorption, which creates

a formaldehyde-O complex, and that complex converts to formate via UV illumi-

nation. is study demonstrates a new reaction channel for photo-oxidizing or-

ganics using water; previously water been shown to either have no effect or inhibit

photo-oxidation of methanol when adsorbed on the second layer in model studies

on TiO.

e photo-oxidation of formaldehyde in the presence of water involves pho-

todissociation of both thewater and of formaldehyde (Scheme . ). e rst step

in the photo-dissociation pathway for water splitting has been identi ed whereby

a photogenerated hole migrates to a bridging oxygen and abstracts a hydrogen

from an adjacent water molecule on the Ti rows, creating a bridging hydroxyl and

a terminal hydroxyl (Scheme . A). Matthiesen et al. demonstrate that water

assists the facile diffusion of terminal hydroxyls at K. Once two terminal hy-

droxyls are adjacent to each other, they can recombine to form water an oxygen

adatom, as demonstrated using scanning tunneling microscopy (Scheme . B).

e water formed from recombination desorbs in a peak at K.



UV illumination induces the photo-oxidation of formaldehyde to an HCO radi-

cal. Density functional theory calculations suggest that molecular formaldehyde,

like water, adsorbs on the Ti rows and leans toward an adjacent bridging oxygen.

Upon UV illumination, a photogenerated hole on the bridging oxygen removes a

hydrogen from formaldehyde to create an HCO radical (Scheme . C). Once the

HCO radical is created, it rapidly reacts with a photogenerated oxygen adatom to

create formate.

Temperature programmed reaction data are used to establish that formate is

produced from photo-induced reaction of terminal oxygen with the primary pho-

toproduct, HCO, based on the characteristic decomposition to CO and CO at

K in subsequent temperature programmed experiments (Figure . ). Labeled

H
O is used to test for O incorporation into photoproducts. A saturation of

H
O was dosed on the reduced TiO( ) surface at K, prior to formalde-

hyde saturation at K. At K water lls bridging oxygen vacancies and is

molecularly adsorbed on of the ve fold coordinated Ti sites. Subsequent ex-

posure of UV light to the surface containing H
O andHC=O produces adsorbed

formate containing both O and O, based on the characteristic production of

CO, CO COO and CO detected at m/z , , and , respectively. ese

data demonstrate that Oderived fromH
Ois incorporated into thephotoprod-

uct (Figure . B).e CO and CO production integrated over all isotopes is

and , respectively, which is virtually identical to the decomposition of formate

synthesized from formic acid, which also forms formate, on TiO( ) ( and

, respectively). In the absence of UV light, formaldehyde desorbs molecularly

from the hydroxylated surface and no additional products were detected except

for water (Figure . A, blue traces), con rming that formate production requires

UV light.

e bridging hydroxyl recombination peak in temperature programmed stud-

ies provides an additional measure for the amount of photo-oxidized water and

formaldehyde produced during the reaction. Without UV illumination, water lls

bridging oxygen vacancies to create two bridging hydroxyls that reform water

when annealed to K. As mentioned previously, the ability of water and

formaldehyde to hydrogen bond to bridging oxygen likely facilitates hydrogen

transfer upon illumination. A . x increase in hydroxyl recombination is ob-



Figure 10.1: UV photo-oxidation of formaldehyde produces formate on the oxidized and hydrox-
ylated TiO(110) surface which subsequently decomposes in temperature programmed reaction
experiments. Temperature programmed experiments are performed on surfaces containing water
and O adatoms (A) with no exposure to UV light and (B) after UV photoloysis. In (A) formaldehyde
mainly desorbs without reaction from a surface containing O adatoms and on a surface exposed
to H

O prior to exposure to formaldehyde. Trace amounts of CO and CO are produced at 570
K, whch are characteristic of a small amount of formate production on the oxidized surface. In (B)
UV illumination for 5 minutes leads to production of substantial amounts of CO, CO, CO and
COO at 560 K; and less formaldehyde is evolved. The O incorporation demonstrates the
roles of O adatoms and water derived from the O and H

O pre-dosed surface. In all experi-
ments, a saturation of 10 L H

O or 300 LO was dosed on the as-prepared reduced TiO(110)
surface at 250 K, followed by exposure to 1.5 L formaldehyde prior to temperature programmed
desorption. For illumination experiments, a 300 W Xe lamp is utilized with a 200-400 nm filter and a
flux of 92 mW/cm−. The heating ramp used is 2 K s− in all cases.



served when the formaldehyde and water saturated surface is illuminated with

UV light, indicating that hydrogen is indeed transferred to bridging oxygen as a

result of formaldehyde photo-oxidation.

To establish that oxygen adatoms ultimately drive the photo-oxidation of

formaldehyde on the hydroxylated TiO( ) surface, the photo-oxidation of

formaldehyde was investigated on the oxidized surface. e oxygen adatoms are

created by exposure of the reduced surface to O at room temperature. is

procedure also quenches subsurface Ti interstitials, and lls bridging oxygen

vacancies.

Formaldehyde is converted to adsorbed formate by illumination with UV light

on TiO( ) containing O adatoms (Figure . ). e oxygen adatoms were

labeledwith O to test for their incorporation into products. In the absence of UV

light, formaldehyde molecularly desorbs at K and the trailing edge is shifted

up Kas reported previously.Oxygen adatoms are incorporated into the formate

produced based on the fact that CO (m/z ) and CO (m/z ), CO (m/z )

and COO (m/z ) are all observed at K (Figure . ).

In an effort to better understand the photo-oxidation of formaldehyde to for-

mate, weutilize scanning tunnelingmicroscopy to track the evolutionof anoxygen

adatom as it oxidizes formaldehyde. Since molecular water is mobile at K and

not reactive until photolyzed, the oxygen adatom created on the oxidized surface

provides an excellent substitute to terminal hydroxyls because it is relatively im-

mobile. e same adatoms are therefore imaged as the reaction progresses and

don’t require UV light to synthesize, so their position can be determined before

illumination. Line scans indicate that an oxygen adatom has an apparent height

. Å in agreement with previous reported adatom heights (Figure . A). e

tip is retracted cm and the surface is saturated with formaldehyde at K and

the same terrace and oxygen adatoms are found again. Now, the left three of the

four central features have an apparent height of . Å, while the oxygen adatom

on the right has not changed (Figure . B).

e tip is retracted a second time and the surface is illuminated with UV light.

Upon nding the same features, the three features that increased in height pre-

viously have increased further to . Å while the right oxygen adatom has re-

mained constant. When these data are taken in conjunction with temperature



Figure 10.2: Evidence for the photo-oxidation of formaldehyde to formate on the oxidized
TiO(110) surface. (A) The as-prepared reduced TiO(110) surface is saturated with 300 L O at
room temperature. O fills oxygen vacancies in a 1:1 ratio leaving oxygen adatoms (Oa) on the
five fold coordinated Ti rows. (B) The STM tip is retracted 1 cm and 1 monolayer formaldehyde is
dosed on the surface at 300 K. Three of the four features increase in height while the right oxygen
adatom does not change. (C) The STM tip is retracted and the surface is illuminated with a Xe lamp
for 5 minutes. (200-400 nm filter and a flux of 92 mW/cm−). The three features that increased in
apparent height after dosing formaldehyde now increase in height more as they are converted to
a formate species. The right oxygen adatom, which did not interact with formaldehyde, does not
change in height during the course of the experiment. (D) A comparison of two oxygen adatoms
during these experiments. The oxygen adatom with the green line scan interacted with a formalde-
hyde species during the dose and consequentially, was converted to formate during illumination.
Conversely, the oxygen adatom labeled in red did not interact with a formaldehyde molecule and
does not change its apparent height during the experiment. For all STM images Vs = +1.45-1.50, i =
0.037 nA, T = 295 K.



programmed results, they indicate that formaldehyde can be stabilized over an

oxygen adatomwhich results in an apparent increase in height of . Å. Illumina-

tion of the complex converts formaldehyde into a carboxylate which images even

more brightly, due likely to the increased conjugation and the creation of an adja-

cent bridging hydroxyl.

In summary, we demonstrate for the rst time that photolyzed water creates a

reactive oxygen species that attacks an organic molecule, HCO formed photolyt-

ically from formaldehyde, to create formate on TiO( ). e product matches

formaldehyde photo-oxidation on the oxidized surfacewhere in that case theHCO

radical reacts with an oxygen adatom. Isotopically labeled O and H
O indi-

cate O incorporation into formate. We utilize scanning tunneling microscopy to

identify with single molecule precision that on the oxidized surface formaldehyde

is thermally stabilized directly over an oxygen adatom and upon UV irradiation,

converts to formate. ese results conclusively demonstrate that water, which

has been previously shown in multilayer quantities to inhibit methoxy photo-

oxidation to formaldehyde, whenphotolyzed actually drives the photo-oxidation

of aldehydes. Further, the reactivity it exhibits matches that of oxygen adatoms

which have been implicated in numerous other photochemical reactions such as

alcohol, ketone,, and aldehyde photo-oxidation.

It may initially appear surprising that the yields of formaldehyde photo-

oxidation are similar on the oxidized and water saturated surface given that

converting water to an oxygen adatom requires additional steps. e relatively

long irradiation time and high photon ux used in these experiments were cho-

sen as a limiting case so any differences in rates of photo-oxidation on the two

surfaces will not be able to be distinguished. Once the terminal hydroxyl is cre-

ated, the surplus of photons and formaldehyde ensure it will incorporate into

formate. Although water assisted hydroxyl diffusion occurs at K and thus

will certainly play a role in oxygen adatom formation from water in this work, we

cannot rule out the possibility that the HCO radical may react directly with the

terminal hydroxyl. Indeed, Shen et al. demonstrate that the oxidized TiO( )

surface saturated with water creates terminal hydroxyls but methanol still readily

photo-oxidizes.

Our work demonstrates that water plays a signi cant role in the photo-

oxidation of formaldehyde to formate on reduced TiO( ). Molecular water



is the source of oxygen adatoms that are created through a combination of pho-

tolytic and thermal processes. Previously, a second layer of water has been ob-

served to inhibit the photo-oxidation of methanol on oxidized TiO( ). Shen

et al. argue that water in the second layer coordinates with bridging oxygen,

which prevents the oxygen from abstracting a hydrogen. In our experiments, the

coverage for water and formaldehyde are less than one molecular layer, which

prevents water from adopting this bridge-bonding con guration that is known

to block photoactivity. Shen et al. also test the photo-oxidation of . mono-

layers methanol with . monolayers water at K and they observe that the

methanol is also not photoactive. is is likely partially due to the small mul-

tilayer formaldehyde shoulder but it could also be due to the reduction state of

the TiO samples used. ey report a bridging oxygen vacancy concentration

of while for the sample we used it is closer to . Since we concurrently

demonstrate that photolytically created oxygen adatoms react with interstitials

to form TiOx islands upon annealing, it is possible that interstitials play a role in

facilitating water photolysis in the rst place. Future studies carefully correlating

the defect concentration to the amount of photo-oxidation would likely resolve

this question.

. E S

Experiments were conducted in two stainless steel ultra high vacuum chambers.

Temperature programmed reaction experiments were conducted in a chamber

with a pulsedmass spectrometer (HidenModelHAL )mentioned previously.

Scanning tunneling microscopy experiments were conducted using an Omicron

variable temperature STM described previously. UV illumination was provided

by a W Xe lamp by Sutter Instruments (Lambda LS) and illuminated through

a quartz window. e TiO( ) was purchased from SurfaceNet and prepared

via Ar+ sputtering and annealing to - K until the surface had no C con-

taminants via Auger or STM. e preparation led to oxygen vacancy defects.

Formaldehyde was synthesized from paraformaldehyde that was warmed to C

and mbar backing pressure prior to dosing. e water was cleaned by cycles

of freezing, pumping, and thawing.
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11
Creation of Active Oxygen fromWater

Photolysis: Photo-Oxidation of
Butyrophenone on Defective TiO( )

is paper is in preparation and will be submitted at a later date.

. I

e photochemical activation of organic molecules is an important method for

the degradation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and also has potential to

create new pathways for production of commodity chemicals. Titanium dioxide

(TiO) is one of the most widely used photocatalysts due to its low cost and resis-

tance to corrosion. Because many of these applications occur in the presence of

ambientO andHO, it is important to understand the roles of these keymolecules

in the photo-oxidation of organic molecules. Ketones are a class of VOCs, fre-

quently used as solvents, and as a precursor for polyketone polymers. Notably,



TiO is also a photocatalyst for water splitting using UV light, which has the po-

tential to alter photochemical activation of organic molecules under ambient con-

ditions.

Titania has bandgap in the ultraviolet ( . eV for rutile) that is active for water

photolysis.Hence, only a small fraction of solar radiation is absorbed by titania in

photon-assisted reactions, includingwater splitting and photo-oxidation of VOCs.

e extent of absorption in the visible is increased by reduction of titania so as to

create defect states that absorb light in the visible, potentially increasing the frac-

tion of solar radiation that is absorbed. Several surface phases of titania, including

a reconstructed TiO( )-( x ) surface and black titania created from hydro-

genation of TiO nanoparticles have been synthesized to utilize defect states for

a narrowed bandgap. However, these defects, including Ti interstitials and bridg-

ing oxygen vacancies, which lead to absorption of lower energy light also promote

electron-hole pair recombination, which decreases the fraction of charge carriers

available for photochemistry. A recently discovered water splitting mechanism

on TiO( ) provides a method for creating active oxygen on the surface even

when defects are present.

Herein, we demonstrate that butyrophenone is photo-oxidized to phenyl rad-

icals and benzoate via illumination with UV light in the presence of water on re-

duced rutile TiO( ). We demonstrate that the photo-oxidation occurs by cre-

ating of reactive O adatoms on the surface from photolysis of water. Butyrophe-

none photo-oxidation products with the active O fromwater are identical to those

produced with oxygen adatoms on the oxidized surface. Butyrophenone forms a

thermal butyrophenone-O complex with oxygen adatoms on the oxidized surface

and upon UV illumination selectively eliminates a propyl radical to form benzoate

on the surface. Interestingly, on thewater covered surface this reaction progresses

even though defects such as Ti interstitials and bridging oxygen vacancies are not

quenched.

In the case of water, the reaction proceeds by a photogenerated hole migrat-

ing to a bridging oxygen and abstracting hydrogen from water which creates a

bridging hydroxyl and a terminal hydroxyl (Scheme . A). Terminal hydroxyls

convert to oxygen adatoms through thermal diffusion and the elimination of wa-

ter; the resulting adatom reacts with the butyrophenone to create a photoactive

butyrophenone-O complex that then eliminates a propyl radical and yield ben-



Scheme 11.1: Mechanism for the photo-oxidation of butyrophenone to benzoate utilizing water on
titania.

zoate (Scheme . B, C).

Butyrophenone is not active toward photo-oxidation on the as-prepared, re-

duced TiO( ) surface. Butyrophenone dosed at K desorbs molecularly

from a single state centered at K even when irradiated with UV light for

minutes. For the purposes of this paper, we represent butyrophenone by its

primary fragment, m/z , although the parent mass was also observed (Fig-

ure . A, black traces). As described previously, we used quantitative analysis of

mass spectrometer fragmentation patterns to con rm that the m/z peak is

due to butyrophenone desorption. ere is no evidence for benzoate formation

(Figure . B, black traces), as we have previously demonstrated can be detected

by broad desorption of m/z and (not shown) between - K.,

On the oxidized surface, a new desorption state for butyrophenone is ob-

served that has been previously attributed to the photoactive butyrophenone-O

complex., e as prepared TiO( ) surface was dosed with L O at K

prior to cooling down to K for butyrophenone adsorption and illumination.

Molecular O is not present during these temperatures and oxygen adatoms are

the only surface defects available for the butyrophenone to react with. Tempera-

ture programmed reaction spectra indicate a new molecular desorption state for



Figure 11.1: Temperature programmed reaction experiments show that products characteristic of
benzoate are present after illumination of butyrophenone with UV light in the presence of either wa-
ter or O adatoms. (A) Temperature programmed desorption of butyrophenone from the as-prepared
(reduced), oxidized surface with oxygen adatoms and water saturated surface with and without UV
illumination. For all experiments a butyrophenone dose of 1 L at 250 K was utilized. The most in-
tense fragment, m/z 105, is shown but the parent mass also was detected. For the O pre-dosed
surface, 300 L was dosed and 30 L HO was dosed at 300 K for the hydroxylated surface. (Xe lamp
with a bandwidth filter of 200-400 nm for 5 minutes; 92 mW/cm− total flux.) A heating ramp of 2.5
K s− was used in all experiments. (B) Mass 78, characteristic of benzoate decomposition,, for
the corresponding experiments in (A).

butyrophenone (Figure . A, red trace) that is selectively converted to benzoate

with UV irradiation (Figure . B, red trace).

Butyrophenone photo-oxidizes to yield propyl radicals and adsorbed benzoate

when water is coadsorbed on the surface. e as-prepared TiO( ) surface is

saturated with L water at K. At this temperature water lls bridging oxygen

vacancies to create bridging hydroxyls. ere is also some molecular water ad-

sorbed on ve-fold coordinated Ti rows. e surface is cooled to K for dosing

L butyrophenone and illuminated with UV light at the same temperature. When

not illuminated, there is no analogous higher temperature butyrophenone-water



state that was observed on the oxidized surface. Despite the lack of additional

binding state for the butyrophenone, m/z , and (last two are not shown)

are still observed after minutes UV irradiation with a similar intensity to the

oxidized surface.

Photon stimulated desorption of propyl radical is also observed for both the

surface containing O adatoms and water (Figure . ). e initial spike in the

m/z peak (the most intense ion for propyl) is ∼ x more intense for the pre-

oxidized surface. is may be due to the fact that the butyrophenone-O complex

created thermally is photoactive, while watermust rst be photolyzed to aOHt be-

fore it can react with butyrophenone and then subsequently photofragment. e

differences in peak height were reproducible across several experiments, but syn-

chronization of the mass spectrometer to the shutter on the Xe lamp is required

to eliminate all possible experimental artifacts.

Isotopically labelled water con rms *O incorporation into the resulting pho-

toproducts. As was reported previously, CO (m/z ) is a characteristic mass of

the decomposition of benzoate as well as m/z and . By dosing H
O, then

butyrophenone, and nally illuminating at K with UV light, we observe O

incorporation in the resulting benzoate species that is created, as the newm/z ,

which is CO (Figure . ). e intensity of m/z to is : which matches

the ratio of HO to H
O that exists prior to illumination and the ratio illustrates

that one oxygen is coming from the un-isotopically labeled butyrophenone while

the other is coming from the H
O water.

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy results conclusively demonstrate that no

butyrophenone-water complexes exist on the surface prior to illumination. Prior

to butyrophenone deposition, the as prepared r-TiO( ) surface is saturated

with HO at K and cooled to K for imaging (Figure . A). At K

molecular water is mobile and will not be able to be imaged in STM images. e

STM tip is retracted cm to prevent shadowing and the surface is dosed with a

saturation coverage of butyrophenone at K and the same terrace is imaged

after (Figure . B). No additional features are observed, although the image

is streakier which is likely characteristic of a molecular surface gas, which has

previously been observed for butyrophenone as low as K.



Figure 11.2: Illuminating butyrophenone on the water and oxygen saturated TiO(110) surface
produces propyl radicals that can be detected in photon stimulated desorption. The as prepared
TiO(110) surface was saturated with 300 L O or 30 L HO at 300 K. 1 L Butyrophenone is dosed
at 250 K and the surface is illuminated while in front of the mass spectrometer. The intensity of
mass 29, characteristic of a propyl radical, sharply increases upon UV illumination at time 0 and
exponentially decreases.



Figure 11.3: Temperature programmed reaction experiments indicates isotopically labeled H
O

undergoes oxygen incorporation with butyrophenone to form benzoate upon UV illumination. The
as prepared reduced TiO(110) surface was dosed with 30 L H

O at 300 K before cooling to 250
K for 1 L butyrophenone deposition. The surface was then illuminated for 5 min. with UV light be-
fore temperature programmed reaction spectra was taken. The heating rate was a constant 2 K/s
and the surface was illuminated using a Xe arc lamp with a short pass filter allowing 200-400 nm
light through (92 mW/cm total flux).



Figure 11.4: Scanning tunneling microscopy images conclusively show that no stable com-
plex forms with butyrophenone and water prior to illumination, but new features characteristic of
benzoate appear after illumination. (A) The water saturated TiO(110) surface. The as prepared
TiO(110) surface is saturated with 10 L water at 300 K and cooled for imaging. Several contami-
nants image as white features. (One is labeled.) (Vs = +1.3 V, i = 0.19 nA, T =250 K) (B) The STM tip
is retracted and 1 L butyrophenone is dosed at 250 K. The same terrace is found as in (A). No new
features are observed (Vs =+1.2 V, i =0.08 nA, T =250 K). (C) The STM tip is retracted and the sur-
face is illuminated with UV light for 5 minutes. The same terrace is found again for imaging and new
features are observed, circled in purple, characteristic of benzoate (Vs =+1.2 V, i = 0.08 nA, T =250
K). Photolysis utilized a Xe lamp with a bandwith filter of 200-400 nm for 5 minutes, 92 mW/cm.

After illumination, new features appear that are characteristic of benzoate. e

tip is retracted after the butyrophenone dose and the surface is illuminated with

UV light for minutes with the same lamp used as with the TPRS studies. After

nding the same terrace, new features are observed which match the measure .

nm along the Ti rows by . nm across and have an apparent height of . nm

(Figure . C). e size and position with respect to the Ti rows match features

previously attributed to benzoate.,

. C

Our work demonstrates that butyrophenone undergoes photo-oxidation that is

driven by photolyzed water on the reduced TiO( ) surface. e reactions prod-

ucts match those for butyrophenone-O photo-oxidation that have been demon-

strated previously. Photon stimulated desorption results indicate that the rate

of butyrophenone fragmentation is initially slower which is attributed to the ad-

ditional photolytic step that required by water before it is able to subsequently

react with butyrophenone and be driven by a second photon to photofragment.

Scanning tunneling microscopy results indicate the formation of features that re-

semble benzoate, but interestingly since there is no thermodynamically stable



butyrophenone-water complex prior to photolysis, the area where the benzoate

forms does not show any stable features beforehand.

Water photolyzed ketone photolysis has been previously observed in TiO

nanoparticle studies and they observe that both O and HO promote the de-

composition of acetone but through different mechanisms. e authors suggest

that O forms a reactive O- species while HO forms a hydroxyl species. ese re-

sults appear to correlate with themechanisms that we propose for butyrophenone

photo-fragmentation with HO and O.
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A
Adsorption of Cis- and Trans- Stilbene on

TiO( )

A. A

In this abstract, the adsorption of cis- and trans- stilbene on TiO( ) is dis-

cussed. Stilbenewas deposited through a newly developed electrospray technique.

. molar stilbene was dissolved in acetone. It was loaded into a syringe and

sprayed at kV through aneedle at a grounded inlet. Two stages of roughpumping

by a rotary vane pump were used to evaporate the majority of the acetone solvent

and a nal stage utilizing a turbomolecular pump reduced the pressure to −

mtorr, suitable for Ultra High Vacuum studies. Temperature programmed des-

orption and scanning tunneling microscopy were both used to characterize stil-

bene. When electrosprayed at room temperature, cis-stilbene desorbs from two

molecular states at K and K while trans-stilbene desorbs from a single

molecular state at K. (Figure A. ) Both peaks for cis-stilbene were also ob-

served when the molecule was directly deposited on the surface via conventional



leak valve dosing. e K cis-stilbene peak is selectively eliminatedwithO pre-

dosing, indicating that it is possibly due to interaction with oxygen vacancies or Ti

interstitials, but we have been unable to precisely narrow down the source of this

peak. Trans-stilbene undergoes no change in its desorption state when pre-dosed

with O.

Scanning tunnelingmicroscopywas utilized to identify the precise binding con-

gurations that stilbene adopts on TiO( ). Electrospray deposition was used

for all scanning tunneling microscopy studies through a system mounted on a

load-lock to ensure the main chamber pressure was not disturbed. For trans-

stilbene three con gurations were observed on reduced TiO( ), one oriented

across the Ti rows (Figure A. ai), another oriented along the Ti rows (Figure A. a,

con guration ‘ii’), and a nal circular feature that is likely an upright con gura-

tion that has been previously observed for stilbene on Si( )- × (Figure A. a,

con guration ‘iii’).

In an effort to further support our assignment of the stilbene structures,

styrene was imaged on as prepared TiO( ) as a smaller analog to stilbene.

Styrene was observed to orient across the Ti rows with a similar rotational angle

to con guration (i) for stilbene ( degrees with respect to the Ti rows). When

stilbene adopts the across row con guration, the feature is centered along the Ti

rows but since styrene lacks the second phenyl ring it images asymmetrically.

Density Functional theory was utilized for evaluating the stability of our ten-

tative structures. Out of the many combinations tried, all trials for trans-stilbene

relaxed to three structures oriented either along or across the Ti rows or in an up-

right con guration. Simulated STM spectra qualitatively match the feature size,

shapes, and positions for features observed in our experiments. Binding energies

were essentially identical which suggests that there isn’t a strong preference for a

particular con guration, but it is important to point out that our DFT calculations

did not include Van derWaal calculations so the actual binding energies cannot be

utilized.

Cis-stilbene was also studied with STM and DFT and it was observed to also

preferentially adopt binding con gurations. In one con guration, a phenyl ring

and the C=C orients along the Ti rows with the other phenyl ring pointed upward



Figure A.1: Cis- and Trans- stilbene desorption from the as-prepared TiO(110) surface. Both
molecules were deposited via electrospray deposition where they were dissolved in acetone. Due
to the incomplete evaporation of acetone while depositing stilbene, acetone is observed in both
cases. Water is also observed to desorb from the surface, likely because the inlet to the electro-
spray system is open to the air.



Figure A.2: Adsorption of trans-stilbene on r-TiO(110) as compared to styrene on r-TiO(110).
(A) Electrospray 0.05 Molar trans-stilbene in acetone, 5 kV, 2:15 min on reduced TiO(110) and
warmed to 360 K for 3 min to desorb acetone. Two binding configurations are observed as well
as aggregates of stilbene. (T= 35 K, Vsample = +1.8 V, i = 0.98 nA) (B) 0.25 monolayers styrene
dosed via a leak valve on reduced TiO(110) at 35 K and warmed to 300 K for 1 min. Single styrene
molecule is circled. (T= 22 K, Vsample = +1.8 V, i = 0.03 nA) All inserts are 3×2.5 nm.

(Figure A. , con guration ‘iv’). A second con guration is also oriented along the

Ti rows but the phenyl ring that was pointed up in con guration ‘iv’ is now asso-

ciating with the bridging oxygen rows. is structure likely leads to the ‘C’ shaped

molecules we observe after depositing cis-stilbene (Figure A. , con guration ‘v’).

In a nal con guration, only the phenyl ring associateswith theTi rows leaving the

C=C and the phenyl ring pointed up in the air. Simulated STMmeasurements indi-

cate that this would create a circular feature, similar in apparent size and shape to

the upright feature observed with trans stilbene (Figure A. a, con guration ‘iii’).
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Figure A.3: Comparison of Cis and Trans Silbene on reduced TiO(110) to corresponding simulated
STM and DFT structures. Trans configurations were taken from image in Figure A1.2 while cis-
stilbene images were taken under identical preparation and imaging conditions at the same tem-
perature. Simulated images were created in constant current mode of empty states from +0.5-0 eV
above the Fermi level. A tip-sample distance of 4 Angstroms was used with the Tersoff-Hamann2
approach.



B
e Photodecomposition of Iodopentane

and Trimethyl Acetate on MoS/
TiO( )

B. A

MoS is an interestingmaterial both for its thermal chemistry in the hydrotreating

fossil fuels and its photochemistry because it has a bandgap of . eV that allows

it to capture a much larger fraction of the solar spectrum than TiO. e band gap

offsets forMoS on TiO with respect to the vacuum level permits photogenerated

electrons inMoS, to be injected intoTiO. is could permit electron inducedpro-

cesses to proceed faster and with lower energy photons than TiO alone. In addi-

tion, the layered nature of MoS, permits it to be imaged with atomic resolution,

in contrast to metal nanoparticles that are more hemispherical andmake imaging

via conventional STMmethods difficult. In this chapter we discuss preliminary re-

sults investigating the photoreactivity of MoS/TiO( ) hybrid material with a



hole driven process, the photo-oxidation of trimethyl acetate, and the photodes-

orption of -iodo- -methyl-butane, which is an electron driven process.

MoS was synthesized by evaporating Mo from an Omicron metal evaporator

in a background of × − HS and then subsequently annealing the crystal to

K for minutes. Electrospray deposition of MoS also worked but akes

were not one layer high and were difficult to image with the STM. We tested the

decomposition of trimethyl acetate by rst electrospraying a saturated layer to

ensure uniform coverage. A characteristic area was selected (Figure B. leftmost

panel) of the surface and the tip was retracted for visible illumination. e same

area was found after and a second image was taken. e surface was irradiated

withmore visible illumination until cumulative minutes illumination and then

the surface was progressively illuminated with UV light for the same amount of

time. We also repeated this on a surface with MoS nanoparticles and there was

not a signi cant change in the decomposition rate. (Figure B. ) is result would

be expected if MoS only accelerated electron induced processes. We attempted

to repeat this experiment with -iodo- -methyl-butane on the reduced TiO( )

at K under cryogenic conditions, since tert-butyl iodine have previously been

reported to photodesorb. Unfortunately there was no apparent change in the sur-

face concentration of molecules. is is likely due to a sensitive temperature de-

pendence for the photoinduced desorption but we were unable to pin down the

precise cause of this problem.
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Figure B.1: Trimethyl acetate on reduced TiO(110) does not decompose under visible light but
does decompose when illuminated with UV light. The surface was saturated with trimethyl acetate
by electrospraying 1 Molar trimethyl acetic acid in acetone for 10 minutes and a warm to 340 K
to desorb acetone. Prior to illumination, a fully saturated layer of TMA was present. The STM tip
was retracted after each illumination and the same spot was found again. First visible light was
irradiated for +5, +10, +20 minutes and then the same area was illuminated with +5, +10, +20 min-
utes UV irradiation. The same Xe lamp was utilized in both cases- for the visible light >400 nm was
passed onto the surface, while for UV light 200-400 nm light was shined on the surface. Images
were obtained at 300 K. (V= 2 V, i = 0.1 nA) All images are 16.9x18.4 nm.



Figure B.2: Trimethyl acetate on reduced TiO(110) with small MoS nanoparticles (bright fea-
tures.). The TMA monolayer does not decompose under visible light but does decompose when
illuminated with UV light. The surface was saturated with trimethyl acetate by electrospraying 1
Molar trimethyl acetic acid in acetone for 10 minutes and a warm to 340 K to desorb acetone. Prior
to illumination, a fully saturated layer of TMA was present. The STM tip was retracted after each
illumination and the same spot was found again. First visible light was irradiated for +5, +10, +20
minutes and then the same area was illuminated with +5, +10, +20 minutes UV irradiation. The
same Xe lamp was utilized in both cases- for the visible light >400 nm was passed onto the sur-
face, while for UV light 200-400 nm light was shined on the surface. Images were obtained at 300
K. (V= 2 V, i = 0.1 nA) All images are 16.9x18.4 nm.



Figure B.3: Particle counting experiments for TMA decomposition on the TiO(110) and
MoS/TiO2(110) surfaces in Figure B.1 and Figure B.2. Only features that could be clearly identified
as TMA were counted in this figure. Although fewer features are left on the MoS/TiO(110) surface
per unit area, there is not a significant difference in between the two surfaces. We were careful to
subtract the area occupied by MoS nanoparticles to give the density on the bare TiO(110) terrace.



C
Diffusion Studies of Iodopentane Isomers

on TiO( )

C. A

In this appendix, we detail preliminary studies investigating the one-dimensional

gas behavior of iodopentane isomers on TiO( ). Previously, we established

that butyrophenone undergoes a thermal reaction with oxygen adatoms to cre-

ate strongly bound complexes along the ve fold coordinated Ti rows that con-

nes the diffusion of weakly bound butyrophenone which can be characterized

by current versus time traces. Understanding the diffusion of molecules in the

weakly con ning one-dimensional boxes set up by the titanium rows and strongly

bound butyrophenone-O complexes will help broaden our understanding of con-

ned diffusion. Iodopentane was selected because it has several isomers with the

same molecular weight, which permits deconvoluting the degree of branching in

a molecule from its molecular weight. (Scheme C. )

Temperature programmed reaction indicates that iodopentane isomers desorb



Scheme C.1: Iodopentane isomers considered for this confined diffusion study on TiO(110).

from the oxidized TiO( ) surface between - K.e order approximately

follows the most compact molecule to the least compact molecule. On the oxi-

dized surface with butyrophenone-O complexes, desorption temperatures for the

iodocompounds are similar.

Scanning tunneling microscopy was utilized for determining the diffusion bar-

rier for -iodopentane. e as-prepared TiO( ) surface was saturated with

LO at K, followed by L butyrophenone at K before warming to K to

desorbmolecularly boundbutyrophenone. e surfacewas then cooledwith liquid

helium for imaging. One-dimensional streaks were observed along the Ti rows,

con ned by butyrophenone-O complexes as observed before. No such streaks

were observed if -iodopentane was not dosed which veri es that the procedure

reproducibly removes all themolecularly bound butyrophenone. At K, the volt-

age and current dependence of iodopentane were measured (Figure C. and C. ).

No signi cant change was observed in the hopping rate of -iodopentane when

the voltage was changed between . and . V (i= . . nA), suggesting that

the tip effect is minimal. When the current is similarly varied at a xed voltage

of + . V, there was no apparent change < . nA, but the rate did increase by

when increased to . nA. Although preliminary, when taken together it sug-

gests that the effect of the STM tip is minimal under normal scanning conditions.

Since iodopentane is signi cantly moremobile than butyrophenone, these results

should also extrapolate to the previously published paper in ACS Nano, suggest-

ing tip effects were minimal there as well.

To determine the diffusion barrier and frequency factor for -iodopentane, an

Arrhenius Plot was calculated. Quantitative analysis yields an estimate of a dif-

fusion barrier of . eV and a frequency factor of . ×  Hz. Previously, we

calculated a diffusion barrier for butyrophenone of . eV and a frequency factor

of . ×  Hz.



Figure C.1: Desorption temperatures for several iodo pentane isomers on TiO(110). The surface
was oxidized with 300 L O at 300 K before dosing 1 L butyrophenone at 300 K and warming to
340 K to desorb molecularly bound butyrophenone. The surface was then cooled to 200 K and 1 L
iodopentane was adsorbed.



Figure C.2: The voltage dependence on the diffusion of a one-dimensional confined gas of 1-
iodopentane TiO(110) is small. (T = 64 K, i = 0.062 nA)
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Figure C.3: The current dependence on the diffusion of a one-dimensional confined gas of 1-
iodopentane on TiO(110) is small under <0.1 nA. (T = 64 K, V =1.875 V )



Figure C.4: Arrhenius plot of mobile 1-iodopentane hopping rates on an oxidized TiO(110) surface
with butyrophenone-O complexes present. Blue circles are the measured hopping rates with error
bars. Hopping rates were determined by fitting an exponential to a histogram of dwell times for a
particular temperature. The activation barrier and attempt frequency was calculated by fitting the
points to ln(hopping rate) = ln(A) - Ed/KB×T−.



D
Role of Defects in Propene Adsorption and
Reaction on Partially O-Covered Au( )

Surface

D. A

We investigate the role of defects-adatoms, vacancies, and steps-on the bonding

and reaction of propene on Au( ) containing atomic oxygen, using density

functional theory (DFT) calculations. e adsorption of propene is stronger on

a surface containing defects compared to the at, bulk-terminated surface, with

the largest gain in binding (∼ . eV) on a surface with / monolayer (ML) of Au

adatoms. Charge-density difference plots reveal that the difference between de-

fective surfaces and the bulk-terminated surface is a more pronounced depletion

of electron density from the carbon-carbon π bond and a charge accumulation

between the double bond and the gold atom to which the propene is bound. We

calculate the energy barriers for two competing reactions, allylic hydrogen ab-



straction by atomic oxygen and oxygen attack of a carbon in the double bond to

create an oxametallacycle, which are important in determining the selectivity for

propene oxidation: allylic H abstraction leads to combustion whereas O addition

to form an oxymetallacycle is the rst step in propene epoxide formation. A

comparison of the energetics of these two pathways on at and defect-containing

Au surfaces indicates that the reactivity depends on the nature and prevalence of

surface defects. Both electronic and geometric factors are important in explaining

the reaction trends.

is paper was published in Cat. Sci. Technol., , , — .

D. I

econversionof ole ns to epoxides is an important reactionbecause epoxides are

extensively used in the chemical industry as an intermediate for many synthetic

processes. Gold-based catalysts are active for selective epoxidation of propene

and other ole ns at moderate temperatures, making them promising candidates

for new catalytic processes. e development of new processes for epoxidation of

propene is of particular interest because of the wide use of propene oxide for the

production of polyether polyols, propene glycol, and propylene glycol ethers. An

important step in developing new catalytic processes is to understand the under-

lying factors that control selectivity and activity for propene oxidation.

ere are many factors that contribute to the reactivity of a metal catalyst, a

prominent one being its atomic-scale surface structure. Gold, in particular, has

shown promise as a selective oxidation catalyst because of its high activity for CO

oxidation− and for selective propene epoxidation at low temperatures. e ef-

fect of gold’s surface structure on the reactivity is an intensely debated topic be-

cause there is evidence that the size of particles is critical in determining their

activity.−

Epoxidation of ole ns over coinage metals (Cu, Ag, Au) is widely thought to

proceed via an oxametallacycle intermediate formed from addition of O to the

C=C bond (Scheme D. )., A major challenge to the selective epoxidation of

propene speci cally is that combustion often predominates over partial oxidation

because of acidic, allylic C-H bonds (shown in Scheme D. ). While ethene oxide



Scheme D.1: Schematic representation of the reactions of propene with adsorbed atomic oxygen
on Au(111): allylic hydrogen abstraction to form allyl and hydroxyl (top) and oxygen insertion to
form either a primary (1’) or secondary (2’) oxametallacycle (bottom). The reactive allylic hydrogens
are drawn on propene.

is selectively produced using heterogeneous Ag catalysts, propene is mainly

combusted due to the efficient abstraction of allylic H in propene by O on Ag.

ese allylic hydrogens are acidic, labile, and can be more easily removed by oxy-

gen bound to the noble metals (Au, Ag, and Cu) because oxygen acts as a Brønsted

base. For gold or any other metal to be used as a catalyst for selective oxidation

of ole ns with allylic C-H bonds, oxametallacycle formation and subsequent ring

closure must compete effectively with allylic hydrogen abstraction. e challenge

is to determine the features of the catalyst that promote one or the other of these

two reaction pathways.

ese considerations motivated the present investigation of the activity of O

bound to a metallic Au( ),, surface as a model system, similar to studies of

ole n oxidation on O-covered Ag.− Previous studies have shown that atomic

oxygen bound to metallic Au (O/Au( )) is highly active for ole n partial oxida-

tion, including the oxidation of propene. Styrene epoxidation is promoted by O

bound to Au( ) with a selectivity of , remarkably similar to that reported

for Au clusters on inert supports.

e presence of allylic C-H bonds in the reactant ole n increases combustion,

but also opens a new reaction pathway for aldehyde production that heretofore

has only been reported for O/Au( ). Selective epoxidation is observed even

under low-pressure conditions for phenyl substituted propenes, such as trans-β-

methyl styrene and α-methylstyrene., e selectivity for epoxidation depends

on the gas-phase acidity of the C-H bonds in these reactant molecules. In addi-



tion to combustion and epoxidation, there is a third pathway that is observed for

propene and phenyl-substituted propenes, consisting of O insertion in the allylic

C-H bond.,, is pathway leads to acrolein from propene, and corresponding

unsaturated aldehydes from the phenyl substituted propenes.

e selectivity for these competing oxidation pathways depends strongly on

the morphology of the Au surface and the local bonding of O, both of which are

affected by the oxygen coverage and surface temperature., Our model stud-

ies show that gold atom release from the surface is induced by O bound to the

surface and that atomic oxygen stabilizes gold adatoms resulting in a roughened

surface., e degree of long-range order, which can be tuned by changing

the surface temperature and the rate of oxidation, substantially changes activity

and selectivity towards propene oxidation on metallic Au. ese morphologi-

cal changes and changes in surface order are associated with changes in the local

bonding ofO to theAu, suggesting that this is a key factor in determining chemical

behavior towards propene oxidation.

Besides our model studies, there is considerable experimental work on Au

nanoparticles demonstrating the importance of surface morphology in determin-

ing reactivity and selectivity. Defects, such as step-edge sites and other types of

under-coordinated atoms, are ubiquitous on oxide-supported gold nanoparticles

used as catalysts; under-coordinated gold atoms are thought to be the origin of

gold activity,− which is also determined by the size and the morphology of the

supported nanoparticles.,,,− Gold nanoparticles on inert materials (such

as boron nitride, silicon dioxide, and carbon) catalyze the oxidation of styrene

using molecular oxygen. e activity of these catalysts is strongly dependent on

the particle size, with smaller gold particles (∼ . nm in diameter) that have

an irregular perimeter being the most active, while larger particles (> nm) that

have more regular shapes tend to be inactive. Recent work on the reduction of

resazurin on Au nanoparticles, studied by single-molecule techniques, illustrates

the importance of surface morphology, distribution of surface sites, and dynamic

restructuring on nanocatalysis.,,

In the present work, we use density functional theory (DFT) to calculate the

bond energies and barriers for allylic hydrogen abstraction and oxametallacycle

formation of propene by oxygen on the Au( ) surface in order to understand

the morphological and structural effects in ole n oxidation. While the oxida-



tion of propene on the surface of gold has been the subject of several theoreti-

cal studies,− none of the previous studies considered the possible roles of de-

fects in determining bonding and reactivity. We show that surface defects (such as

steps, surface adatoms, and surface vacancies) signi cantly affect the adsorption

properties of propene on gold. We also nd that these defects change the reaction

barriers for the two reactions we considered, which suggest that surface reactiv-

ity will generally depend on the presence of defects, consistent with experimental

studies of catalytic behavior. Our results underscore the importance of including

the effect of defects in models of catalytic behavior and surface reactivity when

using electronic structure calculations to understand these phenomena.

D. C D

For the DFT calculations, we used the VASP code with the GGA-PW and

the LDA functionals to describe electron exchange and correlation. e inter-

action of propene with the metal surface is mainly dispersive (van der Waals) in

nature. We are fully aware of the limitations of the GGA functional in describing

this type of interaction and the resulting underestimation of binding energies.

e LDA functional typically gives larger binding energies for dispersive systems

which may be closer to reality, though not by virtue of providing a better physi-

cal description of dispersive forces., Recent attempts have been made to create

functionals that can accurately model dispersive forces,− with some success.

Here we only report results obtained using the GGA functional since we are inter-

ested in qualitative trends and relative energies, whichwe nd to be in good agree-

ment between the two functionals. Moreover, much of the discussion focuses on

reaction energy barriers, for which the GGA functional is generally accepted as a

reasonable choice.

Weuseprojector augmentedwavepseudopotenitals, and a × × Monkhorst-

Pack k-point sampling of reciprocal space. e surface is modeled by a slab con-

sisting of layers in the ( ) direction with a × supercell of the primitive

unit cell in the lateral directions. Only the two uppermost layers of the slab were

allowed to relax, with the rest xed at the ideal bulk positions. e bulk gold

positions of the bottom two layers were determined using the calculated lattice

constant ( . Å), which is in good agreement with the experimental value of .



Å. Reaction barriers were determined using the climbing nudged elastic band

method (cNEB),− with three images between the two xed end points. In a

few cases, the calculation did not converge to a transition state, which required

the use of additional images. To reduce computational costs, these calculations

were preformed with a three layer slab, allowing the two uppermost layers to relax

with × × Monkhurst-Pack k-point sampling. An ensemble of starting points

for each reaction were tested. We only report the energy of the pathway with the

lowest barrier, de ned as the difference in energy between the transition state

and the lowest energy con guration from the ensemble of tested starting points.

D. R

D. . E 

Four different gold substrates were investigated to model the effects of under-

coordinated gold atoms that may be responsible for activating gold: ( ) the at,

defect-free ( ) surface; ( ) a surface with / ML gold adatoms, that is, one ex-

tra Au atom per × surface unit cell relative to the defect-free surface, which is

placed at the FCC three-fold site; ( ) a surface with / ML of vacancy defects,

that is, one Au atom per × surface unit cell fewer than the defect-free surface;

and ( ) a stepped < >/{ , , } Au( ) surface, created by offsetting the lattice

vectors by one gold layer, which results in a step and a ( × ) terrace.

e binding strength of propene on each of these surfaces is determined by its

adsorption energy de ned as:

Eads = Epropene/Au - EAu - Epropene
where Epropene/Au is the energy of a propene molecule bound to the gold sub-

strate, EAu is the energy of the gold substrate, andEpropene is the energy of a propene

molecule in the gas phase. On each gold substrate many different adsorption

structures were considered. We use symmetry arguments to reduce the number of

binding con gurations considered; the global minimum on the potential energy

surface (PES) for each gold substrate was identi ed. In some cases more than one

minima on the PES exist with similar energies, which are brie y discussed, but we

focus on the structure with the lowest energy.

Surface defects have a stabilizing effect on the relatively weak binding of



Figure D.1: Geometries (top and side views) of propene on: (a) a gold surface with 1/9 ML of
adatoms; (b) a gold surface with 1/9 ML vacancies; (c) a stepped gold surface. Gold adatoms, the
first layer and the second layer of the gold surface are represented by orange, yellow, and brown
spheres, respectively.



propene to gold. e lowest energy con guration has an adsorption energy of

- . eV and has the C=C bond centered over a single under-coordinated gold

adatom (see Figure D. ). e overall trend is for the strongest binding on an

adatom-covered surface, weakening with increasing coordination of the gold

atom to which propene is bound. erefore, the trend in adsorption strength is:

defect-free < vacancy < step < adatom

as seen in Figure D. . In the most extreme case, adsorption on the adatom-

covered surface leads to a binding energy lower by . eV than the defect-free

surface. is increase in binding strength is associated with a shorter carbon-gold

distance. e sp carbon-gold distance is . Å on the at surface, but is .

Å for the adatom-covered surface. e shorter bond length in conjunction with

a stronger binding energy suggests that there is more electron density added be-

tween the carbon and gold atoms as the Au coordination number decreases. On

the other defect surfaces, propene prefers adsorption to the gold atomwith lowest

coordination. In the case of vacancy defects, the double bond is situated on top

of a gold atom neighboring a vacancy. Similarly, propene preferentially binds to

the edge atoms of a step. On the at defect-free surface, all the surface gold atoms

have the same coordination, so adsorption is equally probable on top of any gold

atom on the defect-free surface. Oxygen bound to gold in proximity to propene

increases the adsorption energies for propene bound to surfaces both with and

without defects. In Figure D. , we summarize the adsorption energies (in eV), as

obtained from the DFT-GGA calculations, in the presence of O atoms in the im-

mediate neighborhood of the site where the reaction takes place (the adsorption

energies in the absence of the O atoms are also given in square brackets in each

case, for comparison). e adsorption energy for propene in the presence of a

neighboring O atom is de ned as:

Eads = Epropene/Au/O - EAu/O - Epropene
whereEAu/O is the energy of the gold substratewith oxygen at the same location

as in the co-adsorbed system, Epropene/Au/O is the energy of the total system and

Epropene is the energy of a single propene molecule in the gas phase. e preferred

adsorption sites for oxygen on Au were established in previous work and were

taken as the starting points for our investigation of propene adsorption. Atomic

oxygen generally prefers to adsorb on a three-fold hollow site, binding away from

an adatom, but neighboring a vacancy. On the stepped surface, binding to the



Figure D.2: Schematic representation of the adsorption energies and reaction barriers of propene
with adsorbed atomic O on Au(111) for the ‘Flat’, ‘Vacancy’, ‘Step’ and ‘Adatom’ sites (all values
in eV). The value under each black horizontal line indicates the adsorption energy for a propene
molecule at this site in the presence of the O atom [the second value in square brackets corre-
sponds to the adsorption energy in the absence of the O atom]. The barrier to the right (blue line)
represents the allylic hydrogen abstraction reaction while the barrier to the left (red line) represents
a secondary (2’) oxametallacycle reaction. The first four lowest effective-barrier reactions, labeled
A, B, C, D, are indicated along with the effective barrier values (see text for details).

three-fold site at the step edge or at a bridge site hanging over the step edge are

essentially equal in energy.

We nd that propene and oxygen are in close proximity, yet remaining bound

to sites that were preferred when adsorbed individually in each type of surface.

is suggests that the interaction between propene and oxygen is weak relative

to the binding strength of each component to the surface. Overall, the adsorp-

tion of propene is slightly stronger in the presence of oxygen (see Figure D. ).

e increase in the magnitude of the adsorption energy is nearly the same for all

the difference substrates, the average value being . eV. An oxygen atom binds

preferentially near an allylic hydrogen of the propene on the defective surfaces,

but not on the at, defect-free surface. Oxygen atoms bind preferentially next to

the hydrogen atom of the methylene on the defect-free surface. However, the dif-

ference in energy between this adsorption con guration and oxygen bound next

to the allylic hydrogen is quite small (< . eV), within the margin of error of our

calculations.



D. . T   

We investigated only twopathways, allylic hydrogen abstraction by oxygen to form

adsorbed allyl and OH, and oxygen addition to one of the ole nic carbons to yield

one of two possible oxametallacycles (Scheme D. ), because they are important

on Ag and Cu surfaces and they probe the competition between combustion and

epoxidation. It is important to point out that while we use OH as one of the prod-

ucts for allylic hydrogen abstraction, OH is known experimentally to be unstable

with respect to disproportionation on Au. However, it is reasonable to expect

that it is formed in the rst step for allyl formation and since it quickly dispro-

portionates, this step is not rate limiting. e reaction barrier is de ned as the

difference in energy between the lowest energy con guration of the co-adsorbed

species and the energy of the transition state found using cNEB. e lowest en-

ergy con guration was not always used as the starting point for performing the

cNEB, since that con guration may not have the oxygen in close proximity to the

allylic hydrogen or double bond. However, the difference in energy between the

lowest energy con guration and that used as the starting con gurationwas always

quite small (< . eV). Various starting and ending points were considered for each

surface, but we will discuss here only the pathway with the lowest energy barrier.

Allylic hydrogen abstraction is most facile on the defect-free Au( ) surface

and at vacancy defects. e calculated barrier for allylic hydrogen abstraction on

the defect-free surface is . eV (Table D. ), a value close to that ( . eV) cal-

culated by Torres et al. for hydrogen abstraction on at O-covered Ag( ). e

presence of under-coordinated atoms (steps and adatoms) leads to a nearly double

energy barrier for allylic C-H abstraction. e order of barrier heights is:

at∼ vacancy < adatom < step

as seen from Table D. . e initial con guration for the cNEB calculations on

all surfaces has oxygen in a three-fold FCC site in close proximity with the methyl

group of propene rotated so that the allylic hydrogen is pointed toward the oxygen

in the abstraction.

e allylic hydrogen rotated towards the adsorbed O is shared between the

methyl carbon and the surface oxygen atom, leading to a slight increase (< . Å)

in the O-Au separation. e nal con guration contains the remaining allyl and



Table D.1: Reaction barriers (Eb) and change in energy (∆E) for hydrogen abstraction of propene
by oxygen (in the first two columns labeled by ‘H’) and propyl oxametallacycle with oxygen bonded
to either the primary (1’) or secondary (2’) carbon. The∆E for hydrogen abstraction is calculated
with OH as the final step. As we explained in the text, OH is known experimentally to be unstable
with respect to disproportionation on Au but is used since it is in the first step for allyl formation.
Since it quickly disproportionates, this step is not a limiting reaction rate.

Surface EbH (eV) ∆E H (eV) Eb ’ (eV) ∆E ’ (eV) Eb ’ (eV) ∆E ’ (eV)
at . - . . - . . - .

vacancy . - . . - . . - .
step . . . - . . - .
adatom . . . . . - .

an OH group (Figure D. ). e reaction pathway and geometry of the transition

state is nearly the same on each of the other Au surfaces investigated. Further,

the bond distances in all of the transition states are virtually identical (see Table

D. ).

We considered the addition of adsorbed oxygen to propene to form the two pos-

sible oxametallacycle species, with oxygen added to either the primary carbon (la-

beled ’) or secondary carbon (labeled ’). e formation of the ’ oxametallacycle

is slightly preferred over the formation of the ’ form on all surfaces investigated,

based on the lower barriers and larger gains in energy calculated for the former

(see Table D. ).

ere are also differences in the reaction barriers for oxametallacycle formation

for the various types of defects, although the relative ordering and magnitudes of

these differences are not the same as those calculated for hydrogen abstraction.

e maximum difference in the energy barriers for oxametallacycle formation is

. eV, approximately half of that for allylic C-H abstraction. e lowest barrier

computed is . eV for formation of the ’ oxametallacycle (addition to the C

bound to the methyl group; Scheme D. ) on the at, defect-free surface, which is

somewhat higher than the barrier computed for allylic hydrogen abstraction on

the same surface (Table D. ). e highest barrier for oxametallacycle formation is

for the surface containing vacancy defects. Overall, the order of energy barriers

is:

defect-free < step < adatom < vacancy

as seen from Table D. . is trend is the same for both the ’ and ’ oxametal-



Figure D.3: Atomic structures corresponding to different points along the two reactions: Allylic hy-
drogen abstraction by oxygen: (a) initial state; (b) transition state; (c) final state. Oxygen attaching
2’ carbon to form an oxametallacycle on the defect-free Au(111) surface (d) initial state; (e) tran-
sition state; (f) final state. Brown, blue, red, and white spheres represent gold, carbon, oxygen,
and hydrogen, respectively. The end point (c), which is not the global minimum since OH is not in
its preferred bridging site, is used for the cNEB calculation because of its close proximity to the
propene and transition state.



lacycle con gurations. Interestingly, the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi rule apparently

does not hold, since the reaction barrier (Eb) is not inversely proportional to the

total change in energy (∆E) during the reaction. is is likely a result of the other

factors that have a greater effect on the reaction barrier, which are explained in

section B of the discussion.

Table D.2: Ground state and transition state distances for allylic hydrogen abstraction of propene
by oxygen.

Ground State Transition State
Surface C-O C-H H-O C-O C-H H-O
clean . . . . . .
vacancy . . . . . .
step . . . . . .
adatom . . . . . .

e results of all the reaction barrier calculations are also included in Figure

D. , combined with the results for the adsorption energies at different sites. is

will provide the basis for a more comprehensive discussion of competing reaction

pathways, presented in detail in the next section.

D. D

Our results indicate that adsorption of propene is enhanced on under-coordinated

gold atoms: the gain in adsorption energy can be as large as . eV when the C=C

double bond of propene is bound on top of an adatom compared to adsorption

on the at surface. is agrees well with the work of Chretien et al. who found

that propene binds strongest on a gold cluster when the LUMOof the cluster ‘pro-

trudesmost in the vacuum’. ey found that inmost cases this occurs at an under-

coordinated gold atom. Similarly, Kokalj et al. found that ethene binds stronger

to defects on Ag( ) compared to adsorption on the at surface. We elaborate

below on the physical origin of these ndings.



D. . A. P      
A( )  

Charge density difference plots reveal electronic differences in the adsorption of

propene in the presence of gold defects and oxygen on the surface (Figure D. ).

We calculate the difference in electronic density between the combined system

(propene adsorbed on the Au( ) surface) and the separate isolated components

(free Au( ) surface and isolated propenemolecule) with atomic positions frozen

at the optimized surface geometry corresponding to the adsorbate system. ere

are only minor changes in the charge density difference for propene adsorbed on

the at, defect-free surface (Figure D. a), as anticipated based on the weak bond-

ing. As expected based on simple bonding models in organometallic compounds,

the binding of propene to ametal involves electron donation from the π orbitals of

the C=Cdouble bond and donation of electrons from themetal to the anti-bonding

π∗ orbitals, which causes a weakening of the double bond. Experimental studies

of ole ns on Au are also consistent with this bonding mode., ere are minor

changes in charge density when propene is bound to the surface, that is, a small

depletion of electron density from vertical p-like orbitals of the two carbons that

comprise the C=C double bond, and a very small increase in the electron density

between the double bond and the Au atom, which most likely accounts for the

slight attraction between propene and the surface. e plot also shows electron

density addition to the σ-bond between the two carbon atoms.

Similar qualitative electronic distortions are observed for the adsorption of

propene on oxygen-covered Au, Figure D. b, however, the distortions are larger

compared to those on the at, defect-free and clean Au surfaces. We nd that the

magnitude of these distortions depends on the location of the oxygen atom rela-

tive to the C=C double bond, with distortions being greater for oxygen adsorbed

closer to the double bond.

e electronic con guration changes substantially for propene bound to the Au

surface containing adatoms and O: in this case, the electron density is muchmore

localized between the Au and the C=C bond. is localization of charge occurs

almost directly between each of the sp —bonded carbons and the Au adatom,

resulting in a stronger binding of propene to this surface. e C=C bond length



Figure D.4: Charge density difference contour plots for propene adsorbed on: (a) the clean, defect-
free surface; (b) a surface with oxygen atoms; (c) a surface with Au adatoms and oxygen atoms.
The plot is on the plane that connects the two carbon atoms that form the double bond in propene
and the gold atom to which the propene is bound. In all three cases the carbon on the left is the
one attached to the methyl group. In (b) the oxygen is neighboring the allylic hydrogen. The labeled
Au in (c) is the gold adatom while in (a) and (b) it is a gold atom in the first layer.

correspondingly increases from . Å on the at, defect-free surface to . Å on

the adatom-covered surface. e localization of charge andmore drastic electronic

rearrangement are both attributed to the stronger adsorption of propene on the

adatom-covered surface. It is important to note, in contrast to co-adsorption of

oxygen and propene on the at Au( ) surface, oxygen has little effect on the ad-

sorption of propene on the adatom covered surface, since oxygen does not prefer

to bind close to the gold adatom.

D. . B. P       -
   A( )

Defects on the gold surface affect both the adsorption strength of propene and the

barriers for reaction. e barrier for allylic hydrogen abstraction on the at and

vacancy surface is . eV, but on the stepped surface the barrier for hydrogen

abstraction is . eV, more than twice than on the at and vacancy surface.

e spatial arrangement of the allylic hydrogen of propene with respect to the

atomic oxygen is one of the most important factors in determining the barrier

height for allylic abstraction. During the reaction, both propene and oxygenmust

distort their equilibrium structures to meet at the transition state. e C-O dis-

tance is the same ( . Å) in all of the transition states for the four different sur-

faces, but is shorter than the relaxed C-O distance which was different on the four



surfaces. For example, the equilibrium distance between the methyl carbon and

oxygen in the starting con guration on the defect-free surface is . Å while on

the adatom-covered surface it is . Å.is distance is also larger for the stepped

surface ( . Å) and is similar to the adatom surface, which has amuch higher bar-

rier for allylic abstraction. e vacancy surface has a smaller starting C-O distance

( . Å) and a barrier lower than on the stepped and adatom surfaces, but closer

to that on the at, defect-free surface ( . eV).

Our calculations indicate that the oxygen atom moves to a less stable site dur-

ing reaction with an allylic hydrogen leading to a slight deformation of the gold

surface. e energy cost of the distortion was estimated from the difference in en-

ergy (∆Es) between oxygen adsorbed on the surface in its equilibriumposition and

oxygen and gold frozen in their positions from the transition state in the absence

of propene. e system with atoms frozen in their positions from the transition

state is higher in energy due to two reasons. In all cases the oxygen atom moves

from a three-fold site to a lower coordination site. e equilibrium coordination

for oxygen in OH is on a two-fold site. In the transition state, the oxygen will

have coordination somewhere in between a two-fold and three-fold site, since it is

gaining a partial bond from hydrogen. Since the transition state in all four cases

has nearly the same bond distances and the electronic structures are similar, we

assume that this rst contribution (the oxygen distortion which is the result of

moving from a three-fold to two-fold site) should be the same on all four surfaces.

Depending on the distance and path along which the oxygen must travel to reach

the C-Odistance in the transition state ( . Å), this could place an extra strain on

the oxygen in addition to the rst distortion, which can vary depending on the ini-

tial con guration. We nd that∆ Es is . eV, . eV, . eV, and . eV for

the defect-free, vacancy-covered, adatom-covered, and stepped surfaces, respec-

tively. Recall that the barriers on the four surfaces were . eV, . eV, .

eV, and . eV, respectively, illustrating that the difference in energy between

the equilibrium substrate and the substrate frozen in its transition state correlate

well with the calculated barriers. A similar procedure was carried out for the ’ ox-

ametallacycle formation. We nd that∆ Es is . eV, . eV, . eV, and .

eV for the defect-free, vacancy-covered, adatom-covered, and stepped surfaces, re-

spectively. ese energies do not correlate as well with the reaction barrier as was

the case for the allylic hydrogen barrier, suggesting that other factors are impor-



tant, including the distortion of propene and the electronic structure of the double

bond, where we know the defect can have an impact (Figure D. ).

e barrier for allylic hydrogen abstraction is not strictly correlated to the dis-

tance the oxygen needs to travel but rather to the energy penalty of the process.

We compared two different starting con gurations for the reaction on the at,

defect-free surface. We nd that the starting C-O distance was actually shorter for

a reaction that ultimately resulted in a higher barrier. e higher barrier could be

accounted for by the additional energy cost required to move the oxygen atom to

its location in the transition state,∆ Es. e energy barrier is also most likely cor-

related to propene distortion, since both the oxygen atom and propene can move

tomeet at the transition state. For simplicity, we only investigated the energy cost

for oxygen distortion to illustrate the correlation to the energy barrier for allylic

H abstraction.

e basicity of the atomic oxygen is generally thought to have a signi cant

impact on its ability to abstract an allylic hydrogen because a stronger base is

expected to more easily react with the acidic hydrogen. Oxygen atoms are more

electronegative than gold and are expected to redistribute electron density result-

ing in a partial negative charge on the oxygen and some small positive charge on

nearby Au atoms. A measure of the partial negative charge on the oxygen is a

crude approximation for its basicity. To estimate the charge on the adsorbed oxy-

gen atom, we use the Bader method which partitions the charge density into non-

overlapping basins de ned by hyper-surfaces where the electron density gradient

vanishes. e estimated charge on oxygen atoms is nearly the same on all of the

four surfaces we considered (- . e-). is result is expected since the binding of

oxygenon all four of these surfaces is nearly the same; oxygenbinds on a three-fold

site in all cases. Previous work established that for the adsorption of electroneg-

ative atoms on gold, the partial negative charge on the adsorbate decreases only

when the number of gold atoms towhich the adsorbate atom is bound decreases.

e binding strength of oxygen to the surface does not solely explain the ob-

served reaction trends. We propose that the stronger the binding of oxygen to

the gold surface, the harder it will be to react with hydrogen to form hydroxyls.

In previous work, the adsorption of oxygen (at a coverage of / ML instead of

the / ML used herein), was stronger at the edge of a step or adjacent to a va-

cancy compared to the at, defect-free surface. While these results partly follow



the proposed trend, the adatom-covered surface is a clear exception. e binding

strength of oxygen on the adatom-covered surface is equal to or less (depending

on its exact location) than on the at surface yet the barrier for hydrogen abstrac-

tion is over two times higher on the adatom-covered surface in comparison to the

at, defect-free surface.

Changes in the bonding between the methyl carbon and the allylic hydrogen

on the different surfaces also do not account for the calculated differences in bar-

rier heights. e charge density difference plots in Figure D. a and c show some

electronic differences between the C=C double bond on the defect-free and the

adatom-covered surfaces, but these differences do not extend to the allylic hydro-

gen. e electron densities between the methyl carbon and allylic hydrogen differ

by no more than . e- on the four different defect surfaces. e fact that bond

distances are similar in the transition states for all four surfaces further suggests

that the electronic structure of the reaction pathway is similar for all four cases.

D. . C. C R P

As discussed above there are different barriers for the various reactions considered

at different sites on the surface, which were summarized in Figure D. , taking also

into account the adsorption energies of propene on the various surface sites. In

order to interpret the picture that emerges from these results, we will make two

important assumptions: (i) propene is weakly bound to each site, and can escape

from it by overcoming a rather small energy barrier; (ii) propene can diffuse on

the surface very fast, essentially without any signi cant energy barrier. Under

these assumptions, in thermodynamic equilibrium and at low coverage, propene

molecules will be adsorbed at the lowest-energy sites, which are the Au adatom

sites. From these sites, they can undergo either type of reaction directly, or by

rst visiting other sites and then reacting there. e reactions that involve the

visit of another site, under the two assumptions made here, will have an effective

barrier for the reaction equal to the difference in energy between the new site and

the adatom plus the barrier for the speci c reaction starting from the new site,

as re ected in Figure D. . With these considerations, the four lowest effective

barrier reactions are: A) allylic hydrogen abstraction or oxametallacycle reaction,

both with an effective barrier of . eV; B) allylic hydrogen abstraction at a va-



Figure D.5: Schematic representation of the effective barriers for reactions of propene with ad-
sorbed atomic O on Au(111) for the ‘Flat’, ‘Vacancy’, ‘Step’ and ‘Adatom’ sites, including the defect
formation energies (all values in eV). Notation is the same as in Figure 2. In each case, the value
below the horizontal black line indicates the relative energy of the site compared to the Flat surface,
including propene adsorption and defect formation energies. The first four lowest effective-barrier
reactions, labeled A’, B’, C’, D’, are indicated along with their values (see text for details).

cancy site with effective barrier . eV; C) oxametallacycle reaction at a step site,

with an effective barrier of . eV; and D) allylic hydrogen abstraction at a site

on the at surface with an effective barrier of . eV. However, this analysis is

probably too simplistic, because it does not take into account the defect forma-

tion energies or differences in the adsorption energy of oxygen, which will also

determine the relative concentration of defects on the surface. In an attempt to

construct amore realistic picture, we include the defect formation energies as well

as the adsorption energies for propene, as follows: In the vacancy and adatom sur-

face, the energy of a bulk Au atom is added or subtracted, respectively, from those

system energies since they contain a different number of gold atoms compared to

the at surface. e step energy is included as the energy cost per unit length to

form the step con guration relative to the at surface. e inclusion of the de-

fect formation energies produces a different relative ordering of the sites, which

is shown in Figure D. , using as a reference point the at, defect-free surface.

Using this new ordering of the defect sites in energy, together with the ear-

lier assumptions about the mobility of propene on the surface, the picture that

emerges is the following: at adatom sites, propene can undergo a hydrogen ab-

straction reaction or an oxametallacycle reaction (case D’ in Figure D. ) with equal



energy barrier, . eV. However, this is actually the highest effective barrier re-

action, because it includes the adatom formation energy cost, that is, the relative

abundance of adatom sites with respect to the at, defect-free surface. ere are

reaction pathways that involve a lower effective barrier. For instance, by escaping

the adatom site and nding a site on the at portion of the surface, which should

occur quite readily since they are so close in energy (within the expectedmargin of

error for DFT calculations) propene can undergo a hydrogen abstraction reaction

with much higher probability than oxametallacycle (case A’ in Figure D. , with an

effective barrier of . eV).is is themost likely pathway, since it has the lowest

effective barrier. If propene can diffuse to a vacancy site on the surface, one also

expects allylic hydrogen abstraction (case B’ in Figure D. ), with effective barrier

of . eV. It is only on the at surface, with an effective barrier of . eV, that

reaction towards oxametallacycle could occur preferentially (case C’ in Figure D. ).

us, when taking into account the thermodynamics of each surface, the two low-

est energy pathways involve allylic hydrogen abstraction (cases A’ and B’ in Figure

D. ). A surface with a preponderance of step sites could possibly lead to oxametal-

lacylce reactions taking place with a higher probability than hydrogen-abstraction

reactions, if we assume that hydrogen-abstraction reactions at all other sites can

be suppressed.

D. . D. C   DFT     A

A recent report also investigated allylic hydrogen abstraction and oxygen insertion

on the at oxygen-covered Au( ) surface using DFT, but includes some im-

portant differences with our results. We have performed additional convergence

tests, using a slab of thickness up to ve layers and × × Monkhurst-Pack k-

point sampling, which gave energy barriers different by at most . eV but no

change in the qualitative ordering of site reactivity. From these we conclude that

the differences between our results and those of Ref. [ ] cannot be attributed

to incomplete convergence. Based on simple physical arguments, we argue the

results reported here are physically plausible. e barrier reported for allylic hy-

drogen abstraction in Ref. [ ] is smaller than our result and transition state ge-

ometries different. In the work of Roldan et al. the distance between H and the

accepting surface oxygen is . Å, which is very close to the equilibrium distance



for a surface hydroxyl on Au ( . Å). We identi ed the transition state O-H dis-

tance to be . Å, withHnearly equally shared between the accepting oxygen and

the carbon of the propene. Although we did nd a transition state similar to the

one reported in Ref. [ ], it seems that this transition state is associated with the

hydroxyl group diffusing towards its nal geometry. Our conclusion is that the

transition state reported herein was missed in the prior work.

Another important difference between the present work and Ref. [ ] is the

qualitative ordering of the energy barrier for the formation of the ’ and ’ oxam-

etallacycle. In the work of Roldan et al. the barrier for forming the ’ oxametal-

lacycle is lower than ’ formation, while the opposite is true in our work. As was

the case in allylic hydrogen abstraction, the transition state geometries found by

Roldan et al. differ fromours. During oxametallacycle formation an oxygen atom

is added to the carbon-carbon double bond of the propene, effectively reducing the

bond order from two to one. Indeed this carbon bond length increases from .

Å to . Å from propene to the oxametallacycle. e carbon-carbon bond length

in the transition state should lie somewhere between these values and indeed we

nd a value of . Å, while the work of Roldan et al.  found a value of . Å,

slightly less than the starting double bond length, which is implausible. A similar

comparison cannot bemade for the formation of the ’ oxametallacycle formation

since the authors did not comment on the carbon-carbon distance, but we observe

similar trends in our results: the starting (propene), transition state, and end ( ’

oxametallacycle) carbon to carbon distances were . , . , and . Å, respec-

tively. Previous DFT calculations have investigated oxametallacycle formation on

Ag( ) and Cu( ) and found on both surfaces that the primary oxametallacy-

cle formation had the lowest barrier.

D. C

rough an extensive investigation based on rst-principles electronic structure

calculations, we showed that the adsorption of propene on Au( ) can change

signi cantly in the presence of defects. Of the different types of defects we con-

sidered, propene binds the strongest on a single adatom-covered surface and binds

stronger (compared to the at, defect-free surface) on either vacancy-covered or

stepped gold surfaces. Charge density difference plots reveal that the magnitude



of the differences in the density, upon adsorption of propene, is greater on the

defect-containing surfaces.

Our results also indicate that the reactivity of the gold surface changes in the

presence of defects: for instance, the barrier for allylic hydrogen abstraction is

smallest on the at surface and highest on the adatom-covered surface. e dif-

ference in energy between the substrate in its equilibrium structure and the sub-

strate frozen in its transition state con guration correlateswellwith the calculated

energy barriers, suggesting that geometric and not electronic factors account for

most of the observed differences in the ability of oxygen to abstract allylic hydro-

gen.
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